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January

Praise for
All Things Hidden
“Award-winning Peterson and
Woodhouse have coauthored a marvelous story of love and adventure in
the Alaskan frontier. Their characters
spring to life against a background of
historical events.”—Booklist
“A lot of story is packed in pages
filled with loving, fully researched
detail. The novel’s power lies in its deceptive simplicity and clear narrative.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Full of unexpected twists and
beautiful scenery, All Things Hidden is
an engaging story set against a beautiful backdrop. . . . The likable characters
are not overly dramatized . . . the reveal
does not play out as expected. All this,
along with the suspense of the protagonist’s story make this novel hard to put
down.”—RT Book Reviews
“Tracie Peterson and Kimberley
Woodhouse create a wonderful piece
of historical fiction. . . . This novel is
equally balanced between character and
plot development, with plenty of action,
suspense, and human emotion to satisfy
most fiction lovers. . . . Amid the dishonesty, secrets, fear, evil, and hurt, love
and truth are ultimately revealed and
triumphant.”—Christian Library Journal
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Powerhouse Team Pairs Up
for Second Novel
yy Tracie and Kimberley follow
up on the success of their
previous collaboration,
All Things Hidden
yy Tracie is a well-known
bestselling author and
Kimberley is a popular
writer, speaker, and teacher
yy Blends mystery and suspense with romance and
intriguing historical detail

L

illian Porter has always wanted to fulfill her mother’s dream of going west, so when
she hears about a nanny position in Angels Camp, California, she defies her grandfather
and takes a chance on a new future. But she quickly wonders if she made the right choice.
There are rumors in town that her new employer, Woodward Colton, caused the death of his
wife. This accusation doesn’t match the man Lillian comes to know—and Mrs. Goodman,
Woody’s long-time housekeeper, is decisively on Woody’s side—but many in town stay far
away from Lillian because of her association with the Colton family.
Lillian’s six-year-old charge, Jimmy, was there when his mother died, and he hasn’t
spoken a word since. Gently, Lillian tries to coax him out of his shell, hoping he’ll one day
feel safe enough to tell her the truth about what happened. But the Colton olive farm is no
longer a safe place. Lillian encounters suspicious characters on their land and mysterious
damage done to the farm. Will Mrs. Goodman and Jimmy be able to speak what they know
in time to save Lillian from tragedy?

Beyond the Silence
Tracie Peterson and Kimberley Woodhouse

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1410-3

About the Author
Tracie Peterson is the
award-winning author of over
100 novels, both historical
and contemporary. Her avid
research resonates in her many
bestselling series. Tracie and
her family make their home in
Montana. Visit Tracie’s website
at www.traciepeterson.com to
learn more.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2947-2

© Lissa Barber Photography

Kimberley Woodhouse is a
multi-published author and a
popular speaker and teacher
who has shared the theme of
“Joy Through Trials” with hundreds of thousands of people
across the country. Kim is a
pastor’s wife and is passionate
about music and Bible study.
© Pauline Fortuna
She lives in Colorado with
her husband of twenty-plus years and their two kids.

Also Available

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

All Things Hidden
978-0-7642-1119-5

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9899-8
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Readers Await This Dramatic Conclusion
to the Beacons of Hope Series
yy Hedlund is the winner of the 2014
Carol Award for Historical Romance
yy Idyllic lighthouse settings, mystery, suspense,
romance, and history all combine in this
winning series
yy “Award-winning author Hedlund continues
to perfect her craft . . .”—Publishers Weekly
starred review

T

essa Taylor arrives in 1870s Upper Peninsula, Michigan, planning to
serve as a new teacher to the town. Much to her dismay, however, she
immediately learns that there was a mistake, that the town had requested
a male teacher. Percival Updegraff, superintendent and chief mine clerk,
says she can stay through winter since they won’t be able to locate a new
teacher before then, and Tessa can’t help but say she is in his debt. Little
does she know that Percival will indeed keep track of all that she owes him.
Determined to become indispensable, Tessa throws herself into teaching,
and soon the children of the widowed lighthouse keeper have decided
she’s the right match for their grieving father. Their uncle and assistant
light keeper, Alex Bjorklund, has his own feelings for Tessa. As the two
brothers begin competing for her hand, Tessa increasingly feels that someone is tracking her every move, and she may not be able to escape the trap
that has been laid for her.

Undaunted Hope
Beacons of Hope #3

Jody Hedlund

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1239-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6950-8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jody Hedlund is the author of
over ten novels including Rebellious Heart, Unending Devotion,
The Preacher’s Bride, and A
Noble Groom, winner of the
2014 Carol Award for Historical
Romance. She received a bachelor’s from Taylor University and
a master’s from the University
© Sarah Davis Photography
of Wisconsin, both in social
work. Currently she makes her home in Midland,
Michigan, with her husband and five busy children.
She can be found online at www.jodyhedlund.com.
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Also Available
Beacons of Hope
1 Love Unexpected
978-0-7642-1237-6
2 Hearts Made Whole
978-0-7642-1238-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

January

Humorous Historical Romance Novella
Collection Offers Love and Laughs
yy Delightful tales from top historical romance
authors with combined sales over 1 million
copies
yy Each author’s novella gives beloved minor
characters their own special romance
yy Humor and heart fill these four stories of some
unexpected engagements

F

our top historical romance novelists team up in this new collection to
offer stories of love and romance with a twist of humor. In Karen Witemeyer’s “The Husband Maneuver,” Marietta Hawkins decides to grab the
reins when the ranch foreman she loves seems to be leaving forever. Regina Jennings offers “Her Dearly Unintended,” where friends stranded by a
rising river pretend to be newlyweds when a dangerous stranger arrives.
Mary Connealy’s “Runaway Bride” finds a Texas ranger getting more
than he expected when he rescues a young woman fleeing a dangerous arranged marriage. And Melissa Jagears’ “Engaging the Competition” finds a
young woman forced to assist the man she’s sparred with for so long after
an accident leaves him helpless. Each tale is a fun blend of history and
romance that will delight readers.

On Bended Knee
A Novella Collection of
Proposals Gone Awry

Karen Witemeyer, Mary Connealy, Regina Jennings,
and Melissa Jagears

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1772-2

About the Authors
Karen Witemeyer is a winner of the Carol Award
and has been a finalist for the RITA Award and
National Readers’ Choice Award. She lives with her
husband and three children in Abilene, Texas.
www.karenwitemeyer.com

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Mary Connealy is well-known for her award-winning, bestselling historical romantic comedies. She
lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska with her
husband and has four grown daughters.
www.maryconnealy.com

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2926-7
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Anthologies (multiple authors)
Rights: Worldwide

Melissa Jagears, author of the Unexpected Brides
series, is a homeschooling mother of three little ones
on a tiny Kansas farm with a fixer-upper house. Her
first novella, Love by the Letter, won the 2014 Carol
Award for Best Novella. www.melissajagears.com

Also Available
A Match Made in Texas
978-0-7642-1176-8

Regina Jennings is the author of five acclaimed
historical romances. She lives outside Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, with her husband and four children.
www.reginajennings.com

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Excerpt
“I’m no beauty. Not by New
York standards, anyway,” Maggie
Montgomery said, smiling at her
brother. “I’ve been reading some
American magazines to prepare me
for what the ladies wear over here.”
She plucked at the sleeve of her serviceable brown overcoat. “I’m afraid
I’ll be painfully out of style.”
“Not to worry. You’ll have Colleen
and the other O’Learys to help with
your wardrobe. I’m sure they won’t
mind lending you a dress or two.”
Gabe grinned, revealing dimples in
each cheek.
Maggie’s heart swelled with love
for her handsome brother, who had
long been her protector. Maybe Gabe
would fall in love here in New York, as
Maggie hoped to do. Her family had all
agreed that she and Gabe would stay
in America until the end of the summer.
Long enough, they hoped, for Neill
Fitzgerald to forget about Maggie and
find a new girl to pursue.
Neill’s unwanted attention, as well
as Maggie’s yearning to experience
life outside her small village, had given
her the courage to leave, though saying
good-bye to her mother had been one of
the hardest things she’d ever done.
“Hey now, why the sour expression?”
Gabe elbowed her. “You look like someone kicked your cat.”
She gave a discreet sniff and lifted her
chin. No time for regrets. She needed to
prepare for her new life. “Just missing
home a wee bit,” she said with a shrug.
“Tis a far cry from this, isn’t it?” She
gestured to the ever-nearing shoreline.
“That it is.” Gabe gave her another
squeeze and a knowing look. “Mum will
be fine with Paddy and Claire. You have
nothing to feel guilty about.”
Nothing except the secret she held close
to her heart.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Can an Irish Lass with a Dream
for America Find True Love?
yy Mason’s immersive and
rich books offer characters
readers want to spend
time with
yy A powerful story of one
man hoping anyone can
find worth in him under
the weight of his past
yy Returns to the same
Edwardian time period
of Mason’s acclaimed
Irish Meadows

M

aggie Montgomery’s long-held wish to see America is finally coming true. She’ll visit
her beloved brother Rylan and his wife, Colleen, and at the same time, escape Neill
Fitzgerald’s unwanted attention. In addition, Maggie has a secret! She plans to remain in
America to seek her fortune and to hopefully find love. While visiting Irish Meadows, she
meets an intriguing man whom she thinks is a stable hand. Only when Rylan demands she
stay away from Adam O’Leary does she realize he’s Colleen’s brother, recently released from
prison. Nonetheless, Maggie can’t seem to make her heart conform to her brother’s request.
Adam O’Leary has never felt worthy of his place in the family. Spending time in jail only
reinforces his belief. Now that he’s free, Adam hopes to make amends and earn back his
family’s trust. Falling in love with Maggie Montgomery, however, was never in his plans.
Despite everyone’s effort to keep them apart, the two develop a bond nothing can
break—but has Adam truly changed, or will the sins of his past prove too much for Maggie
to overcome?

A Worthy Heart
Courage to Dream #2

Susan Anne Mason

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1725-8

About the Author
Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel Irish Meadows won
the Fiction from the Heartland
contest from the Mid-American
Romance Authors Chapter of
RWA. A member of ACFW,
as well, she lives outside of
Toronto, Ontario, with her
husband and two children.
She can be found online at
www.susanannemason.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2940-3

Also Available
Courage to Dream
1 Irish Meadows
978-0-7642-1724-1

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9900-1
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Acclaim for Dani Pettrey
Awards
• 2014 Daphne du Maurier
Award–Inspirational
• 2014 Christian Retailing’s Best
Award Winner–Mystery and
Suspense
• 2014 Gail Wilson Award of
Excellence Winner
• 2014 Colorado Romance Writers
Award of Excellence Winner–
Inspirational
• 2013 Holt Medallion for
Best First Book
Praise
Submerged
“An amazing story of faith, suspense, the power of forgiveness and
second chances! Dani Pettrey has a gift
for developing characters to fall in love
with. . . . ”—Lynette Eason, bestselling
author of The Women of Justice series
Shattered
“Shattered is a fast-paced suspense
and the romance thread is a sizzling
undercurrent throughout every chapter.
. . . Fans of Dee Henderson’s O’Malley
Family series will love Pettrey’s McKenna clan.”—USA Today
Stranded
“Dani Pettrey has delivered another
incredibly compelling adventure in Alaska.”—Dee Henderson, New York Times
bestselling author of Full Disclosure and
Undetected
Silenced
“I have not been this enthralled since
the O’Malley series by Dee Henderson!
Pettrey does such an excellent job of
developing each and every family member.”—Christian Manifesto
Sabotaged
“The McKenna family saga comes to
a roaring finale. . . . Pettrey keeps the
pages turning with a wicked pace, snappy
dialogue, and likable characters, while
deftly handling deep emotional and spiritual
struggles.”—Publishers Weekly

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Dani Pettrey Launches a
New Romantic Suspense Series
yy Over 175,000 sold already
of her debut Alaskan Courage
series
yy Every new Pettrey novel
spends multiple months on
the bestseller list
yy Crosses to the Atlantic coast
to tell a tale of pulse-pounding suspense and romance

I

n college, Griffin McCray and his four best friends had their lives planned out. Griffin and
Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray would head to the FBI and Parker
Mitchell would go on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But then Luke vanished
before graduation and their world—and friendships—crumbled.
Now Griffin is a park ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a SWAT-team sniper when
a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet—until the day he captures two relic hunters uncovering skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just wants the case to go away, but
charming forensic anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is modern—a young
social justice lawyer missing since spring—and all evidence points to the work of an expert
sniper. When FBI agent Declan Gray takes over the case, past and present collide. Griffin
soon realizes he’ll need to confront some of the darkest days of his life if he—and those he
cares about—are going to escape a downward spiral of murder that crosses continents.

Cold Shot
Chesapeake Valor #1

Dani Pettrey

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-1197-3

About the Author
Dani Pettrey is the bestselling
author of the Alaskan Courage
series and winner of the 2014
Daphne du Maurier award
for Inspirational Novel, the
2014 Christian Retailing’s Best
Award for Suspense, and the
2013 Holt Medallion for First
Novel. She and her husband
© Michael Pettrey Photography
reside in the DC Metro area.
She can be found online at www.danipettrey.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2942-7

Also Available
Alaskan Courage
1 Submerged
978-0-7642-0982-6
2 Shattered
978-0-7642-0983-3
3 Stranded
978-0-7642-0984-0
4 Silenced
978-0-7642-1195-9
5 Sabotaged
978-0-7642-1196-6

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9901-8
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Beloved Author Janette Oke’s Signature
Series in a 4-in-1 Collection
yy Janette Oke’s novels launched the modern era
of Christian fiction
yy The books in this collection have sold more
than 4.5 million copies
yy Author has worldwide sales of more than
30 million copies

T

his special value edition features the first four books in the classic
series that launched Janette Oke’s popularity, prompted a highly
successful movie franchise, and is well known and loved as one of the
founding series of inspirational fiction. These compelling prairie romances
follow the Davis family in their journey through life’s struggles and joys.
The story begins with Clark and Marty, who are brought together by tragic
circumstances and must find their way back to love and faith in the midst
of heartache. Then travel with Clark and Marty’s daughter, Missie, as she
finds love and then the courage to take a chance on homesteading in the
remote West, where tragedy and triumph come knocking at every turn.
Join the generations of readers who have fallen in love with these
landmark stories!

The Love Comes Softly
Collection One
Janette Oke

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$19.99
978-0-7642-1520-9
trade paper
6x9
704 pages
Case Quantity: 8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Bestselling author Janette
Oke (pronounced “oak”) is
celebrated across the world
for her significant contribution
to the Christian book industry.
She is credited with launching
the modern era of inspirational
fiction with the publication of
her first novel, Love Comes
Softly, in 1979. Today, her
novels have sold more than 30 million copies, and she
is the recipient of the ECPA President’s Award, the
CBA Life Impact Award, the Gold Medallion, and the
Christy Award. Janette and her husband, Edward, live
in Alberta, Canada.

w w w.bethanyhouse.com
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Also Available
Return to the Canadian West
(with Laurel Oke Logan)
1 Where Courage Calls
978-0-7642-1231-4
2 Where Trust Lies
978-0-7642-1318-2
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February

Can These Two Friends from Opposite
Worlds Find Love?
yy Readers eagerly await this glimpse into the
lives and loves of the Lancaster County Amish
yy Amish fiction has established itself as a genre
readers seek out, and Gould is among the top
names writing
yy “Gould is a master storyteller.”
—RT Book Reviews

T

hey’ve been best friends for years, but as high school ends, Zane Beck
can’t help but look at his Amish neighbor, Lila Lehman, with different
eyes. Her controlling father sees only one future for Lila, though, and
arranges for her to be courted by an upstanding young Amish man. When
Zane sees the two together, his plans for the future crumble, and he impulsively enlists in the Army, following in his father’s footsteps.
However, the passing of years and the distance between them isn’t
enough to halt their now hidden feelings for each other. If being together
used to be difficult, it’s now impossible, especially with the Amish opposed
to war. Zane’s service takes a dramatic turn when he’s sent to Afghanistan.
Being on the front line and the reality of taking a life has him questioning
whether he can continue to serve or not. But all choices have consequences—both his and hers. With Lila preparing to marry another, will these
one-time sweethearts ever find the life together that they both still long for?

Amish Sweethearts
Neighbors of Lancaster County #2

Leslie Gould

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-1524-7

About the Author
Leslie Gould is the bestselling author of The Courtships of
Lancaster County series, and
coauthor, with Mindy Starns
Clark, of the #1 bestselling The
Amish Midwife. She holds an
MFA in creative writing from
Portland State University and
has taught fiction writing at
Multnomah University as an
adjunct professor. She resides with her family in
Portland, Oregon.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6932-4
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide
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Also Available
Neighbors of
Lancaster County
1 Amish Promises
978-0-7642-1508-7
The Courtships of
Lancaster County
1 Courting Cate
978-0-7642-1031-0
2 Adoring Addie
978-0-7642-1032-7
3 Minding Molly
978-0-7642-1033-4
4 Becoming Bea
978-0-7642-1034-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

“One of the funniest voices in the
inspirational genre.”—Booklist
yy “Turano creates an engaging tale with a delightfully unexpected twist at the end.”
—Publishers Weekly on After a Fashion
yy Romance and hilarity between the classes in
1880s New York will delight readers of fun,
fast-paced historical romance
yy “Jen Turano has a way of keeping me turning
the pages and wishing there were more when
the book is done. She’s a fantastic storyteller
and I look forward to her next book!”
—Tracie Peterson, bestselling and awardwinning author

L

ucetta Plum is an actress on the rise in New York City, but is forced
to abandon her starring role when a fan’s interest turns threatening.
Lucinda’s widowed friend, Abigail Hart, is delighted at the opportunity to
meddle in Lucetta’s life and promptly whisks her away to her grandson’s
estate to hide out.
Bram Haverstein may appear to simply be a somewhat eccentric gentleman of means, but a mysterious career and a secret fascination with a
certain actress mean there’s much more to him than society knows.
Lucetta, who has no interest in Abigail’s matchmaking machinations,
has the best intentions of remaining cordial but coolly distant to Bram.
But when she can’t ignore the strange and mysterious things going on in
his house, it’ll take more than good intentions to keep her from trying to
discover who Bram is behind the part he plays.

Playing the Part
Jen Turano
Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1277-2

About the Author
Jen Turano, author of the
Ladies of Distinction series and
the A Class of Their Own series,
is a graduate of the University
of Akron. She is a member of
ACFW and lives in a suburb of
Denver, Colorado. Visit her
website at www.jenturano.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6960-7

Also Available
After a Fashion
978-0-7642-1275-8
A Change of Fortune
978-0-7642-1018-1
A Match of Wits
978-0-7642-1127-0
In Good Company
978-0-7642-1276-5

© Sara Karam Photography

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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This Traditional British Cozy Mystery
Gets a Regency Twist
yy Drew Farthering is back and ready to solve yet
another twisting, turning mystery
yy Will intrigue fans of Jane Austen with its
playful use of a Regency costume ball
yy For readers of Agatha Christie, Dorothy Sayers,
Rhys Bowen, and Jacqueline Winspear

D

rew and Madeline Farthering celebrate their six-month anniversary
by attending a fancy Regency era costume party. Drew is glad to see
Talbot Cummins, an Oxford classmate, and his fiancée, Alice Henley,
though many present seem worried about the couple. Everyone’s concerns
are realized when, at the concluding grand ball, Alice dies of an overdose
of cocaine. Tal refuses to believe she took the stuff intentionally, and Drew
is determined to find out if her death was an accident or murder.
Drew is shocked and disillusioned when the police arrest Tal’s father
and reveal that the man has been smuggling drugs into the country for the
past twenty years. Reeling from the death of his fiancée and the revelation about his father, Tal begs Drew to find out what’s going on. Drew,
now questioning his own ability to see people as they really are, does so
reluctantly, not ready for the secrets he’s about to uncover—or the danger
he’ll bring down on everyone he holds dear.

Dressed for Death
A Drew Farthering Mystery

Julianna Deering

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1411-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2939-7
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Traditional
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Julianna Deering is the
creator of the acclaimed Drew
Farthering Mystery series. She
has always loved British history
and is a particular fan of the
writings of Dorothy Sayers and
Agatha Christie. She graduated
from the University of Texas at
Dallas with a degree in busi© Tonya Sides Photography
ness administration and spent
several years as a Certified Public Accountant. She
lives outside Dallas, Texas. For more information
visit www.juliannadeering.com.
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Also Available
Drew Farthering Mysteries
Murder at the Mikado
978-0-7642-1097-6
Death by the Book
978-0-7642-1096-9
Rules of Murder
978-0-7642-1095-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

March

Praise for
Tracie Peterson
“Peterson is a long-time fixture on
Christian market bestseller lists with
her more than 100 novels, and A
Moment in Time will add to her shelf
of successes.”—Publishers Weekly
“A Moment in Time offers a
well-crafted narrative and engaging characters. A memorable and
heartwarming pick for fans of novels
by Beth Vogt and Cathleen Armstrong.”
—Library Journal
“Peterson is well known for her
strong research skills that really help
to set a sense of time and place to the
story. Her characters are diverse, yet
are all very authentic in their actions
and motivations.”—freshfiction.com on
The Miner’s Lady
“Peterson delivers another solid
historical romance, and fans will be
eager to read the next installment in her
frontier series.”—Library Journal on
The Miner’s Lady
“Tracie Peterson sets a fine example
of everything historical fiction should
be.”—Historical Romance Writers on
Taming the Wind
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Bestselling Author Tracie Peterson
Launches Exciting New Series
Set in 1890s Montana
yy Each new Peterson novel
is a CBA bestseller
yy Sapphire Brides series delivers
dangerous intrigue, romance,
and spiritual challenges
yy Author’s signature style
vividly re-creates historical
events and settings

E

mily Carver wants a home where she can put down roots instead of following her
gold-hungry father from one mining camp to another. She also longs for tenderness and
love, both of which are missing in her life. Yet when she realizes she’s losing her heart to
the intriguing new man in camp, she fiercely fights her feelings, afraid that love will only
result in disappointment and heartache.
Caeden Thibault, a young geologist, comes to Montana to catalog minerals indigenous to
the state. He’s a serious and guarded young man trying to escape the pain of his past. He
has avoided all romantic entanglements, fearing he might become like his abusive father.
But something about Emily Carver has caught his attention, something he never expected. . . .
Will these two broken souls allow God to bring healing and hope to their hurting hearts?

A Treasure Concealed
Sapphire Brides #1

Tracie Peterson

Vital Information
Available: March 1
trade paper
$14.99
978-0-7642-1324-3
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1334-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1335-9
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-6539-5
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Tracie Peterson is the
bestselling, award-winning
author of more than 100 novels.
Tracie also teaches writing
workshops at a variety of
conferences on subjects such
as inspirational romance and
historical research. She and
her family live in Belgrade,
Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.

Also Available
Brides of Seattle
1 Steadfast Heart
978-0-7642-1061-7
2 Refining Fire
978-0-7642-1062-4
3 Love Everlasting
978-0-7642-1063-1

© Lissa Barber Photography

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9902-5
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West Point History Comes Alive in this
Warmhearted Romance
yy Mitchell knows what’s been true for over a
century—women love a man in uniform
yy A fun and interesting glimpse behind the
walls of America’s oldest military academy
yy Flirtation Walk is the name given to West
Point’s “lover’s lane”

T

rying to escape the shambles her con-man father has made of their
reputation, Lucinda Curtis arrives in West Point, New York, determined
to land a husband from the military academy. Campbell Conklin is first in
his class and preparing to embark upon a storied career in the U.S. Army.
Lucinda thinks Campbell will make the perfect husband . . . as long as he
does not find out about her father.
Seth Westcott also has taken a liking to Lucinda. He’s kind, smart . . .
and working extremely hard to graduate last. Tradition states that the
worst cadets are assigned to the cavalry out west. And west is where Seth
must head to track the swindler who stole all of Seth’s mother’s money.
Seth is smart enough to vie for the top spot, but life isn’t fair and this is
his chance to catch the man who ruined his family. It’s too bad Campbell is
all shine and no substance, but Lucinda will surely see through all of that,
won’t she?

Flirtation Walk
Siri Mitchell

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1038-9

About the Author
Siri Mitchell has written over
a dozen novels, three of which
were named Christy Award
finalists. A graduate of the
University of Washington
with a business degree, she
has worked in many levels of
government and lived on three
continents. She and her
family currently reside in the
DC Metro area. Learn more at www.sirimitchell.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2946-5

Also Available
Like a Flower in Bloom
978-0-7642-1037-2
Love Comes Calling
978-0-7642-1036-5

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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An Epic New Fantasy Series from
Fan Favorite Jill Williamson
yy Ideal for fantasy readers of Brandon Sanderson,
Patrick Carr, and Robin Hobb
yy This riveting saga finds characters seeking
safety in a world on the verge of destruction
yy Praise for Jill’s first series: “This thoroughly
entertaining and smart tale will appeal to fans
of Donita K. Paul and J.R.R. Tolkien. Highly
recommended.”—Library Journal

T

he gods are angry.
Volcanic eruptions, sinkholes, ground shakers—everything points to
their unhappiness. At least that is what the king of Armania believes. His
son, Prince Wilek, thinks his father’s superstitions are nonsense, though he
remains the ever dutiful heir apparent to the throne.
When a messenger arrives and claims that the town of Farway has been
swallowed by the earth, the king sends Wilek to investigate. But what
Wilek discovers is more cataclysmic than one lost city. Even as the ground
shifts beneath his feet, Wilek sets out on a desperate journey to save his
people and his world. But can he do it before the entire land crumbles?

King’s Folly
The Kinsman Chronicles #1

Jill Williamson

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-1424-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
480 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $15.99
978-1-4412-2972-4
Category: FICTION / Christian / Fantasy
FICTION / Fantasy / Historical
FICTION / Fantasy / Epic
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jill Williamson writes
fantasy and science fiction
for teens and adults. Jill grew
up in Alaska, staying up and
reading by the summer daylight
that wouldn’t go away. This
led to a love of books and
writing, and her debut novel,
By Darkness Hid, won several
awards and was named a Best
Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror novel of 2009 by
VOYA magazine. She loves giving writing workshops
and blogs for teen writers at www.GoTeenWriters.
com. She now lives in Oregon with her husband, two
children, and a whole lot of deer. Visit her online at
www.jillwilliamson.com.
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Excerpt
“Who is Elohim?”
Shira sat down on a flat rock near
the watering hole. Few souls stirred
this early, and the sun tarried low on
the horizon.
“I will tell you what I can, but I
may have to finish another day.” She
patted the rock, beckoning me to sit,
and although still a bit unsettled by
her mocking, I sank down next to her.
“Elohim, the Strong One, is how
we call upon our God. The God of
our forefathers—Avraham, Yitzhak,
and Yaakov. We also address him as
Adonai, or Lord.”
“But what is his name?”
“We call him by many terms.”
“How can you ensure answered
prayers if you cannot name him?”
“He hears.” She closed her eyes and
drew a deep breath through her nose,
as though drawing divinity from the
very air around her.
How could one make a god comply
without a name to call upon?
She opened her eyes and gestured
to the water. “When the river changed,
that was Moses—our Deliverer. The
rumor my brother heard is that Moses
met Pharaoh that very morning. When
he struck the water with a staff, it turned
blood red.”
“Why would Pharaoh do such a thing
to the Nile?”
“No, Moses struck the water to show
Pharaoh who is the highest god.”
“Pharaoh is the highest god, the descendent of Ra, creator of life.” I spouted
the creed without hesitation.
“Pharaoh is not the highest god, and
Moses will prove it to him.” She stared
into my eyes with an unfathomable
expression.
Words escaped me. This strange girl
had blasphemed Pharaoh without a blink.
She could be tied to a pole in the public
square and scourged, or worse.
“I know this is confusing to you. It goes
against everything you have been taught.
But I tell you, my friend, it is truth.” She
laid her small hand on my arm. “To help you
understand I must start from the beginning.
Do you want to hear?”
I did. For some inexplicable reason, I
thirsted to know more.
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A Story of Love, Desperation, and
Hope During a Great Biblical Epoch
yy A fascinating look at what it
might have been like to be
a young Egyptian woman
during the plagues
yy Will help readers form a
deeper connection to the
story of the Exodus
yy A compelling and powerful
debut novel

S

old into slavery by her father and forsaken by the man she was supposed to marry, young
Egyptian Kiya must serve a mistress who takes pleasure in her humiliation. When terrifying plagues strike Egypt, Kiya is in the middle of it all.
To save her older brother and escape the bonds of slavery, Kiya flees with the Hebrews
during the Great Exodus. She finds herself utterly dependent on a fearsome God she’s
only just beginning to learn about, and in love with a man who despises her people. With
everything she’s ever known swept away, will Kiya turn back toward Egypt or surrender her
life and her future to Yahweh?

Counted With the Stars
Out From Egypt #1

Connilyn Cossette

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1437-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2941-0
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Connilyn Cossette is a homeschooling mother of two with
a passion for writing stories of
timeless grace. She hopes to
draw readers into a personal
encounter with the rich ancient
world of the Bible and spark
curiosity that will lead to
digging deeper into the truth of
© Ami Trull Photography
the Word. Her novel Counted
With the Stars won the 2013 Frasier Contest and was
a semi-finalist in the 2013 ACFW Genesis Contest.
She lives near Dallas, Texas. Connect with her at
www.connilyncossette.com.

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9903-2
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March 29 street date

Praise for Beverly Lewis
“Beverly Lewis is the biggest
name in Amish fiction.”
—Newsweek
“No one does Amish-based inspirationals better than Lewis.”
—Booklist
“Author Beverly Lewis has come
up with a new magic formula for producing bestselling romance novels.”
—Time magazine
“Much of the credit [for the growth
of Amish fiction] goes to Beverly Lewis,
a Colorado author who gave birth to
the genre in 1997 with The Shunning.
. . . The book has sold more than
1 million copies.”—Associated Press
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A Must-Have Novel from the
#1 Name in Amish Fiction
yy A dedicated readership
eagerly awaits each new
book: 17 million sold and
counting!
yy Lewis’s books are fixtures on
multiple bestseller lists
yy Author regularly engages
with her readers via social
media and supports releases
with more than 50 personal
appearances each year

T

he mistakes of the past haunt Lucy Flaud, who years ago stopped attending the activities
for courting-age young people in her hometown of Bird-in-Hand. Now twenty-five and
solidly past the age of Amish courtship, Lucy has given up any hope of marriage, instead
focusing her efforts on volunteering in both the Plain and fancy communities of Lancaster
County. Yet no matter how hard Lucy strives, she feels uncertain that she’ll ever find
redemption.
Dale Wyeth has a deep mistrust of modern-day “advances” and the dependency they
create. The young Englisher’s interest in living off the grid is fueled further when he meets
Christian Flaud, Lucy’s father. Dale appreciates the self-sufficient ways of the Old Order
Amish, and Christian invites him to learn more about them by staying at the family farm.
As Christian and Dale grow closer, developing a father-son rapport, Lucy begins to question what Dale’s being there might mean for her. Could God be testing her? Or is it possible
that even the most unworthy heart—and two people from very different walks of life—can
somehow find a new beginning?

The Atonement
Beverly Lewis

Vital Information
Street Date:
March 29, 2016
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1248-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1657-2
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1660-2
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24
ebook: $15.99
978-1-4412-2937-3
Category: FICTION /
Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian /
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Beverly Lewis, born in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch
country, has more than 17 million books in print. Her stories
have been published in eleven
languages and have regularly
appeared on numerous bestseller lists, including the New
York Times and USA Today.
© Ginger Murray Photography
Beverly and her husband, David, live in Colorado, where they enjoy hiking, biking,
making music, and spending time with their family.
Learn more at www.beverlylewis.com.

Also Available
The Photograph
978-0-7642-1247-5
The Love Letters
978-0-7642-1246-8
The River
978-0-7642-1245-1
Child of Mine
(with David Lewis)
978-0-7642-1254-3

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9904-9

endcap merch kit
978-0-7642-9911-7
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Delia Parr’s Delightful
Midwife Series Concludes
yy This warm-hearted look at a small-town
community is ideal for Jan Karon readers
yy With Martha Cade, Parr offers a strong woman
of faith with a heart for those in need
yy Tells a tale of trusting God, even when the
future seems unknowable

M

idwife Martha Cade has decided. When he returns in February, she is
going to marry Mayor Thomas Dillon. That is the only decision in life
in which she feels confident these days. Everything else around her feels
like it’s changing too fast, from her daughter’s obvious affection for the
town’s young doctor to Martha realizing she’s ready to pass on her role as
midwife to someone younger. Even her beloved town of Trinity is changing.
The 1830s Pennsylvania town, having mushroomed in size and population, is becoming an important agricultural and economic center for the
region, and soon a canal will connect it even more to the outside world.
It is a season that will set the course for the rest of her life. Martha
will need every ounce of confidence, courage, and faith she possesses to
overcome the obstacles that will make her life far more challenging and
difficult than she can dare to imagine.

The Midwife’s Dilemma
At Home in Trinity #3

Delia Parr

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1735-7

About the Author
Delia Parr is the author of sixteen historical and inspirational
historical romance novels,
including Hearts Awakening,
Love’s First Bloom, and Hidden
Affections. The mother of three
grown children, she was a
long-time high school teacher
in southern New Jersey before
retiring to Florida.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2944-1

Also Available
At Home in Trinity
1 The Midwife’s Tale
978-0-7642-1733-3
2 The Midwife’s Choice
978-0-7642-1734-0

© Linda Kruger

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide
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A Riveting Edwardian Series Set among
Britain’s High Society
yy Roseanna White weaves an enthralling tale of
mystery, history, and romance in 1912 England
yy A story perfect for fans of Downton Abbey
yy “. . . intricate plot, terrific twists, and heartstopping intrigue, as well as the heroine’s
deeply moving journey of faith, grace, and
redemption, create a memorable book.”
—RT Book Reviews on Circle of Spies, 4½ stars
and a Top Pick

L

ady Rowena Kinnaird may be the heiress to a Highland earldom, but
she has never felt good enough—not for her father, not for the man she
thought she’d marry, not for God. But after a shocking attack, she’s willing
to be forever an outcast if it means escaping Loch Morar.
Brice Myerston, the Duke of Nottingham, has found himself in possession of a rare treasure his enemies are prepared to kill for. While Brice
has never been one to shy away from manor-born ladies, the last thing he
needs is the distraction of Lady Rowena, who finds herself in a desperate
situation. But when Rowena’s father tries to trap Brice into marrying his
daughter, Brice makes a surprising decision.
Rowena wanted to escape the Highlands, but she’s reluctant to marry a
notorious flirt. And when she learns that Brice is mixed up in questionable
business with a stolen treasure, she fears she’s about to end up directly in
the path of everything she was trying to avoid.

The Reluctant Duchess
Ladies of the Manor

Roseanna M. White

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1351-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2945-8
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Roseanna M. White pens
her novels beneath her Betsy
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen
action figure watching over
her. When not writing fiction,
she’s homeschooling her two
children, editing and designing,
and pretending her house will
clean itself. Roseanna is the
author of nine novels, ranging
from biblical fiction to American-set romances
to her new British series. Roseanna lives with
her family in West Virginia. Learn more at
www.roseannamwhite.com.
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Also Available
Ladies of the Manor
The Lost Heiress
978-0-7642-1350-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

April

Praise for
Michael Phillips
“Michael Phillips skillfully
immerses our imaginations. . . .”
—Eugene Peterson
“When I read Lewis and MacDonald, and now Phillips, I walk away
wanting to be more than I already
am, more consistent and true, a more
authentic human being, more the
child . . .”—William Paul Young
“Michael Phillips is a superb storyteller. . . .”—Church and Synagogue
Libraries
“Phillips brings his usual strong
characterization to this family saga,
effortlessly depicting the confusion
a newfound religious conversion can
bring to a family.”—Library Journal on
Wild Grows the Heather in Devon
“Phillips’s vivid descriptions of the
Highlands and its vibrant people leave
the reader in awe. This is an emotion-packed tale. All who love stories
set in Scotland will treasure An Ancient
Strife.”—Rendezvous
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Dramatic New Series from
Fan Favorite Michael Phillips
yy Author has more than
7 million copies of his
books in print
yy Phillips has enjoyed a
devoted fan base for
decades
yy This novel launches a
3-book series set in
Scotland’s Shetland Islands

T

he death of the clan patriarch has thrown the tiny Shetland Islands community of
Whale’s Reef into turmoil. Everyone assumed MacGregor Tulloch’s heir to be his
grand-nephew David, a local favorite, but when it is discovered that MacGregor left no
will, David’s grasping cousin Hardy submits his own claim to the inheritance, an estate that
controls most of the island’s land. And while Hardy doesn’t enjoy much popular support, he
has the backing of a shadowy group of North Sea oil investors. The courts have frozen the
estate’s assets while the competing claims are investigated, leaving many of the residents
in financial limbo. The future of the island—and its traditional way of life—hangs in the
balance.
Loni Ford is enjoying her rising career in a large investment firm in Washington, DC. Yet
in spite of her outward success, she is privately plagued by questions of identity. Orphaned
as a young child, she was raised by her paternal grandparents, and while she loves them
dearly, she feels completely detached from her roots. That is until a mysterious letter arrives
from a Scottish solicitor. . . .
Past and present collide in master storyteller Phillips’s dramatic new saga of loss and
discovery, of grasping and grace, and of the dreams of men and women everywhere.

The Inheritance
Secrets of the Shetlands #1

Michael Phillips

Vital Information
Available: April 5
trade paper
$14.99
978-0-7642-1748-7
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$19.99
978-0-7642-1754-8
5½ x 8½

400 pages
Case Quantity: 20
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2938-0
Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian /
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9905-6

About the Author
Michael Phillips is a bestselling author with more than 70
of his own titles. In addition, he
has served as editor/redactor
of nearly 30 more books. He is
known as the man responsible
for the reawakened interest
in George MacDonald of the
last 30 years. In addition to
the MacDonald titles adapted/
edited for today’s reader, his publishing efforts in
bringing back full-length quality facsimile editions
also spawned renewed interest in MacDonald’s
original work. Michael and his wife, Judy, spend
time each year in Scotland but make their home near
Sacramento, California. Visit Michael’s website at
www.macdonaldphillips.com.
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Sure to Be a New Favorite, Tagg’s Latest
Checks All the Right Boxes for Romance Fans
yy “Simply adorable . . .”—USAToday.com’s Happy
Ever After blog about Here to Stay
yy Charming and poignant contemporary
romance for readers of Denise Hunter, Rachel
Hauck, Susan May Warren, and Katherine Reay
yy “From the Start embodies Tagg’s best! Delightful.
Endearing. And full of engaging characters . . .”
—Katherine Reay, author of Lizzy & Jane

M

aple Valley became Amelia Bentley’s haven after her heart and her
dreams of a family were shattered, but her new life as a newspaper
editor is shaken when the paper is bought out by a chain that plans to
incorporate it into a regional paper.
After his biggest campaign success yet, speechwriter Logan Walker is
approached to work on a presidential campaign. But he already lost his
wife three years ago, and saying yes to the job means he’ll see his young
daughter even less. When Logan hears of a special election campaign in
his hometown, helping out sounds like the perfect way to occupy himself
while deciding what to do.
When Amelia hears Logan is back in town, she begs him to lend his previous experience in the newspaper world to help turn her paper’s numbers
around in time. They may butt heads more than they expected, but a lead
on a story that could help save the paper is just the start of the sparks that
fly in the office and in their hearts.

Like Never Before
Melissa Tagg

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$13.99
978-0-7642-1308-3

About the Author
Melissa Tagg, author of Made
to Last, Here to Stay, and From
the Start, is a former newspaper reporter, current nonprofit
grant writer, and total Iowa
girl. When she’s not writing,
she can be found hanging out
with the coolest family ever.
She’s passionate about humor,
© David’s Gallery
grace, and happy endings.
Melissa blogs regularly at www.melissatagg.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $13.99
978-1-4412-2943-4

Also Available
From the Start
978-0-7642-1307-6
Here to Stay
978-0-7642-1133-1
Made to Last
978-0-7642-1132-4

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide
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Excerpt
Christy shrugged out of her
jacket, draped it over the back of her
chair, and perched on the edge of the
seat. Wrapping her fingers around
the computer case in her lap, she
held on tight.
What if she’d made a mistake by
going to the authorities?
The knot that had been lodged in
the pit of her stomach since she’d
made the call tightened. If this
decision turned out to be wrong, the
consequences would be dire. That
much had been clear.
Yet she wasn’t equipped to deal
with a kidnapper. She needed the kind
of resources law enforcement could
provide.
Prying one hand off the case, she
tucked her hair behind her ear. She
could have hung up while the operator
transferred her to Agent McGregor. In
fact, she almost had. She could also
have severed the connection at any
point during her conversation. He didn’t
know her name, and using a pay phone
had allowed her to keep her options
open.
But the man had sounded confident and professional, with a subtle
take-charge, I’m-in-control manner that
reeked of competence.
All of which had convinced her to take
the leap.
Now it was too late for second
thoughts. He’d be here any minute.
All she could do was hope she hadn’t
misjudged him.
And pray she wasn’t making a fatal
mistake.
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Two-Time RITA Award Winner
Continues to Bring Chills to Readers
yy If Ginny Reed is still alive,
who is the woman buried in
her grave? FBI Special Agent
Lance McGregor is determined to find the truth
yy Hannon is a bestselling
author whose romantic
suspense novels have sold
over 450,000 copies
yy Hannon “makes readers come
back again and again for
more.”—Suspense Magazine
on Buried Secrets
yy “An ideal blend of romance
and intrigue.”—Booklist on
Buried Secrets

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-2453-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0169-7
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

A

fter losing her parents in a car accident and her sister to a house fire, Christy Reed
has been mired in grief. Life is finally starting to feel normal again when an envelope
arrives in the mail—addressed in her sister’s handwriting. And the note inside claims she is
still alive.
FBI Special Agent Lance McGregor, a former Delta Force operator, is assigned to reopen
the case, but he’s coming up with more questions than answers. If Ginny Reed is still
alive—who is the woman buried in her grave? Where is Ginny? And is Christy a pawn in a
twisted cat-and-mouse game—or the target of a sinister plot? As he digs deeper, one thing
becomes clear: whoever is behind the bizarre ruse has a deadly agenda.
Bestselling author and two-time Christy Award finalist Irene Hannon warms readers’
hearts as they root for a romance between Lance and Christy, but she pulls out all the stops
as this high-stakes thriller chills to the bone in a race to the finish.

Thin Ice
Men of Valor #2

Irene Hannon

About the Author
Irene Hannon is the bestselling and award-winning author
of more than forty-five novels,
including Buried Secrets, the
Heroes of Quantico, Guardians
of Justice, and Private Justice
series. Her books have been
honored with, among others,
two coveted RITA Awards from
© DeWeesePhotography.com
Romance Writers of America, three HOLT Medallions, a Daphne du Maurier
Award, two Reviewers’ Choice Awards from RT Book
Reviews magazine, and a National Readers’ Choice
Award. She lives in Missouri. Learn more at
www.irenehannon.com.

Merchandising

Also Available
Men of Valor
1 Buried Secrets
978-0-8007-2126-8
Private Justice
1 Vanished
978-0-8007-2123-7
2 Trapped
978-0-8007-2124-4
3 Deceived
978-0-8007-2125-1
Guardians of Justice
1 Fatal Judgment
978-0-8007-3456-5
2 Deadly Pursuit
978-0-8007-3457-2
3 Lethal Legacy
978-0-8007-3458-9
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Excerpt
She had finished picking all
the apples she could reach from
one tree when she heard someone
behind her.
“Liesbet, Mamm wants you to . . .”
Hannah had turned as she spoke, but
Liesbet wasn’t behind her. It was the
young man from the wagon.
“I wondered if you needed some
help. I can reach the taller branches.”
His accent was strange, but he
spoke Deitsch, the Pennsylvania
Dutch, just like all the Amish. His
cheeks turned pink when she didn’t
answer right away, and he pointed to
the apples clinging to the branches
above her head.
“Ach, ja.” Hannah felt her face
turn as pink as his. She had never
seen eyes quite the color of his. They
were blue, but when he tilted his head
down to look at her, they turned gray.
He smiled again—a slow, gentle smile
that made his eyes crinkle. Light brown
hair curled around his ears.
He stepped around her and climbed
up into the fork of the tree, reaching
from that higher perch to pick the apples
and toss them down to her. He worked
without a word but smiled at her as he
jumped down from one tree and climbed
the next, every motion effortless. He
continued until Hannah’s apron was full.
“I have enough now,” Hannah said
as he climbed down from the last tree.
“Denki . . . ”
“Josef.” He leaned against the tree,
gazing at her. “Josef Bender.”
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Talented New Voice in Amish
Fiction Launches Dramatic Series
yy Author’s ancestors were
among the first Amish,
Mennonite, and Brethren
immigrants in the 1700s
yy Compelling story of the
choices we face when love
and faith conflict
yy Author has begun building
a fan base through Love
Inspired
yy Will appeal to fans of Cindy
Woodsmall’s Amish novels

H

annah Yoder loves her quiet life on the banks of the Conestoga Creek. In 1842, this corner of Lancaster County is settled and peaceful—yet problems lurk beneath the placid
façade. Hannah’s father worries about the spread of liberal ideas from their Mennonite and
Brethren neighbors. And Hannah blames herself for a tragedy that struck their home nine
years ago. She strives to be the one person who can bind the threads of her family together
in spite of her mother’s ongoing depression and her sister’s rejection of their family. But her
world is threatening to unravel.
When two young men seek her hand in marriage—one offering the home she craves
and the other promising the adventure of following God’s call west—Hannah must make
a choice. Faithfully perform her duties to her family? Or defy her father and abandon her
community?
With a tender hand, Jan Drexler teases out the threads of a romance that will captivate
readers in this brand-new Amish historical series.

Hannah’s Choice
Journey to Pleasant Prairie #1

Jan Drexler

Vital Information
Available: January 19
$14.99
978-0-8007-2656-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 36
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0178-9
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author

Endorsement

Jan Drexler brings a unique
understanding of Amish traditions and beliefs to her writing.
Her ancestors were among the
first Amish, Mennonite, and
Brethren immigrants to Pennsylvania in the 1700s. Their
experiences are the basis for
her stories. Jan lives in Rapid
© Magnified Photography
City, South Dakota, with her
husband, their four adult children, two active dogs,
and a cat. When she isn’t writing, she enjoys hiking
the Black Hills and the Badlands. She is the author
of the Love Inspired novels The Prodigal Son Returns,
A Mother for His Children, and A Home for His Family
(September 2015).

“Hannah’s Choice is a compelling story of family
and place that demonstrates how choices in life can
be difficult and yet exciting at the same time. Jan
Drexler’s Amish family is so engaging that we’re
right there sitting down with them at their supper
table, sharing their joys and sorrows as they embrace
the adventure of life. A great read for anyone who
enjoys a page-turning mix of appealing characters,
exciting story action, sweet romance, and interesting
history.”—Ann H. Gabhart, bestselling author of
The Innocent

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-8007-6999-4
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Can Love Redeem a Broken Past?
yy Engaging writing will appeal to those
who love Irene Hannon’s romance novels
yy A promising new talent who has already garnered several awards delivers an emotionally
rich contemporary romance
yy Sparks fly when a woman purchases her
abandoned family home from the infuriating
man who let it fall into ruin

S

helby Kincaid is ready to move on from her grief. With high hopes for
the future, she longs to purchase her family’s ancestral homestead
so she can raise her young daughters in the only place she ever truly belonged. She plans to transform the abandoned house into the perfect home
of her memories. But she’ll have her work cut out for her.
AJ Sullivan never wanted the homestead. Inherited as a punishment
from his grandfather, it has sat empty for fifteen years and fallen into ruin.
He’s glad to finally unload it. But a clean break isn’t possible when he can’t
get the young widow Shelby off his mind.
Welcome to Misty Willow, a place that will have as great a hold over
the reader as it does over its inhabitants. With writing that evokes a strong
sense of place and personal history, Johnnie Alexander deftly explores the
ties that bind us to home—and the irresistible forces that draw us to each
other.

Where She Belongs
MISTY WILLOW #1

Johnnie Alexander

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-2640-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance /
Clean & Wholesome
FICTION / Romance /
Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0174-1

MERCHANDISING

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Johnnie Alexander is the
award-winning author of
Where Treasure Hides. Johnnie
is an accomplished essayist
and poet whose work has
appeared in the Guideposts
anthology A Cup of Christmas
Cheer. In addition to writing,
she enjoys reading, spending
© Jodie Westfall Photography
time with her grandchildren,
and taking road trips. She lives near Memphis,
Tennessee.
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Bestselling Author Invites Readers Back
into an Enchanting Realm
yy “A wonderful journey away from the real world.”
—RT Book Reviews 4-star review of Emissary
yy “Readers of inspirational fantasy will enjoy
[Locke’s] foray into a new genre.”—Publishers
Weekly on Emissary
yy “A superbly crafted fantasy adventure novel
that engages the reader’s total and rewarded
attention from beginning to end. Very highly
recommended.”—Midwest Book Review on
Emissary

L

ife for Hyam is bittersweet. Admired by the citizens of Falmouth for his
heroic rescue mission, he cherishes these peaceful days with Joelle by
his side. Yet grief over the loss of his magical skills during the great Battle
of Emporis threatens to engulf him. Sometimes he even wishes he had
never known magic at all.
When Hyam comes into possession of an ancient Milantian scroll, he is
thrilled to feel the surge of power that courses through him whenever he
touches it. But what he discerns in the text could mean war. He embarks
upon another journey to determine its true meaning and forestall any
attack. But as Hyam is seeking answers, he is unaware that the merchant
of Alyss is seeking him . . .

Merchant of Alyss
Legends of the Realm #2

Thomas Locke

Vital Information
Available: January 5

trade paper
$14.99
978-0-8007-2386-6
Case Quantity: 36

hardcover
$19.99
978-0-8007-2448-1
Case Quantity: 28
5½ x 8½
384 pages

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0171-0
Category: FICTION /
Fantasy / Epic
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Thomas Locke is a pseudonym for Davis Bunn, the
award-winning novelist with
total worldwide sales of seven
million copies. With a lifelong
passion for speculative stories,
he is also the author of Emissary and Trial Run. His work
has been published in twenty
languages, and critical acclaim
includes four Christy Awards for excellence in fiction.
He divides his time between Oxford and Florida. A
screenplay adaptation of Emissary is currently under
development as a feature film with a British production company. Learn more at www.tlocke.com.
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EXCERPT
A flash of light shot through
the driver’s window then was
gone. Maddy sat up straighter and
looked in the direction the light
had come from. When nothing else
happened, she didn’t relax. Instead
her nerves began that little hum they
did whenever she needed to be on
alert. Aware. The light flashed again,
further away and not hitting the car,
but still there.
Ignore it? She continued her
rhythmic tap on the steering wheel,
debating. Then grabbed her phone and
sent a text requesting some back up.
She didn’t know if she’d need it or not,
but it never hurt to be prepared. Maddy had a good view of the front door
of the radio station from her strategic
position. She’d backed up and parked
next to the building just across the lot
from the building Wade had entered
almost three hours earlier.
When the light swept across the
front of the station doors, Maddy’s
pulse picked up speed and her nerves
hummed faster.
Her fingers curled around the handle
of the driver’s door.
The glass to the passenger window
exploded. Maddy ducked, flinched away
from the shards hitting her, reached for
her weapon. Felt a prick in her upper arm.
Looked down to see a small dart sticking
out. She grabbed for it and pulled it out.
What? Her head began a slow spin and
nausea climbed up the back of her throat.
Weakness consumed her and she felt the
darkness start to grab at her consciousness. She fought it, struggled to get her
fingers wrapped around the door handle,
her only thought to get out, get help. But
her eyes wouldn’t stay open. Her phone.
She needed her phone to call for help. But
her hand was too heavy. She couldn’t lift it.
She forced her eyes open and saw a
masked figure slide into the passenger
seat, the knife glinting in her attacker’s
right hand.
“Why?” she whispered.
Felt the blade against her throat.
Then nothing.
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The Women of Elite Guardians
Stop at Nothing to Get the Job Done
yy A team of female bodyguards gives readers a new
twist on romantic suspense
yy Olivia Edwards’s skills as a
bodyguard are pushed to
the limit when she must
protect talk show host
Wade Savage and stay out
of a killer’s path
yy Each of Eason’s Revell books
has hit the CBA bestsellers list
yy Taut writing and breakneck
pacing will appeal to readers
of Terri Blackstock
yy Award-winning author
whose novels have sold
over 250,000 copies

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-8007-2326-2

T

he bodyguards of Elite Guardians Agency have more than just skill and prowess in
common—they’re also all women. When it becomes clear that popular psychiatrist and
radio personality Wade Savage has a stalker, his father secretly hires Elite Guardians in
order to protect his son.
But when Wade’s bodyguard is attacked and nearly killed, agency owner Olivia Edwards
must step in and fill the gap. Olivia’s skills are about to be tested to the limit as Wade’s
stalker moves from leaving innocent gifts at his door to threatening those closest to him.
Olivia has the feeling that she’s next on the list. And to complicate things even further, she
realizes that her heart may be in as much danger as her client.
Bestselling author and fan favorite Lynette Eason drops readers right into the action
in this fast-paced new series with a unique twist. Readers will love these strong female
characters who put it all on the line to save lives.

Always Watching
ELITE GUARDIANS #1

Lynette Eason

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lynette Eason is the bestselling author of the Women of Justice, the Deadly Reunions, and the
Hidden Identity series. She is a
member of American Christian
Fiction Writers and Romance
Writers of America. She lives in
South Carolina. Learn more at
www.lynetteeason.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-4550-2
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ALSO AVAILABLE
Hidden Identity
1 No One to Trust
978-0-8007-2208-1
2 Nowhere to Turn
978-0-8007-2209-8
3 No Place to Hide
978-0-8007-2210-4
Deadly Reunions
1 When the Smoke Clears
978-0-8007-2007-0
2 When a Heart Stops
978-0-8007-2008-7
3 When a Secret Kills
978-0-8007-2009-4
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“Charmingly quirky and endearing.”
—Library Journal on The Trouble with Patience
yy Winsomely portrays colorful characters shaped
by the authentic, rugged way of the West
yy “Patience is the perfect protagonist for this
story—spunky enough to hold her own
against the cowboys and gold miners of 1866
Montana.”—RT Book Reviews, 4½ star review of
The Trouble with Patience
yy Book 2 in Virtues and Vices of the Old West

R

achel Cuddy isn’t one to rely on others to take care of her. Destitute and
alone, she still wants to make her own way and her own money—even
if she’s forced into the life of a dance hall girl. Horrified by her circumstances, Rachel’s brother sends a friend—the widely admired cattle baron John
McCoy—to rescue her, then sets off to earn enough money to buy back the
family ranch. But when months pass without her brother’s return, Rachel
isn’t sure she can take one more day in John McCoy’s home—especially
once she discovers that he’s the one who holds the deed to her family’s
ranch.
Sparks fly between this spunky, independent heroine and the ruggedly
handsome hero as they navigate the snarled terrain of pride, greed, faith,
and love in Maggie Brendan’s delightful series set in the Old West.

A Sweet Misfortune
Virtues and Vices of the Old West #2

Maggie Brendan

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-8007-2265-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0167-3
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Maggie Brendan is the CBA
bestselling author of the Heart
of the West series and The Blue
Willow Brides series, as well
as The Trouble with Patience.
Her books have received the
Book Buyers Best Award from
the Orange County Chapter of
Romance Writers of America
and the Laurel Wreath Award.
A member of the American Fiction Writers Association, Romance Writers of America, Georgia Romance
Writers, and Author’s Guild, Maggie lives in Georgia.
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Opposites Attract—but the Road to
Romance Can Be a Bumpy One
yy Can a woman with an uncertain a future and
a man running to forget his past find love at
Rainbow’s End?
yy After a chance meeting, an unlikely couple
discovers that their differences just might be
what bring them together
yy Appeals to readers of Lisa Wingate, Becky
Wade, and Susan May Warren
yy A satisfying conclusion to the Texas Crossroads
series

I

f there’s one thing Gillian Hodge never wants to see again, it’s a man on
a motorcycle. Her last encounter with one left her right hand crushed,
ending her promising career as a concert pianist. But as she heads to
Rainbow’s End Resort, a sudden thunderstorm causes a motorcycle to crash
in front of her.
When TJ Benjamin’s wife died, he lost more than his best friend; he lost
his faith. He’s spent the past year wandering the country on a motorcycle,
trying not to think about his future. When he finds himself stranded with a
busted bike and a reluctant rescuer, he has to wonder about God’s sense
of humor.
Can this woman without a future and this man running from his past find
romance in the present? Or are they too tied to the way life used to be?

On Lone Star Trail
Texas Crossroads #3

Amanda Cabot

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-8007-3433-6

About the Author
Amanda Cabot is the bestselling author of the Texas Dreams
series, the Westward Winds
series, Christmas Roses, At Bluebonnet Lake, and In Firefly Valley.
Her books have been finalists
for the ACFW Carol Awards and
the Booksellers’ Best. She lives
in Wyoming. Learn more at
www.amandacabot.com.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 36
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0164-2

Also Available
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Rights: Worldwide

Texas Crossroads
1 At Bluebonnet Lake
978-0-8007-3434-3
2 In Firefly Valley
978-0-8007-3435-0
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Past Praise
“Cabot finds the perfect balance between passion
and integrity. Uplifting and inspiring. Cabot engages
and entertains in equal measure.”—Publishers
Weekly starred review of At Bluebonnet Lake
“One delightful read. Modern, engaging storytelling, a sweet romance, and colorful secondary
characters.”—RT Book Reviews, 4 star review of
At Bluebonnet Lake
“Cabot’s heartfelt storytelling rings true as she
addresses the pains of bitterness and resentment,
as well as the hard fight to love again and forgive all
hurts. . . . a delight to read.”
—RT Book Reviews, 4 star review of In Firefly Valley
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CBA Bestselling Author Delivers Riveting
Rendering of the Biblical Story of Deborah
yy Chosen by God to judge her people, Deborah
must find the courage to save her nation
yy Retells the story of the only female judge and
prophetess, who finds herself in the unlikely
role of leading Israel’s men into battle
yy “Impeccable research and vivid prose from
Smith bring the ancient city of Jericho to life.
The author’s reinterpretation of a classic Old
Testament story rings with authenticity.”
—Library Journal on The Crimson Cord

O

utspoken and fearless, Deborah has faith in God but struggles to see
the potential her own life holds. As an Israelite woman, she’ll marry,
have a family, and seek to teach her children about Adonai—and those
tasks seem to be more than enough to occupy her time. But God has another plan for her. Israel has been under the near constant terror of Canaan’s
armies for twenty years, and now God has called Deborah to deliver her
people from this oppression. Will her family understand? Will her people
even believe God’s calling on her life? And can the menace of Canaan be
stopped?
With her trademark impeccable research and her imaginative storytelling, Jill Eileen Smith brings to life the story of Israel’s most powerful
woman in a novel that is both intriguing and inspiring.

The Prophetess
Daughters of the Promised Land #2

Jill Eileen Smith

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$14.99
978-0-8007-2035-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 40
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0165-9
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Jill Eileen Smith is the bestselling author of The Crimson
Cord, The Wives of King David series, the Wives of the Patriarchs
series, and the ebook novellas
The Desert Princess and The
Shepherdess. Her research
into the lives of biblical women
has taken her from the Bible
© Amanda Matilla Photography
to Israel, and she particularly
enjoys learning how women lived in Old Testament
times. Jill lives with her family in southeast
Michigan. Learn more at www.jilleileensmith.com.
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1 Sarai
978-0-8007-3429-9
2 Rebekah
978-0-8007-3430-5
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Dramatic Series Offers Political Intrigue
and Powerful Secrets
yy Written with an insider’s view of the Beltway,
this novel will draw readers into its political
saga
yy Features the betrayed middle child of the
powerful Worthington family
yy Leman’s books have sold over 4 million copies

S

ean Worthington is shocked when he hears his older brother Will
announce that he will not run for New York’s Senate seat. In fact, he’s
angry. All of his efforts as Will’s campaign manager are now for nothing—and Sean is left to handle questions from the press while Will walks
away without a backward glance. Throughout his life, Sean has felt like an
outsider in his own family. And not being told about his brother’s plans is
just one more piece of evidence that he’s right.
Tired of being the odd one out, Sean is determined to forge his own
path. Little does he know that it’s not easy to escape your family—especially when a powerful secret from the past threatens to explode
everything Sean ever believed.
Bestselling author, psychologist, and birth order expert Dr. Kevin Leman
and novelist and journalist Jeff Nesbit are back with another intrigue-filled
look inside the influential Worthington family.

A Powerful Secret
The Worthington Destiny #2

Dr. Kevin Leman and Jeff Nesbit

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-8007-2331-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 44

ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0168-0
Category: FICTION /
General
Rights: Worldwide

Also Available
The Worthington Destiny
1 A Perfect Ambition
978-0-8007-2332-3

About the Authors
Internationally known psychologist, radio and television personality, speaker, and educator
Dr. Kevin Leman has taught
and entertained audiences
worldwide. The New York Times
bestselling and award-winning
author of over 50 books, including
The Birth Order Book, Born to Win,
Have a New Family by Friday,
and Have a New Kid by Friday has made thousands of
house calls through Fox & Friends, The View, Today,
Bill Bennett’s Morning in America, CBS’s The Early
Show, The 700 Club, and CNN.
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Jeff Nesbit is a former
communications director to
the vice president at the White
House, served as the director of
public affairs for two prominent
federal science agencies, and
has been a national journalist
with Knight Ridder Newspapers. He is the author of twenty
novels. The co-creator of the
Emmy Award–winning Science of the Olympic Winter
Games and the Science of NFL Football video series
with NBC Sports, Jeff is executive director for Climate Nexus and writes At the Edge, a weekly science
column for U.S. News & World Report.
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Excerpt
“Jack, be serious for a minute.
What do you know about her? How
do you know she’s not running a
scheme or just trying to get at your
money?”
The older man’s laugh bellowed to
the far corners of the house. “What
money? I’ve sunk nearly every penny I
have into this place.”
“That’s what I’m talking about.
What if she’s trying to make you feel
sorry for her?”
“I already do.”
Her stomach knotted at a brand
new sensation. No one had ever
pitied her before. Envied and imitated?
Certainly. But no one felt sorry for the
heir to a multi-million dollar real estate
conglomerate.
Except, she wasn’t the heir any
more. She’d given up her rights to all
that her name claimed by getting on
one bus.
And that decision had stemmed from
eavesdropping on another conversation.
Seth sighed, probably putting his
hands on his hips. “Try to hear what I’m
saying, Jack.” His words rang louder
and clearer. Had he turned to face the
door? “She’s trouble.”
“How do you know?”
“I just do. Who shows up out of thin
air like that just when you’re about to be
a success?”
“Rose wanted this inn more anything,
and I promised her I’d open it. Success
isn’t a guarantee.” Jack’s voice cracked.
He sure loved Rose.
“And would Rose want you to lose
it all to a pretty hustler with glistening
blue eyes and a pert little nose? She’s
already been gone long enough to walk
to Rusticoville and back and again. Three
times. Maybe she’s not coming back. Have
you checked to see if any valuables are
missing?”
Silence hung heavily on the other side of
the door, and she held her breath, suddenly
afraid of being discovered. If they found her
listening in on their very private conversation, they’d throw her out.
Nothing good ever came from eavesdropping.
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“Liz Johnson is a rock solid writer.
I endorse her heartily.”—Max Lucado,
New York Times bestselling author
yy As they restore the Red
Door Inn, Marie and Seth
must face their pasts to find
healing for their hearts
yy From a two-time finalist
for the Carol Award and
popular Love Inspired
author
yy This contemporary romance
invites readers to a cozy inn
on Prince Edward Island
where broken hearts go to
heal
yy Will appeal to readers of
Colleen Coble’s Hope Beach
series

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-8007-2402-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 44
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4934-0173-4
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

M

arie Carrington is running from a host of bad memories. Broke and desperate, she’s
hoping to find safety and sanctuary on Prince Edward Island, where she reluctantly
agrees to help decorate a renovated bed-and-breakfast before it opens for prime tourist
season.
Seth Sloane didn’t move three thousand miles to work on his uncle’s B&B so he could
babysit a woman with a taste for expensive antiques and a bewildering habit of jumping
every time he brushes past her. He came to help restore the old Victorian—and to forget
about the fiancée who broke his heart.
The only thing Marie and Seth agree on is that getting the Red Door Inn ready to open in
just three months will take everything they’ve got. Can these two wounded souls find hope,
healing, and perhaps a bit of romance on this beautiful island?
Step into the Red Door Inn, a lovely home away from home tucked along the north shore
of fabled Prince Edward Island. It’s a place where the wounded come to heal, the broken
find forgiveness, and the lonely find a family. Won’t you stay for the season?

The Red Door Inn
Prince Edward Island Dreams #1

Liz Johnson

About the Author
Liz Johnson is a full-time
marketing specialist for a
Nashville-based publisher. She
has been a freelance writer and
editor for several publications,
including CBA Retailers+Resources, Christian Fiction Online magazine, and Storytellers
Journal. A member of American
Christian Fiction Writers, she is
the author of several books, including The Kidnapping
of Kenzie Thorn (an ACFW Carol Award finalist) and
A Star in the Night, which was part of the New York
Times and ECPA bestselling A Log Cabin Christmas
Collection. She lives in Nashville, Tennessee.

Endorsement
“Liz Johnson is a rock solid writer. Any book by my
friend Liz will be creative, well-researched, and
intriguing. I have worked closely with Liz for many
years. I endorse her heartily.”—Max Lucado, New
York Times bestselling author and pastor
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Excerpt
He awoke just after 4:00 a.m.,
the world around him oddly blanketed in silence.
Down below, the sentry cabin
was almost imperceptible in the
shadows of night. The Mute forced
himself not to move, and instead
to listen, to understand. He wished
now that he’d brought along his M39
marksman rifle when he climbed up
this tree, but it remained inside the
sentry post below, leaning uselessly
against a wall. He made a mental
check of his other weapons: a Kahr
K9098N handgun with night sights,
strapped to his left thigh; a Smith and
Wesson knife blade, hanging on a
thick metal chain wrapped around his
neck and dipping inside his shirt; a .22
short mini-revolver tucked safely inside
his right boot.
He reached inside a cargo pocket on
his pants and extracted a pair of night
vision goggles, turning the forest an
illuminated green in one swift motion.
The intruders appeared almost as
silently as the night had become, giving
only a slight rustling of dead leaves and
crunching of dirt as the soundtrack for
their arrival. There were four of them,
each taking a position in sight of one corner of the sentry outpost. They all wore
black that bulged with varied weaponry,
heads covered with night-vision goggles
that obscured their faces. Judging from
body shapes, there were three men and
one woman, all moving stealthily, all carefully aware to stay out of sight of the four
surveillance cameras mounted at intervals
around the roof of the camouflaged shed.
The Mute calculated his odds, and
dismissed his chances almost immediately. He could take out one for sure, probably
two, but they were spaced too far apart.
They’d have him in sight and under fire before a third shot could escape his gun. . . .
He breathed a shallow exhale and let
his training kick in. “When you don’t know
what to do,” Truck had taught repeatedly,
“wait. Too many men act too soon, and pay
the consequences for it. Wait, and you’ll
likely see the course of action make itself
plain before you.”
So he waited.
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“Impossible to put down.”—Lois Duncan,
New York Times bestselling author
yy On a desolate farm fourteen
miles east of Peachtree,
Alabama, a secret is hidden.
The secret? Annabel Lee
yy Will appeal to fans of Steven
James, Dean Koontz, and
Lisa Gardner
yy Stunning thriller full of
unexpected twists holds
readers captive until its
shocking conclusion

F

ourteen miles east of Peachtree, Alabama, a secret is hidden. That secret’s name is
Annabel Lee Truckson, and even she doesn’t know why her mysterious uncle has stowed
her deep underground in a military-style bunker. He’s left her with a few German words, a
barely-controlled guard dog, and a single command: “Don’t open that door for anybody, you
got it? Not even me.”
Above ground, a former Army sniper called The Mute and an enigmatic “Dr. Smith” know
about the girl. As the race begins to find her, the tension builds. Who wants to set her free?
Why does the other want to keep her captive forever? Who will reach her first?
Private investigators Trudi Coffey and Samuel Hill need to piece together the clues and
stay alive long enough to retrieve the girl—before it’s too late.
With its stunning writing and relentless pace, Annabel Lee will captivate readers from
the first page.

Annabel Lee
Coffey & Hill #1

Mike Nappa
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Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-8007-2644-7

About the Author
Mike Nappa is an entertainment journalist at FamilyFans.
com, as well as a bestselling
and award-winning author with
more than one million books
sold worldwide. When he was
a kid, the stories of Edgar Allen
Poe scared him silly. Today
he owns everything Poe ever
wrote. A former fiction acquisitions editor, Mike earned his MA
in English literature and now writes full time.
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Fast-Paced, Keep-You-Guessing Mystery
with a Dash of Romance
yy A plucky FBI art crime agent forges her way
through a museum of lies to expose the ruthless mastermind behind the recent theft of a
priceless painting
yy Special Agent Serena Jones is a determined
detective and a budding matchmaker who’s
endearingly oblivious to her own effect on men
yy Author is winner of multiple awards, including
a Daphne duMaurier Award

S

erena Jones has a passion for recovering lost and stolen art—one
that’s surpassed only by her zeal to uncover the truth about the art thief
who murdered her grandfather. She’s joined the FBI Art Crime Team with
the secret hope that one of her cases will lead to his killer. Now, despite
her mother’s pleas to do something safer—like get married—Serena’s
learning how to go undercover to catch thieves and black market traders.
When a local museum discovers an irreplaceable Monet missing,
Jones leaps into action. The clues point in different directions, and her
boss orders her to cease investigating her most promising suspect. But
determined to solve the case and perhaps discover another clue in her
grandfather’s murder, she pushes ahead, regardless of the danger.
With spunk, humor, and plenty of heart-stopping moments, Sandra
Orchard gives readers an exciting string of cases to crack and a character
they’ll love to watch solve them.

A Fool and His Monet
Serena Jones Mysteries #1

Sandra Orchard
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trade paper
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About the Author
Sandra Orchard is the
award-winning author of
several books, including Deadly
Devotion, winner of the 2014
The Word Award for suspense,
Blind Trust, and Desperate
Measures. Her Love Inspired
Suspense titles have garnered
two Canadian Christian Writing
Awards and a Romantic Times
Reviewers’ Choice Award. Sandra has also received a
Daphne du Maurier Award for Excellence in Mystery/
Suspense. Sandra lives in Ontario, Canada. Learn
more about Sandra’s books and check out the special
bonus features, such as deleted scenes and location
pics, at www.sandraorchard.com.
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Award-Winning Novelist Delivers
Heart-Stopping Romantic Suspense
yy After Bailey Adams sees something she
shouldn’t, trouble follows her home—
leaving her running for her life
yy “Bradley makes her characters so real you
root for them to complete their mission and
you root for their romance to blossom.”
—Suspense Zone on Shadows of the Past
yy “Patricia Bradley’s writing is tight and believable,
and the interaction between the protagonist
and the police is well done.”—New York Journal
of Books on Shadows of the Past

T

wo years ago, Bailey Adams broke off her engagement to Danny Maxwell and fled Logan Point for the mission field in Chihuahua, Mexico.
Now she’s about to return home to the States, but there’s just one problem.
After Bailey meets with the uncle of one of the mission children in the
city, she barely escapes a sudden danger. Now she’s on the run—she just
doesn’t know from whom. To make matters worse, people who help her
along the way find themselves in danger too—including Danny. Who is
after her? Will they ever let up? And in the midst of the chaos, can Bailey
keep herself from falling in love with her rescuer all over again?
With lean, fast-paced prose that keeps readers turning the pages, Patricia Bradley pens a superb story of suspense and second chances.

Silence in the Dark
Logan Point #4

Patricia Bradley
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About the Author
Patricia Bradley is the author
of Shadows of the Past, A
Promise to Protect, and Gone
without a Trace. Bradley has
been a finalist for the Genesis
Award, winner of a Daphne du
Maurier Award, and winner of
a Touched by Love Award. Bradley is a published short story
© Cheryl Meints
writer and cofounder of Aiming
for Healthy Families, Inc. She is a member of American Christian Fiction Writers and Romance Writers of
America, and makes her home in Mississippi. Learn
more at www.ptbradley.com.
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Delightful Blend of Adventure and
Romance on the Stormy Gulf Coast
yy During the War of 1812, Fiona Lanier must
choose between protecting a handsome
shipwrecked sailor and preventing her brother
from becoming a casualty of war
yy “An unembellished look at a slice of the
human experience not often told. Recommended for fans of historical fiction.”
—Library Journal on The Pelican Bride
yy Third in sumptuous series telling the
exciting stories of different generations
of the Lanier family

F

iona Lanier is the only woman in the tiny Gulf Coast settlement of Navy
Cove. While her shipbuilding family races to fill the demand for American ships brought by the War of 1812, Fiona tries to rescue her brother
who was forced into service by the British Navy.
Lieutenant Charlie Kincaid has been undercover for six months,
obtaining information vital to the planned British invasion of New Orleans.
When a summer storm south of Mobile Bay wrecks his ship and scatters
the crew, Charlie suffers a head injury, ultimately collapsing in the arms
of a beautiful mermaid who seems eerily familiar. As Charlie’s memory
returns in agonizing jags and crashes, he and Fiona discover that falling in
love may be as inevitable as the tide. But when political loyalties begin to
collide, they’ll each have to decide where their true heart lies.

The Magnolia Duchess
Gulf Coast Chronicles #3

Beth White
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About the Author
Beth White’s day job is teaching music at an inner-city high
school in historic Mobile,
Alabama. A native Mississippian, she writes historical
romance with a Southern
drawl and is the author of The
Pelican Bride and The Creole
Princess. Her novels have won
the American Christian Fiction © Wendy Wilson Photography
Writers Carol Award, the RT Book Club Reviewers’
Choice Award, and the Inspirational Reader’s Choice
Award. Learn more at www.bethwhite.net.
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High-Stakes Action
for Eager Readers
by Ann Byle

© Michael Pettrey Photography

Readers looking for heart-pounding danger,
honorable heroes, tough heroines, and romantic delights need look no further than the
popular and ever-growing romantic suspense
genre.
Romantic suspense is gaining popularity
with readers as they flock to books that blend
pulse-pounding kisses and mortal danger.

Dani Pettrey
“You get the happily every after, but also
the fight of good vs. evil,” says bestselling romantic suspense author Dani Pettrey. “There
is a compelling and intense mystery with lots
of chills, but readers know they’ll get a happy
ending when it comes to the romance.”
Pettrey is author of the five-book Alaskan
Courage series that includes Submerged,
Shattered, Stranded, Silenced, and Sabotaged. Each book features one of the five
McKenna siblings finding romance amid the
dangers and villains of rugged Alaska.
“For me each book needs to be equally
romance and suspense; both could stand
on their own, but they feed off each other,”
says Pettrey, who lives in Maryland. “What
characters are going through suspense-wise
helps the romance, and the romance can be

threated by the suspense. Both are better for
the other.”
Revell and Bethany House are in the thick
of romantic suspense thanks to authors
such as Dee Henderson, Irene Hannon, Dani
Pettrey, and Lynette Eason. In fact, romantic
suspense was 13.5 percent of total fiction
sales for Baker Publishing Group in 2014.
That’s over 400,000 romantic suspense novels
sold in 2014 alone. Only Amish and historical
genres sold in higher numbers.
David Lewis, executive vice president
for sales and marketing at Baker Publishing
Group, says romantic suspense has reenergized fiction sales. “It’s been a lot of fun to see
the response in the marketplace to romantic
suspense. It’s nice to see a new category
break out stronger than it ever was. We’ve
nurtured that category and the audience has
really responded.”
“Romantic suspense gives readers vicarious thrills,” says Irene Hannon, “putting them
in dramatic situations they’re never likely to
encounter in real life—all with the assurance
of a happy ending. It’s an exhilarating ride
from start to finish, but with no risk.”
Both Pettrey and Hannon credit romantic
suspense authority and Bethany House author
Dee Henderson with paving the way for others who write in the genre. Her most recent,
Taken, released to wide acclaim in April 2015.
There are close to 4 million of Henderson’s
novels in print.
Hannon, who also has written contemporary romance, loves to write romantic suspense from her home in Missouri. “I get to
ratchet up the pressure and put my heroes
and heroines in high-stakes, life-threatening
situations that force them to confront their
fears and feelings faster and in a more dramatic context. I also enjoy creating complex

villains who defy stereotypes, and then taking
readers inside their heads. Let me tell you,
that can be a very scary place!”
Hannon is the bestselling author of the
three-volume Private Justice series (Deceived,
Trapped, Vanished) and the new Men of Valor
series featuring former Special Forces operatives back in civilian life. The first book in the
series, Buried Secrets, released in April 2015.
Pettrey is working on her new four-book
Chesapeake Valor series. The first book, Cold
Shot, comes out in February 2016, with the
second due out in October 2016. Bethany
House and Revell are busy nurturing other
romantic suspense writers as well, including
Lisa Harris, Nancy Mehl, and Patricia Bradley.
Christy Award-winner Harris’s first book in
her new series, Vendetta, will be in stores in
October 2015. Bradley, winner of a Daphne
duMaurier Award, and Mehl, winner of the
ACFW Mystery Book of the Year Award, are
finishing up popular series and starting right
away on new romantic suspense.
“The number of readers I hear from and the
number of authors writing in the genre continues to grow, showing that romantic suspense
will continue to grow,” says Pettrey. “A lot of
readers say they were readers of Dee, then
Irene, and then they found me. They read
multiple authors but stay in the romantic suspense genre. That’s exciting to hear.”
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Romantic Suspense offers

Irene Hannon
Adds Hannon, “Romantic suspense continues to be one of the most popular fiction categories, and I don’t see that changing any time
soon. At least I hope it doesn’t—because I
have a lot more stories to tell!” 
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December

CEO of Large Nonprofit Shares a New
Approach to Fundraising
yy Author is well-known in the nonprofit community and regularly speaks at large conferences
yy Honest, story-driven approach by a battletested fundraiser
yy “Relational” fundraising will appeal to those
uncomfortable with aggressive salesmanship

O

ver the past 10 years, Peter Greer has helped HOPE International
increase private fundraising at an annual growth rate of 44 percent.
Much of this is the result of a relational approach to fundraising, which
stands in stark contrast to conventional wisdom in the field.
For many people, “fundraising” has become a dirty word. Conjuring
images of guilt-inducing gimmickry, the predominant model saps the joy
from both the donor and the receiver. It is time to dismantle certain shaky
beliefs and practices, rediscovering a path that values the giver as much
as the gift.
Co-written by David Weekley, the chairman of David Weekley Homes
and one of America’s most influential philanthropists, this small book
outlines a Kingdom perspective on fundraising in order to energize a new
generation of generosity.

The Giver and the Gift
Peter Greer and David Weekley

Vital Information
Available: December 1, 2015
$8.99
978-0-7642-1774-6
trade paper
5x7
112 pages
Case Quantity: 128
ebook: $8.99
978-1-4412-2990-8
Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Stewardship & Giving
Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Peter Greer is president and
CEO of HOPE International,
a global nonprofit focused
on addressing both physical
and spiritual poverty through
microfinance. He has a master’s
degree in public policy from
Harvard’s Kennedy School.
Peter speaks regularly to large
© Jeremy Cowart
audiences, including at conferences like Catalyst and Passion. Peter lives with his
wife and three children in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Learn more at www.peterkgreer.com.
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David Weekley is chairman
of David Weekley Homes, the
largest privately owned homebuilder in America. While still
responsible for his business,
David allocates 50 percent of
his time and income to nonprofits. David lives with his wife in
Houston, Texas.

Also Available
Mission Drift
978-0-7642-1164-5
The Spiritual Danger of Doing Good
978-0-7642-1220-8
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Excerpt
Dear Daughters,
On one of my early dates with
your dad, he took me fishing. Dennis
grew up with a fishing pole as an
extension of his arm. Not so much for
me . . . but it’s amazing what a girl
will do when she is falling in love.
Fishing was just the beginning of
many adventures with him. He wasn’t
just different. His recipe for life was
positively foreign to me. We were like
oil and water, constantly separating in
our salad dressing jar. We could not
be more different.
It sounds like you are now facing
something similar. Adjustments are
awkward. And the early years of marriage are full of adjustments, always
more than any couple ever anticipates!
The unique, fresh traits that attracted us to our spouses while dating
will become tiresome or irritating after
years of marriage. When I encounter
these clashes, I have learned I have
choices. Do I communicate disdain?
Will I withdraw to avoid dealing with it?
Should I try to change him? Do we talk
about it? The challenge of mixing the
ingredients of his personality and mine
was just beginning in those early years.
Differences. The first and most lasting
surprise in marriage. What was easy in
the beginning—accepting and enjoying
the differences that attracted us to each
other—now must be met with a decision
to once again accept the other person
as God’s gift to you. When you were
engaged, you were confident that he was
perfect for you. Right? So now it’s time
to ask God to help you to see him as you
once did. Choose to believe that these
differences are for your good. And yours
are good for him, too.
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Barbara Rainey Offers Sage Advice on the Art of Being a Wife
yy “This is a treasure of a book
I will give to my daughters and their friends. This
book will save marriages
before they begin and help
restore marriages that hit
those rough patches where
we want to quit. Barbara’s
writing is simply art and
beauty all in one.”
—Lysa TerKeurst, New York
Times bestselling author of
The Best Yes and president of
Proverbs 31 Ministries
yy Beautiful packaging makes
this ideal for gift-giving
occasions such as bridal
showers, weddings, and
anniversaries

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$19.99
978-0-7642-1773-9
casebound
6 11/16 x 9
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
ebook: $19.99
978-1-4412-2989-2
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

R

adio personality and bestselling author Barbara Rainey knows firsthand the challenges
newly married couples face. Dismayed by Hollywood depictions of marriage and the
seemingly easy solution of divorce, she sees a desperate need for a voice of experience, a
mentor who has been there and understands—and can encourage, coach, and care.
As her daughters began their married lives, Barbara wanted to share with them, and now
you, some of the lessons learned throughout her own marriage as well as those gleaned
from years of ministry to couples. In these heartfelt, insightful letters, she answers the
tough questions and addresses the realities of marriage. Through personal stories—including her own mistakes—and practical advice, Barbara provides the tools and direction to
help you become a godly wife and determine your part in achieving a better marriage.

Letters to My Daughters
Barbara Rainey

About the Author
Barbara Rainey and her
husband, Dennis, are founders
of FamilyLife and have spoken
at Weekend to Remember
conferences around the world.
Dennis and Barbara have
authored more than two dozen
books, including the bestselling
Moments Together for Intimacy
and Moments Together for
Couples. The Raineys have been married for more
than forty years and have six children and nineteen
grandchildren. They live near Little Rock, Arkansas.
For more information visit www.familylifetoday.com.

Also Available
Moments Together for Couples (with Dennis Rainey)
978-0-7642-1538-4
Moments with You (with
Dennis Rainey)
978-0-7642-1546-9
Preparing for Marriage
Devotions for Couples
(with Dennis Rainey)
978-0-7642-1547-6

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9907-0
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An Easy-to-Use Guide to Help Readers
Learn and Understand God’s Word
yy A practical help for devotional reading,
memorization, and praying for others
yy Includes the biblical prayer texts that all
believers should know
yy A great impulse buy for oneself or as a gift

H

ow well do you know the great Bible verses on prayer? Whether we
have memorized Scripture for years or have recently started reading
the Bible, we have much to learn about prayer. The 100 verses that this
book highlights include well-known passages as well as hidden treasures.
Each verse is followed by a brief devotional reading that will help us draw
nearer to God and assist us in understanding the Bible text.

The 100 Best Bible Verses
on Prayer
Troy Schmidt

Vital Information
Available: January 19
$9.99
978-0-7642-1758-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
128 pages
Case Quantity: 80
ebook: $9.99
978-1-4412-2935-9
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Troy Schmidt’s career has
included writing for animation,
children’s books and video
including Max Lucado’s Hermie
and Friends video and book
series, and inspirational books
for adults. He is the consulting producer for The American
Bible Challenge with Jeff
Foxworthy. In addition he is a
campus pastor at First Baptist Church of Windermere,
Florida. Troy and his wife have three sons and make
their home in Florida. To learn more visit
troyeschmidt.com.
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A Powerful Call to Restore Your Soul
Through Prayer
yy Offers healing and life change in mere
seconds a day
yy Author is a preaching pastor and frequent
guest on The 700 Club, James Robison, and TBN
yy Endorsements from Mark Batterson, Jentezen
Franklin, and other prominent pastors

W

hen an excruciating bout of depression led Dr. Mark Rutland to more
deeply explore prayer, he came to understand its miraculous power
for soul restoration. Prayer is a declaration of our Father’s compassion
toward us, a confession of our own inadequacy, and a reminder that he
meets our daily needs.
As it turns out, these are the elements of prayer Jesus taught his disciples. Praying and meditating on the Lord’s Prayer changed Dr. Rutland’s life,
and since then he has used it to restore others’ souls as well.
Filled with moving stories and powerful insights, this book will help you
discover the truth about God’s love and power, and this truth will bless and
heal you. In the end, it’s not just about saying the Lord’s Prayer—it’s about
getting to know the Lord of the prayer.

21 Seconds to Change
Your World
Dr. Mark Rutland

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1770-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 48
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2973-1
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Dr. Mark Rutland is a pastor, speaker, and New York
Times bestselling author. He
is president of the National
Institute of Christian Leadership, preaches three times a
month at Jentezen Franklin’s
Free Chapel Church, and speaks
200 times a year. He is also a
frequent guest on The 700 Club,
TBN, James Robison, and 100 Huntley Street, and his
radio program is the number one Christian teaching
broadcast in Atlanta. Mark lives with his wife, Alison,
in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Excerpt
Arriving in Mogadishu, while
waiting to get through immigration,
a photojournalist from France asked
why I was there. I fumbled with an
answer. In rough language he said,
“You’re an idiot. I work in dangerous
places, but this is the most dangerous city in the world. Don’t leave
the airport.”
. . . In one camp I saw a woman
crying, her head covered, sobbing into
her hands. I turned to our aide-decamp and asked about her. I was told
in hushed tones, “Sir, she has lost
two children and an hour ago she
lost her third.” “From what?” I asked.
“Hunger,” she said. . . .
As we were leaving, I noticed a
young Somalian working the metal
detector machine at the terminal,
wearing a T-shirt with a message in
English. Assuming he had no idea what
was written, I asked him what it meant.
In fine English he responded, “Yes, I
do know.” I was curious if he really
understood, so I asked again. “Yes,”
he replied, “John 3:16.” He smiled and
quoted the verse with a brief explanation of what Jesus meant to him. Here in
the face of unrelenting Christian opposition, this young man was not fazed by his
vulnerability. His faith was strong and it
was public.
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A Country-by-Country
Prayer Guide
yy Inspiring faith stories and
on-the-ground insights
yy Author travels the globe,
writing dispatches for the
World Evangelical Alliance
yy Includes prayer requests
and sample prayers

T

he world is getting smaller. Cutting ourselves off from Christians around the world is
not an option. In many countries, the rise of persecution fuels concern over the safety
and rights of believers, while other nations that used to be closed to the Gospel are seeing
unprecedented numbers of conversions to Christianity. As global ambassador of the World
Evangelical Alliance, what Dr. Brian Stiller experiences on the ground in these nations is
often counter to our impressions. As he listens to people’s ideas and observes their innovations, he invites you to see and hear what he does.
An Insider’s Guide to Praying for the World includes country-specific insights calling us
to a deeper understanding of the Christian church and witness. Each chapter also provides
prayer challenges that come from believers in the country as well as maps and sample
prayers. Nations from every continent are included.
Be inspired to learn about other lands—both familiar ones, such as China and Kenya, and
ones you may know very little about, like Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. But more important,
take part in God’s work by praying for the real needs of your brothers and sisters around the
world.

An Insider’s Guide to
Praying for the World
Brian C. Stiller

Vital Information
Available: January 19
$14.99
978-0-7642-1727-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 56
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2936-6
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Prayer
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Brian C. Stiller (DMin, Gordon
Theological Seminary) is the
Global Ambassador of the
World Evangelical Alliance,
which serves 600 million
evangelical Christians. He
travels extensively, visiting
churches, holding pastors’ and
leaders’ conferences, assisting
© Peter Emmerson
in peace negotiations, linking
evangelicals to the wider Christian community, and
meeting with government officials. Brian lives with
his wife in Newmarket, Ontario. Learn more at
www.brianstiller.com.

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9906-3
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Proven Methods for Turning
Believers into Disciples
yy From the bestselling author of Victory Over the
Darkness and The Bondage Breaker
yy Culmination of the author’s life work in one
practical book
yy Innovative teaching that combines counseling
with discipleship

W

hat does it mean to grow a “convert” into a “disciple”? And how do
we help our people get there? Neil Anderson’s Freedom in Christ
ministry has been walking individuals through these steps for over a
quarter century. Now he turns his attention to pastors and church leaders,
teaching them how to help their people resolve personal and spiritual
conflicts, including everything from difficult marriages to unrepentant sin to
church disputes.
Before someone can mature spiritually, they must be established alive
and free in Christ through genuine repentance and faith in God. This means
churches must resolve their people’s conflicts as the first step to discipleship, rather than referring them to professional counselors. We as believers have the answers for mental and emotional problems, and through this
ministry of reconciliation true discipleship happens.

Becoming a
Disciple-Making Church
Neil T. Anderson

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-1536-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 48
ebook: $15.99
978-1-4412-6554-8
Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship
RELIGION / Christian Church / Leadership
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Neil T. Anderson is founder
and president emeritus of Freedom in Christ Ministries. He
was formerly chairman of the
Practical Theology Department
of Talbot School of Theology.
He holds five degrees from
Talbot, Pepperdine University,
and Arizona State University
and has authored several
bestselling books. Dr. Anderson and his wife live in
Nashville, Tennessee. For more information see
www.ficm.org.
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978-0-7642-1376-2
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For Women Who Want More Than
Comparing, Competing, and Coveting
yy Encourages women to concentrate on being
who God created them to be rather than trying
to measure up to others
yy Author is well-connected in evangelical leadership, including serving on the boards of World
Vision and Wycliffe
yy Author is a full time speaker and radio host and
was a longtime broadcast journalist for BET

A

ll of creation is content to be what it was made to be except us. Fish
flourish in water. Ants are not worried about their size. But we waste
time on the three C’s—comparing, competing, coveting. We aim at the
bull’s-eye on someone else’s board, pursuing a race we weren’t equipped
to run.
Cheryl Martin shows women how to develop their God-given uniqueness
rather than becoming fixated on what they are not or do not have. Distinctly
You unveils the actions and attitudes that may be sabotaging women and
explores ways women can engage and build up their unique talents, interests, and strengths. Readers will be inspired by examples in the Old and
New Testaments of people who were exceptional for God’s kingdom. As the
author shares her ongoing quest to be distinct for his glory, readers see how
God created them to thrive.
Includes end-of-chapter questions for individual or group use.

Distinctly You
Cheryl Martin

Vital Information
Available: March 1
$14.99
978-0-7642-1586-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
192 pages
Case Quantity: 56
ebook: $14.99
978-1-4412-2934-2
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
Rights: Worldwide

About the Author
Cheryl Martin is a communications specialist and
speaker. She hosts the weekly
radio broadcast Excellent
Living (currently on 13 stations nationwide). Cheryl has
enjoyed an extensive career in
broadcast journalism and was
a popular news anchor at the
national cable network Black
Entertainment Television (BET). She is currently on the
board of directors of Wycliffe, and previously served
on the World Vision board. She received a bachelor’s
degree in speech (radio-TV) and a master’s degree in
broadcast journalism from Northwestern University.
Cheryl lives near Washington DC. Learn more at
www.cherylmartin.org.
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“Powerful and life-altering encouragement
for us all.”—Louie Giglio
yy “Matt and Beth encourage us that in all things,
God is worthy of our praise.”—Chris Tomlin
yy A gift for those suffering loss, trials, or pain—
when you don’t know what to say
yy The Redmans draw on Scripture and worship
songs to comfort and strengthen those in pain

I

n this inspiring book, Matt and Beth Redman draw on their experiences
as well as those of others, exploring how to offer praise even in the face
of hardship and pain. Focusing on the psalms, many of which were written
out of struggle, they show how difficult or tragic circumstances—and our
choices—can propel us toward God or away from him, build up our faith or
break it. Learn how to ride out the storms of life with a cry of “blessed be
your name” on your lips.

Finding God in the
Hard Times
Matt and Beth Redman

Vital Information
Available: April 19
$9.99
978-0-7642-1519-3
trade paper
5¼ x 75/8⅝
128 pages
Case Quantity: 80
ebook: $9.99
978-1-4412-2906-9

Category: RELIGION /
Christian Life / Spiritual
Growth
RELIGION /
Christian Life /
Death, Grief,
Bereavement
Rights: Not to the EU
(Kingsway)
Previously published as
Blessed Be Your Name

Merchandising
shelf talker
978-0-7642-9910-0

About the Authors
Matt and Beth Redman
received the Dove Award for
the Worship Song of the Year
for “Blessed Be Your Name”
and have written other worship
songs together, including “Let My
Words Be Few” and “You Never
Let Go.” In addition to writing and
recording worship music, Matt is
the author of The Unquenchable
Worshipper and Facedown. Beth is the author of Soul
Sister and Beautiful. Matt has been a full-time worship
leader since the age of twenty, and this journey has
taken him to many countries of the world. Matt, Beth,
and their children live in West Sussex, England. Learn
more at www.mattredman.com.
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Proven Methods for Churches to Attract
and Engage Young People
yy Author’s strategies are used by churches led
by John Ortberg, Greg Boyd, and others
yy Step-by-step advice for pastors, church planters, and lay leaders
yy Stark’s books have sold more than 200,000
copies

O

ne question faces every church leader looking to the future: How do
we attract younger generations? Many things have been tried, but in
this book, church consultant David Stark shares practical methods that
have been proven to work in a variety of congregations.
Stark helps leaders identify and use their church’s strengths to engage
millennials, even those with negative views of Christianity. Based on
principles that built the church of the New Testament, he shows how
churches today can reach out to their communities in ways that align with
the natural, positive interests of young people.

Reaching Millennials
David Stark

Vital Information
Available: April 19
$16.99
978-0-7642-1723-4

About the Author
David Stark is director of
Changing Church forum, a
church consulting service, and
leads workshops and seminars
throughout the United States.
A former pastor, he works with
ten to twelve churches a year,
as well as organizations such
as Habitat for Humanity and
Feed My Starving Children.
David and his family live in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Learn more at www.davidstarkcollective.com.
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True Stories of
Courageous African American Women
yy Features African American women from colonial times through the 20th Century—including Rosa Parks, Coretta Scott King, Mahalia
Jackson, Marian Anderson, and others
yy Readers ages 9–12 will be touched by the
courage, faith, and resolve of these women
yy Will appeal to young readers who enjoyed
Heroes of Black History by Dave and Neta Jackson

W

ithin the pages of American history are the stories of remarkable
African American women who have defied the odds, taken a stand
for justice, and made incredible strides despite opposition from the culture
around them. Now young readers can discover their exciting true stories in
this eye-opening collection.
From well-known figures like Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, and Rosa
Parks to women rarely found in any history book, Women in Black History
explores the lives of writers, athletes, singers, activists, and educators
who have made an indelible mark on our country and our culture. Perfect
for kids, but also for adults who like to read about important figures and
unsung heroes, this collection will delight, surprise, and challenge readers.

Women in Black History
Tricia Williams Jackson

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-2652-2
trade paper
7½ x 9
192 pages
Case Quantity: 20

About the Author

Category: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography &
Autobiography / Religious
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Rights: Worldwide

Tricia Williams Jackson is a Michigan writer and
former school teacher who loves history and enjoys
sharing its stories with readers.
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EXCERPT

MOVIE
EDITION

The first movie I ever remember
seeing was The Wizard of Oz. Its
first television network broadcast
in 1956 became a yearly mainstay
for a generation of American kids.
I watched it on a portable Admiral
black-and-white TV set. Imagine my
shock a few years later when I saw
The Wizard of Oz again and discovered that Munchkin Land was actually
in Technicolor! I love a good movie!
And now I am one!
Eleven years after my book was
released and nearly twenty-seven
years after the events of 90 Minutes
in Heaven: A True Story of Death and
Life unfolded, the movie of the same
name is completed. It was my great
privilege to be on set during principal
photography. I do believe that you will
be as highly inspired by this film as
millions of readers have been inspired
by this book.
From a little boy who “traveled” to
Oz and back with Dorothy in 1956 to the
pastor who went to the gates of heaven
and back in 90 Minutes in Heaven: The
Movie, it’s been quite a journey. My first
movie journey was a childhood fantasy.
My accident and visit to heaven’s gates
. . . all too real.
My prayer is that you will enjoy the
picture and the book that inspired it. After all, the goal of both is to help people
get into heaven and have a better life on
the way there.
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New York Times and USAToday
Bestseller Now a Major Motion Picture
yy Special edition includes a
new preface from Don Piper
reflecting on the making of
the movie
yy Introduces the incredible
true story to moviegoers
yy 90 Minutes in Heaven has
seven million copies in print

T

he mega bestselling book that started the heaven publishing phenomenon is now a
major motion picture starring Hayden Christensen and Kate Bosworth and produced
by Michael Polish. Don Piper’s incredible true story continues to expand its reach to more
people than ever before.
After a semi-truck collided with Don Piper’s car, he was pronounced dead at the scene.
For the next ninety minutes, he experienced the glories of heaven. Back on earth, a passing
minister felt led to stop and pray for the accident victim even though he was told Piper was
dead. Miraculously, Piper came back to life, and the pleasure of heaven was replaced by a
long and painful recovery.
This special edition of Don’s life-changing story includes a new preface from Don about
the making of the movie, plus a personal update on the impact the book has had on him, his
family, and the millions who have already heard his story. It also includes a note from the
publisher, stories from readers, and Scriptures and quotations on heaven.

90 Minutes in Heaven,
movie ed.
Don Piper with Cecil Murphey

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 1, 2015
$14.99
978-0-8007-2680-5

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Don Piper has been an
ordained minister since 1985.
He is the author of the New York
Times bestseller 90 Minutes
in Heaven and other popular
books. He has appeared on
Today, The 700 Club, James
Robison’s Life Today, and other
television and radio programs,
and teaches across the United
States and around the world. He and his wife, Eva, live
in Texas. Learn more at www.donpiperministries.com.
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90 Minutes in Heaven,
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Cecil Murphey has written or coauthored more than
one hundred books, including the autobiography of
Franklin Graham, Rebel with a Cause. A collaborator
on the bestseller Gifted Hands with Dr. Ben Carson,
Cecil resides in Georgia.
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Excerpt
Many in the workforce are seeking a promotion. Their entire career
plan hinges on reaching the nextlevel job, pay raise, title, increased
responsibility, or flexibility. They see
success as getting something, rather
than being something. This is a gross
miscalculation of the constant attention required to consistently succeed
at work. It will be very hard for your
career to gain consistent momentum
if your gratification is wrapped up in
getting instead of doing.
Often people speak of changing
careers. Most of the time it’s when
difficulty or dulled interest invades
their vocational space. Let me go on
record by saying that you can’t change
careers, because you only have one. It
begins when you start your first job. It
ends when you retire or die. Every job
you’ve had was connected to the one
that came before it. And, the one you
have right now is connected to your
future position. That’s why it’s called a
career path.
Every position I’ve had (since my
first job laying sod on the weekends at
twelve years old) I’ve worked toward
building experience. That collective
knowledge is what I draw from to carry
out my job today as a senior corporate
leader. I’ve never had a role that was
irrelevant. And, no post was too small or
insignificant. Every collective hour on the
clock during my professional journey has
been a connective fiber in my work ethic.
And, the same applies to you.
A promotion is a process, not an end
goal. It’s a journey, not a destination.
Whether you define a promotion as pay,
position, personal security, or personal
satisfaction; you don’t arrive once you’ve
attained it. You are simply further along on
the same road. Your career (and your life
for that matter) is a pilgrimage. And, as is
the case for any extended travel, mapping
out the trip is the most important part.
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“How Do I Get Promoted?”
The Answer May Surprise You
yy Nearly 2.5 million workers quit
their jobs every month and cite
lack of promotion as the reason
yy Offers a unique and engaging answer to one of the most
asked questions in the workplace
yy Identifies roadblocks that
prevent career progression
and teaches actions and
attitudes that will help
employees move forward
yy Free interactive self-assessment tool, checklist, and
additional resources available
at www.careerwhitt.com
yy Author’s popular podcast, On
Your Way to Work, is available
on iTunes

Vital Information
Available: January 5
$13.99
978-0-8007-2667-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 68
ebook: $13.99
978-1-4934-0176-5
Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Careers /
General
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
Rights: Worldwide

N

othing will destroy, delay, or diminish a career like impatience. Yet millions of workers
quit their job every month because they haven’t gotten a promotion. It’s natural to want
to make the most out of one’s career—after all, we spend more time working than any
other activity in our busy lives. But the stark reality is that job-hopping in search of advancement and fulfillment may actually have the opposite effect.
So what’s the best way to “get promoted?” According to Rick Whitted, it’s about outgrowing your space—making your current job bigger and bigger until management gives
you a larger role and increased responsibilities. With a lifetime of experience and research
to back him up, Whitted shows readers how to address those things inside of us that prevent career progression—things like self-entitlement, the desire to skip steps, and pride—
and instead pursue excellence right where we are. Readers will be challenged to identify
why they want a promotion, define for themselves what success really looks like, make
lateral moves that position them for promotion later, be innovators in the role they perform
right now, and much more. End-of-chapter discussion questions help readers immediately
apply concepts to their own personal situation, and three practical 30-day checklists, also
available at www.careerwhitt.com, help readers relaunch, redefine, or begin the process of
outgrowing their current space.

Outgrow Your Space
at Work
Rick Whitted

About the Author
Rick Whitted (MBA, Nova
Southeastern University) has
worked in the banking industry
for more than two decades.
Starting as a part-time bank
teller in college, he gradually advanced to become the
national manager for small
business banking for one of the
© Michael Cairns
country’s top financial services
firms. In his management roles, Rick has consistently
built top-performing teams. His popular podcast, On
Your Way to Work, is available on iTunes, and he is
regularly asked to consult on matters of promotion
and success. He lives in Orlando, Florida, with his
wife and their three children.
Learn more at www.rawhitted.com.
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Selections from Choose Joy Perfect for
Ministry Opportunities
yy Small format is ideal for churches and ministries to give away
yy Includes excerpts from the bestselling book
Choose Joy

I

n Choose Joy, Kay Warren showed readers that they could live a life
characterized by deep and lasting joy no matter what their circumstances
because joy is a choice to make, not a feeling that comes over them. Joy Is
a Choice You Can Make Today is a small format book drawn from the first
three chapters of Choose Joy. Illuminating the life of Jesus—a life that
exhibited great joy despite opposition, sorrow, and pain—Warren shows
readers that God created them not for hardship or drudgery or struggle,
but for a life of joyful relationship with him and with each other. A perfect
giveaway for churches, small groups, and individuals who want to encourage a friend, Created for Joy gives readers a solid foundation for the life
of joy they crave and introduces them to Kay Warren’s rich, life-changing
writing.

Joy Is a Choice You Can
Make Today
Kay Warren

VITAL INFORMATION
Available: February 2
$3.99
978-0-8007-2686-7
trade paper
4 x 6 7/10
64 pages
Case Quantity: 120
ebook: $3.99
978-1-4934-0267-0
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kay Warren cofounded Saddleback Church with her husband
Rick Warren in Lake Forest,
California. She is a passionate
Bible teacher and respected
advocate for those living with HIV
and AIDS, orphaned and vulnerable children, as well as for those
affected by a mental illness. She
founded Saddleback’s HIV&AIDS
© Scott Tokar
Initiative. Kay is the author of
Choose Joy: Because Happiness Isn’t Enough and Say
Yes to God and coauthor of Foundations, the popular
systematic theology course used by churches worldwide.
Her children are Amy and Josh, and Matthew who is in
heaven, and she has five grandchildren. Learn more at
www.kaywarren.com, and follow her on Facebook (Kay
Warren) and on Twitter (@KayWarren1).
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True Friendship Is a Gift to Be Celebrated
yy A treasury of poignant and inspiring contributions from today’s most popular writers
yy Dawn Camp has been a regular contributor
on DaySpring’s (in)courage blog since its
beginning
yy Contributors include Liz Curtis Higgs, Sophie
Hudson, Lysa TerKeurst, Renee Swope, and
many more
yy Camp is listed as one of the Top 15 Authors to
Watch in 2015 on Vyrso

W

hether next door or in the next time zone, our friends provide some
of our most important relationships. We cherish time spent with
them, bemoan time spent apart, and look forward to the next time we can
have coffee or rush to greet them as they walk toward our door. And nothing warms our hearts like stories of true friendship.
Collecting over fifty true stories from some of today best writers, Dawn
Camp offers readers a chance to sit back and experience the gift of friendship. With its beautiful photographs and poignant prose, this collection is a
great gift for a dear friend and the perfect pick-me-up any time you need a
boost. Contributors include Crystal Paine, Liz Curtis Higgs, Tsh Oxenreider,
Myquillyn Smith, Jennifer Dukes Lee, Lisa-Jo Baker, Jessica Turner, Lysa
TerKeurst, Bonnie Gray, Holley Gerth, Renee Swope, and many more.

The Gift of Friendship
Dawn Camp, ed.

Vital Information
Available: February 16
$16.99
978-0-8007-2380-4
hardcover
5¾ x 8¼
224 pages
Case Quantity: 48
ebook: $16.99
978-1-4412-2064-6
Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

About the Editor
Dawn Camp is the cameratoting, homeschooling mother
of eight children and the editor
of The Beauty of Grace. A
featured blogger at (in)courage,
her beautiful photography
previously graced their monthly
calendar and currently decorates the desktops of women
around the world. Camp blogs
at MyHomeSweetHomeOnline.net and is a featured
photographer on Adobe’s website for Adobe Photoshop Lightroom software. She lives with her family in
north metro Atlanta.
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EXCERPT
I felt my dream of home become
reality as surely as I felt the heavy
air blanketing my skin. Air like this
feels like a burden. In the same way,
my vision acquired heft as I touched
the warm wood of the banister’s
graceful curve. It seemed suddenly as
weighty, yet still as welcome, as the
baby girl sleeping in my belly.
I stood on the stairs trying to catch
my breath, the air too heavy for my
lungs, and I should have known. I
should have recognized the moment
for what it was. I had arrived at
both the beginning and the end of a
journey. I was right to believe that I
had come home; I was right to imagine
that my dream was being realized in
this un-dreamed-of place. But I was
wrong to think that such a meaningful
arrival could ever be accomplished in
a moment.
A few weeks after moving in one
of my boys slid belt-buckle down and
carved a deep scratch the entire length
of that beautiful banister. Somehow,
I most clearly grasp the living reality
of my dream-come-true when I touch
that scratch or when I remember the
miserable heat of that first day. We live
in a good world shackled by decay. A
world that always seems to fall at least
a little bit short of its own promise. Yet
glory dwells here, too. Heaven and earth
meet in scratches and scars. In broken
banisters and in a Body broken for us.
. . . This is the story of my journey
home. This is the story of a kingdom
come. It begins with a full moon, and the
birth of a baby, and a September breeze
that told us our years of wandering were
finally at an end.
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“Christie’s words are a gift—
a sacred gift.”—Jennifer Dukes Lee
yy Purifoy honors the rhythm
of home in the tradition
of Madeleine L’Engle’s
Crosswicks Journals
yy Framed by the seasons and
filled with rich imagery celebrating the value of family,
faith, and community
yy Opens our eyes to see the
sacred lying beneath the
ordinary in our everyday
lives
yy Elegant writing offers a
resounding confirmation of
our need to abide with God
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Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

W

hen Christie Purifoy arrived at Maplehurst that September, she was heavily pregnant
with both her fourth child and her dreams of creating a sanctuary that would be a
fixed point in her busily spinning world. The sprawling Victorian farmhouse sitting atop
a Pennsylvania hill held within its walls the possibility of a place where her family could
grow, where friends could gather, and where Christie could finally grasp and hold the thing
we all long for—home.
In lyrical, contemplative prose, Christie slowly unveils the small trials and triumphs of
that first year at Maplehurst—from summer’s intense heat and autumn’s glorious canopy
through winter’s still whispers and spring’s gentle mercies. Through stories of planting and
preserving, of opening the gates wide to neighbors, and of learning to speak the language
of a place, Christie invites readers into the joy of small beginnings and the knowledge that
the kingdom of God is with us here and now.
Anyone who has felt the longing for home, who yearns to reconnect with the beauty of
nature, and who values the special blessing of deep relationships with family and friends
will love finding themselves in this story of earthly beauty and soaring hope.

Roots and Sky
Christie Purifoy

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ENDORSEMENTS

Christie Purifoy (PhD, University of Chicago) has taught
literature and composition to
undergraduates at the University of Chicago, the School
of the Art Institute, Chicago,
and the University of North
Florida. In 2012, Christie traded
the university classroom for a
© Kelli Campbell
large vegetable garden and a
henhouse in southeastern Pennsylvania. She is
a regular writer at Grace Table and has contributed
essays to numerous websites, including Art House
America, A Deeper Story, and many popular blogs.
She writes about the beauty, mystery, and wonder
that lies beneath the ordinary at her blog, There Is a
River (www.christiepurifoy.com).

“Christie will always be one of my favorite writers.”
—Lisa-Jo Baker, author of Surprised by Motherhood
“Christie’s words are a gift—a sacred gift. She is a
fantastic writer. Fantastic.”
—Jennifer Dukes Lee, author of Love Idol

shelf talker
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Excerpt
As we drove home from a
weekend away, I felt a heavy sense
of dread. Laying my head back on my
seat, I told my husband, JJ, “I don’t
want to go home.”
The stress and strain of countless
commitments were taking a toll on
me. If only I could stay in that little
mountain town where no one knew
me or needed me.
JJ asked a few clarifying questions, and then he suggested I make
a list of everything on my plate so I
could ask God what needed to be cut
back.
At first I resented that he had just
added one more thing “to do” on my
already long list.
But later that week I took his advice
and wrote out all my commitments
and concerns. I made a list of every
appointment, event, kids’ activity,
deadline or meeting I could think of for
the next six months.
And I prayed: Please God, show me
where I need to make changes.
I assumed the Holy Spirit would
suggest adjustments in my schedule,
but that’s not what happened. God didn’t
tell me to cut back at work or in ministry.
He didn’t point out that our family had
too many activities. He didn’t challenge
me to take a sabbatical, although I hoped
He would.
Jesus showed me it was worry—
not my workload—that was making
me weary.
During the weeks leading up to my
“melting point” I let my thoughts dwell
on all the possible negative outcomes of
several circumstances and decisions. It
was not only how I spent my time but how
I spent my thoughts that left me depleted.
Instead of escaping to the mountains
where no one knows us or needs us, in
Matthew 11:28, Jesus invites us to come
to Him so He can give us rest for our weary
hearts, and freedom from the captivity of
our concerns.
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You’ve Already Got What It Takes
yy More than 150,000 copies
sold of CBA bestseller and
2012 Retailers’ Choice Award
winner A Confident Heart
yy More than 40,000
women have participated
in A Confident Heart
online book studies
yy Author reaches more than
10 million women around
the world each week as
cohost of the Proverbs 31
Ministries’ international
radio show Everyday Life
with Lysa & Renee
yy Renee writes for Encouragement for Today devotions and
DaySpring’s (in)courage blog,
and is a BibleGateway.com,
iDisciple.org, Crosswalk.com
and ChristianityToday.com
featured author

T

his book is for the woman who feels overwhelmed, inadequate, and convinced she just
doesn’t have what it takes to do and be all that is expected of her. Then she feels guilty
for not being enough. She wanted most of the roles, responsibilities, and relationships she
has, but now her soul feels depleted and her mind divided. Why she doesn’t have it “in her”
to be more, give more, and get more done?
Based on Ephesians 3:20, You’ve Got It In You helps a woman live in the beautiful truth
that Christ is not only with her, he is in her. Therefore she has all she needs to be who God
created her to be. Renee Swope empowers and equips a woman to stop focusing on all
she can’t do and rely on what God promises to do, in and through her, as she fully depends
on him. Using powerful Bible teaching, vulnerable personal stories, and practical life-tools,
Renee shows a woman how to
• rely on Christ’s power in her to accomplish his plans and purpose for her
• let go of what others think and cultivate courage to become who she already is
• confidently identify what she can do, and say “no” to what she can’t without regret
• identify stress-inducers that cause worry and replace them with stress-reducers that
prompt worship
• exchange guilt-based sense responsibility with a grace-based response to God’s ability
to work all things together for good

You’ve Got It in You
Renee Swope

Vital Information
Street Date: March 15
$14.99
978-0-8007-2406-1
trade paper
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ebook: $14.99
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About the Author
Renee Swope writes from the
trenches of her everyday life
that includes changing seasons
and challenging circumstances.
From her family’s adoption of
a baby with special needs, to
parenting teenagers, working
from home, caring for aging
parents, and navigating career
© In His Image Photography
transitions, Renee knows what
by Julie
it’s like to feel overwhelmed
and inadequate. With an uncommon vulnerability,
she shares the struggles she faces and the strengths
she finds in Christ, leaving her readers challenged as
women and encouraged as children of God.

Merchandising

Renee is a popular national women’s conference
speaker and cohost of Proverbs 31 Ministries’ Everyday Life with Lysa & Renee, which reaches
more than 10 million women around the world each
week. She’s also contributes to Encouragement for
Today devotions, DaySpring’s (in)courage, BibleGateway.com, iDisciple.org, Crosswalk.com, and
ChristianityToday.com.

Also Available
A Confident Heart
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Devotional
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Excerpt
This LifeGrowth Guide builds on
the foundation of You’re Already
Amazing by giving you everything
you need to utilize the book in a
group study. It also offers brand
new concepts and even more ways
to apply the message so you feel
like you have your own personal life
coach every step of the way. Every
section has:
• excerpts and concepts from
You’re Already Amazing
• interactive tools to help you
apply what you’re reading
• questions for groups to discuss
or individuals to reflect on
• prompts for personal journaling
• optional creative activities
After connecting with women all
over the world, I know this: you’re busy
and you need to be sure your time,
energy, and financial resources are
spent wisely. That’s why I’m committed
to making sure this LifeGrowth Guide
won’t just give you more information—it
will lead to true transformation.
You really can know who God created
you to be and what he’s called you to do
and have what you need to pursue his
best for you. I know that’s true because
I’ve already seen it happen with thousands of women whose lives will never
be the same.
Now it’s your turn.
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Perfect Companion for the Wall
Street Journal Bestselling Book
yy Workbook contains interactive questions and exercises
to further in-depth study
yy Women have been asking
for a resource to use in
personal and small group
studies of You’re Already
Amazing
yy Builds on Holley’s experience as a licensed counselor
and life coach
yy You’re Already Amazing has
become a core message for
Holley Gerth—with more
than 80,000 copies sold

Vital Information
Available: March 1
trade paper
$12.99
978-0-8007-2696-6

W

ith more than 80,000 copies sold, You’re Already Amazing is clearly resonating with
the hearts of women. Now Holley Gerth fans have the opportunity to go deeper into
the book and into their own hearts with the You’re Already Amazing LifeGrowth Guide.
With Holley’s trademark enthusiasm, thought-provoking questions, and interactive tools,
this workbook helps women understand their unique identity a child of God. More importantly, it shows women how that identity then changes practical aspects of their lives,
such as how they interact with their husbands, children, and friends; how they pursue their
careers and personal dreams; and how they order their everyday lives.
Perfect for either small group use or individual study, the workbook includes excerpts
from You’re Already Amazing, personal application guidance, discussion questions, prompts
for journaling, and creative activities for women to do on their own or as a group. It is also
supported with online tools Holley has developed to keep women moving in the direction of
their dreams.

You’re Already Amazing
LifeGrowth Guide
Holley Gerth

About the Author
Holley Gerth is a Wall Street
Journal bestselling author,
a certified life coach, and a
speaker. She loves connecting with the hearts of women
through her popular blog and
books like You’re Already
Amazing, You’re Going to
Be Okay, and You’re Loved
© Tony Steck
No Matter What. She’s also
cofounder of DaySpring’s (in)courage and a writer
for DaySpring. Holley has a masters degree in
counseling and lives with her husband, Mark, in the
South. They recently adopted a twenty-one-year-old
daughter because God is full of surprises. Learn
more at www.holleygerth.com.
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Opening the Door to Your
God-Sized Dream
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WNBA Star’s Inspiring Story of Rising
above Challenges to Be a Champion
yy Inspiring story of how one woman overcame
hardship to become a national champion
yy Catchings plays for the WNBA Indiana Fever
and was the 2011 WNBA MVP
yy Mentored and coached by former Lady Vols
coach Pat Summitt, author is a three-time
Olympic Gold Medalist and was a member
of the 1998 University of Tennessee National
Championship team
yy Foreword by Tony Dungy

W

hen all she wanted was to fit in, Tamika Catchings stood out and felt
left out, never knowing one day she’d stand out—as a basketball
superstar and an inspiration. She faced being set apart by her hearing loss,
separated from family, living up to high expectations, and the pain and
discouragement of debilitating physical injury. Yet she reached for the stars
with hard work, perseverance, and her faith in God. Through the silence,
she found the way to shine.
Catch a Star tells Tamika’s story of overcoming: of leading the Indiana
Fever to its first championship, being named one of the WNBA’s top fifteen
players in history, earning three Olympic gold medals, and founding the
Catch the Stars Foundation to help young people achieve their dreams. Her
story will inspire readers to face their doubts and fears, encouraging them
to reach for their own stars, no matter what challenges come their way.

Catch a Star
Tamika Catchings with Ken Petersen
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Available: March 1
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Tamika Catchings of the
Indiana Fever was the WNBA’s
2011 MVP. A three-time Olympic gold medalist and nine-time
WNBA All-Star, Catchings
was a four-time All-American
and a member of the National
Champion University of Tennessee Lady Vols under legendary
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Coach Pat Summitt. Catchings’
story of overcoming adversity, growing in faith, and
achieving success despite the many challenges she’s
faced inspires the boys and girls served by her foundation, Catch the Stars, in Indianapolis.
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The Courage to Find the You
That’s Been Hiding
yy For the woman lost in the midst of life’s
responsibilities and expectations, a new way
to live boldly and bravely
yy Explores what it means to listen to the longings of the heart and honor our true selves
yy Offers women a way to rediscover themselves,
redefine their identity, and reclaim their voice
yy Recently listed as one of Christian Retailing’s
Up-and-Coming Authors to Watch

T

here are so many moments in life when we choose to silence our
intuition, abandon our own voice, and play small because we wonder,
deep down: “Do I know who I really am? Is who I really am enough?” It’s
courageous work to learn to live from our essential identity—loved, worthy, whole. But what if God is calling us to shamelessly recover the woman
he created us to be? What if God is urging us to be—for the first time in
our lives—brazen?
The word brazen means without shame. Leeana Tankersley wants
women to be just that—to unapologetically move from shame- and
fear-based living toward lives that are based on love and belonging. With
moving personal stories and spot-on observations of the longings we all
experience—to know we are loved, to feel comfortable in our own skin,
to be heard—Tankersley calls women to honor that voice deep down
inside of them rather than bowing to outside influences that push them to
become someone they’re not. Gritty and overflowing with grace, Brazen
will set women free to be truly themselves in a world bent on molding
them in its image.

Brazen
Leeana Tankersley
Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-2682-9

About the Author
Leeana Tankersley is the
author of Breathing Room and
holds English degrees from
Liberty University and West
Virginia University. She and
her husband, Steve, are currently stationed in San Diego,
California, with their three
children: Luke, Lane, and Elle.
Leeana writes about living from
the spacious place on her blog,
www.leeanatankersley.com.
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Past Praise
“Leeana Tankersley sparkles as she creates melodious prose.”—CBA Retailers+Resources on Breathing
Room
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Letters of Encouragement and
Understanding from One Mom to Another
yy Vulnerable, wise, and empathetic letters
celebrate the community of mothering
yy Originally compiled by Seth Haines to encourage his wife on her motherhood journey
yy Includes letters from women such as Kristen
Welch, Lisa-Jo Baker, and Jessica Turner
yy Beautifully packaged to make an ideal gift

A

fter his wife Amber had given birth to three boys in three years, Seth
Haines saw that she needed encouragement in the day-to-day drama
and details of motherhood. Secretly collecting nearly six hundred wise,
honest, and sometimes hilarious letters from other mothers across the
world, Seth compiled these “mother letters” as a gift for her. Amber and
Seth have chosen the best of those letters—including letters from some
of the most influential writers and bloggers online today—to include in a
beautiful book perfect for the mother in your life.
Each mother-to-mother letter offers encouragement, advice, and vulnerable honesty about the struggles and joys of motherhood. These letters
show that no matter how many times mothers feel like they’ve failed, they
are still doing their greatest work. So for the mom who thinks she’s the
only one out there who just can’t find time for a shower, Mother Letters
shows her that she’s part of a grand and diverse group of strong women
who are saying to her, “Me too. But we can do this.”

The Mother Letters
Amber C. Haines and Seth Haines
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About the Authors
Amber C. Haines, author
of Wild in the Hollow, is a
soulful writer and blogger at
TheRunaMuck.com and a
regular contributor to DaySpring’s (in)courage. She
loves the church and finds
community among the broken.
Seth Haines, author of
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Coming Clean, writes at
SethHaines.com and is a regular contributor to various
publications. Together, Seth and Amber make their
home in the Arkansas Ozarks with their four boys.
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Weekly Prayer Guidebook through
Pregnancy

Helps Couples Get Rid of Debt and
Manage Money Together

Now in
Paper

Repack

T

I

his Christian Book Award Finalist shows moms how to provide an early
head start for their children through the power of prayer. With fresh
spiritual insight, each chapter reveals what is happening with the baby’s
development that week. Readers will learn how to place confidence in God
for the healthy development of their precious growing baby, reducing stress
in an anxious season of life. Each chapter ends with a prayer and Scriptures
for meditation.

n this highly practical book, Mary Hunt helps couples learn the principles
of partnership, freedom, safety, and honesty in money matters. It covers
everything couples need for managing their money, including how to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Praying Through
Your Pregnancy

Debt-Proof Your Marriage

Jennifer Polimino and Carolyn Warren
Vital Information

Mary Hunt
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Jennifer Polimino is the president and
founder of PrayForYourBaby.com. Jennifer
and her husband, Dan, have been fitness
experts on FOX TV’s Good Day Colorado and
syndicated health and fitness columnists for
the Denver Post and Rocky Mountain News.
She lives in Colorado.
Carolyn Warren is the author of Mortgage
Ripoffs and Money Savers. She has participated in many radio interviews, including Bob
Brinker’s national show Money Talk. She lives
in Seattle.
Jennifer and Carolyn are also the authors of
Praying Through Your Child’s Early Years.
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reconcile different money behaviors and beliefs
let go of financial fears
understand the basics of practical money management
share financial work between two people
manage roller-coaster income
successfully live debt-free
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About the Author
Mary Hunt is an award-winning and
bestselling author, a syndicated columnist,
and a sought-after speaker. She is founder
and publisher of the interactive website
Debt-Proof Living, and her daily newspaper
column, Everyday Cheapskate, is nationally
syndicated. Hunt speaks widely on personal
finance and has appeared on shows such
as NBC’s TODAY and Dr. Phil. She and her
husband live in Colorado. Find out more at
www.debtproofliving.com.
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Simple Changes Lead to Health
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The Simple Key to a
Stronger Marriage
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Bod4God

Understanding the
Man You Love

he media labeled Steve Reynolds “The Anti-Fat Pastor” after he lost
more than 100 pounds and launched a stunningly successful weight-loss
program in his church and community. In Bod4God, he reveals the four keys
that have unlocked the door to health and fitness for him and for countless
others who have dedicated their bodies to God. In addition, Steve shows
local churches how to impact the health of their entire community, by hosting
“Losing to Live” events, such as weight-loss competitions and team-driven
fitness campaigns.

en are fairly simple creatures with fairly simple needs. Yet women
often find themselves frustrated trying to understand those needs in
order to improve their marriages. Relationship expert Rick Johnson ends the
guessing game, giving women an open and honest look inside the world of
a man’s needs—his need for respect and admiration, his sexual desires, his
communication style, his work, his emotions, and even his relationship with
his mother—so they can have a satisfying and exciting relationship.

Steve Reynolds
Vital Information
Available: January 19
$19.99
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About the Author
Steve Reynolds, America’s “Anti-Fat
Pastor,” has served as the senior pastor of
Capital Baptist Church in suburban Washington, DC, since 1982. He is the creator of
the Losing to Live weight loss competition.
His story of dramatic weight loss has been
featured on local, national, and international
media, including The View and Saturday
Night Live. Steve is a graduate of Liberty
University and Theological Seminary. Learn
more at www.bod4god.org.
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Rick Johnson is a bestselling author
of many books, including Becoming Your
Spouse’s Better Half and Romancing Your
Better Half. He is the founder of Better Dads
and is a sought-after speaker at many large
parenting and marriage conferences. Rick,
his wife Suzanne, and their grown children
live in Oregon. To find out more about Rick
Johnson, visit www.betterdads.net.
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Steps to a Better Life

Finding the Hope
to Believe in Miracles

mass
Market

mass
market
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Shift Your Thinking

How to Pray When
You Need a Miracle

e all say we want to grow, improve, and succeed, but sometimes
we lose sight of our dreams by believing the negative things we tell
ourselves. Shift Your Thinking provides truly unconventional yet highly practical ways to reengineer our thought lives and behaviors so we can attain
the things that are important to us. Dean Del Sesto shows readers how to
make small shifts in their thinking that can have big impacts. Perfect for daily
revelation, these to-the-point readings will move readers to improve all areas
of their lives, work, and relationships.

inda Evans Shepherd knows what it’s like to be in desperate need of a
miracle. And she knows what it’s like to receive God’s answers to her
prayers. In this powerful book, she shows readers how to reach out to God
and simply ask. She shows how God’s answers may not come packaged in
the ways we would expect, but they do come in ways that will transform our
lives. Through solid biblical teaching and dramatic real-life stories, Shepherd
walks with readers on a journey of renewed hope and the assurance that God
still works miracles.

Dean Del Sesto

Linda Evans Shepherd
Vital Information
Available: January 5
$5.99
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Dean Del Sesto runs an award-winning
branding, interactive, and communications
agency called Breviti (www.breviti.com)
and is also a partner in Veracity Colab, a
B2B and consumer based digital agency
(www.veracitycolab.com).With over twentyfive years in the field, Dean has had the
pleasure of being directly involved in the
local to enterprise-wide development of over
800 brands. He lives in California.
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About the Author
Linda Evans Shepherd is an award-winning author, a popular speaker, and a radio
personality. The president of Right to the
Heart Ministries, she is the author of several
books, including When You Don’t Know What
to Pray, Experiencing God’s Presence, Called
to Pray, and The Stress Cure. She and her
husband live in Colorado. Learn more at
www.sheppro.com.
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Evangelism for a New Generation
yy Veteran church consultant builds on nearly
three decades of helping churches grow
yy Reveals results of a ten-year research project
identifying how people in the US are coming
to Christ
yy Includes practical, simple suggestions for how
people can reach out
yy Author’s books have sold more than 300,000
copies

I

t’s no secret that the evangelism methods of yesterday are not yielding
the kinds of results they did in the 1970s and 1980s. So how are new
Christians hearing the Gospel today? How are they finding churches? And
what makes them stay at a church? The answers to these questions have
the power to dramatically alter the way we do outreach. And Dr. McIntosh
has them.
Based on ten years of scientific research, Growing God’s Church shows
pastors and church leaders how people are actually coming to faith in the
21st century. It covers factors such as our motive for ministry, the priorities
churches set for themselves, the reality of churchless Christians, generational and gender-based differences in evangelism effectiveness, the name
of your church, the influence of pastors, and much more. The appendix
includes a copy of the survey that provides the basis for McIntosh’s arguments and an overview of the study is provided in the first chapter.

Growing God’s Church
Gary L. McIntosh

Vital Information
Available: January 19
$15.99
978-0-8010-1645-5

About the Author
Gary L. McIntosh (PhD,
Fuller Theological Seminary) is
president of the Church Growth
Network and professor of Christian ministry and leadership
at Talbot School of Theology.
He is an internationally known
speaker and church consultant
who has written twenty-four
books, including Biblical Church
Growth, Beyond the First Visit, and What Every Pastor
Should Know. He lives in Temecula, California.
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Excerpt
We often ask questions of God
like, “What is Your will for my life?”
and “What do You want me to do?”
And yet these rigid questions fail
to honor the God who is living and
active and walking beside us on the
journey. God has created us to serve
Him using the skills and interests and
longings and passions we’ve been
given. God doesn’t design robots; God
designs children who learn and grow
and develop over a lifetime.
Perhaps instead we should be
asking questions of God that are more
attuned to our lives and stories, like:
How have you created me?
What are the experiences which
have formed me?
What gifts to I have to offer this
world?
How can I serve the common good?
Then wait.
Notice the faint whisper of an
inkling.
Take one brave step.
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Discover and Courageously
Pursue Your Calling
yy A social entrepreneur, pastor,
and career coach helps readers
discover and embrace the life
they were meant to live
yy Land of a Thousand Hills is
a multimillion dollar coffee
company known for promoting social, spiritual, and economic justice among farmers
in Rwanda
yy Provides a living wage to over
2,500 farmers and has over
60 independent and affiliated
cafes throughout the US
yy Author has appeared on CNN
and Fox News, and in Christianity Today, and has spoken at
Q, Catalyst, Exponential, Story,
Velocity, Ignite, Collyde, and
Orange conferences

A

lmost anyone you asked would say that they want to do work that matters. Yet just one
third of Christians feel called to the work they currently do. Others may feel a sense of
calling but lack either the courage or the supportive community to carry it out. But if God
created each of us on purpose, for a purpose, we should be ordering our lives around that
purpose.
Jonathan D. Golden, founder of Land of a Thousand Hills coffee company, has discovered
and is living out his unique calling to promote social, spiritual, and economic justice while
providing a living wage to 2,500 farmers in Rwanda and Haiti. Now he reveals to readers how to identify their calling, dispels the myths and misunderstandings we often have
about what constitutes a calling, and challenges them to have the courage to pursue that
calling with a courage that can surmount the many obstacles that may lie in their path. He
also shows readers how to cultivate a community of support that will help them fulfill their
calling.
For anyone who is dissatisfied with the work they are doing, especially young Christians
just entering the workforce, this book shows how to embrace the meaningful life they were
meant to live.

Be You. Do Good.
Jonathan David Golden
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About the Author
Jonathan David Golden is
the founder of Land of a Thousand Hills, a multimillion dollar
coffee company that provides a
living wage to more than 2,500
farmers in Rwanda. He and his
company have been featured
by CNN, Fox News, Christianity
Today, Relevant, The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution, and Charisma. Jonathan has spoken at Catalyst, Q, Story,
Exponential, Velocity, Ignite, Collyde, and Orange
conferences, and has toured with Third Day, TobyMac, and Switchfoot. He is also an ordained Anglican
priest at St. Peter’s Place in Roswell, Georgia.
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How to Raise Selfless Kids in a
Self-Centered World
yy Author is heard daily on nationally syndicated
Family Friendly Morning Show, is a regular on
Nashville’s top-rated Talk of the Town, and is
the founder and host of Family Money Minute,
which can be heard every weekday on more
than 200 outlets across the country
yy Gives parents the essential components
required for raising compassionate kids
yy Includes practical tips within each chapter for
how to model and instill each characteristic

T

he single greatest lesson parents teach their kids isn’t anything they
say—it’s what they do. And while most parents would say they want
to raise compassionate kids, they might be surprised to discover just how
little they’re actually modeling the behaviors they hope to pass on—
qualities such as unconditional love, gentleness, forgiveness, patience,
gratitude, humility, and more.
In this unique book, Sami Cone shows parents a new way to look at
molding their children, one in which focusing on adding good behaviors
and attitudes is more powerful than eliminating bad ones. Grounding
her advice in Scripture—specifically the twelve characteristics found in
Colossians 3:12-17—Cone offers plenty of stories from her own life to
show these principles in action. And she offers practical things parents can
do right now to create a home and family that exhibits love, harmony, and
generosity of spirit in a self-centered world.

Raising
Uncommon Kids
Sami Cone
Vital Information
Available: January 19
$13.99
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trade paper
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About the Author
Sami Cone is a blogger, radio
host, and TV correspondent
who mentors others to live their
dream life on less and pursue
their passions. Known as the
Frugal Mom on Nashville’s
top-rated talk show Talk of the
Town, Sami hosts the nationally syndicated Family Money
Minute and educates more than
one million listeners every morning on the Family
Friendly Morning Show. She and her husband, Rick,
have two children and live in Nashville, Tennessee.
Learn more at www.samicone.com.
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Develop Lasting Faith in Our Children
Now in
Paper

yy From award-winning and bestselling author of
many books and founder of The Barna Group
yy More than 140,000 copies sold
yy Shows how churches and parents can work together to instill faith that withstands a culture
hostile to a biblical worldview
yy Focuses on children ages nine and younger

N

o one can deny our culture is opposed to Christian values, and the
influences bombarding our children’s moral development are difficult
to contend with. But few parents and church leaders realize that a child’s
moral development is set by the age of nine. It is therefore critical to start
developing a child’s biblical worldview from the very earliest years of life.
The problem is complex: parents who themselves did not receive early
spiritual training leave their children’s training to the church. Yet the
church often focuses on older children. The answer is for churches to come
alongside parents to provide them biblical worldview training, parenting
information, and counseling that will equip them to help their children
become the spiritually mature church of tomorrow. This helpful and hopeful
book unpacks just how to develop this kind of dynamic church/parent relationship and includes profiles of churches that are effectively ministering to
children and winning the war for their hearts and minds.

Transforming Children into
Spiritual Champions
George Barna

Vital Information
Available: January 19
$14.99
978-0-8010-1879-4

About the Author
George Barna is the awardwinning author of many books,
including bestsellers such
as Revolution, The Power of
Vision, The Frog in the Kettle,
and The Seven Faith Tribes. He
is also founder of The Barna
Group, a leading research firm
that specializes in faith-related
surveys. George has led several
churches and lives with his family
in Southern California.
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Hope and Comfort for
Difficult Times

Inspire Your Team to Dream Big

REPACK

NOW IN
PAPER
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The Bumps Are
What You Climb On

Lead Vertically

e can’t prevent crises from happening. But we can successfully deal
with them. In this classic book, Warren W. Wiersbe offers solid hope
and comfort in times of depression, frustration, disappointment, or loneliness.
He extracts wisdom from the Bible and presents it in thirty brief, accessible
meditations that guide readers to respond with faith, trust in God’s promises,
reap the benefits of forgiveness, find contentment, and add joy to life. With
uplifting teaching and empowering challenges, this insightful book is a compelling devotional for any believer at any time.

hen leaders inspire their teams with a vision of what is possible,
passion meets production and truly great things start to happen. Craig
Johnson offers a fresh look at the importance of building teams when the
goal is not only success but fulfillment. Lead Vertically includes tools and
exercises that can be adapted by any leader for teams of any size, as well as
tips for recruiting, training, and strengthening teams. Leaders will learn to
inspire, build trust, and motivate their teams by consistently and clearly communicating that the best days are ahead.

Craig Johnson

Warren W. Wiersbe
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Warren W. Wiersbe is the former pastor
of The Moody Church and the author or
editor of more than 160 books, including 50
People Every Christian Should Know, This
Is the Life!, and On Being a Servant of God.
Today his primary ministry is serving others
through writing and mentoring. He lives in
Nebraska.
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God’s Promises in a Convenient Pocket Size
yy Carefully organized promises based on the
Hebrew names of God
yy Includes thousands of promises recorded
in Scripture
yy Encouragement for daily challenges
yy Compact, handy size fits in pocket or purse

G

od makes many promises to his people in the pages of Scripture, and
one of the most powerful testimonies to his faithfulness in keeping
those promises are the names he gives himself or those his people bestow
upon him. In this pocket-sized book, the Hebrew transliterations of the
many names of God have been highlighted in the biblical text, offering
readers a portable reminder of God’s promises of protection, salvation, and
guidance. Organized by the names of God and by topic for easy reference.
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Excerpt
Religion matters. And it matters
in politics. To say this is not to
require an unconstitutional religious
test or to fuel bigotry or to force all
religion into political correctness.
It is to simply insist upon knowing
before election day what factors
might be of influence while a man or
woman sits in office.
Revere Ronald Reagan as we
might—and I do—we would be justified in wishing we had known more of
his religious views before he entered
the Oval Office. We might also wish
we had known what was influencing
him religiously once he held office,
particularly when he began learning
about Armageddon from his informal
night time reading and then making
pronouncements about its meaning for
his presidency. Something similar could
be said of the religious views of Jimmy
Carter or George W. Bush or even
Dwight Eisenhower. Certainly of Barack
Obama. Religion shaped each of these
public men. Did we have opportunity to
know the facets of this shaping before
they entered office?
It is easy to understand why
candidates shy away from the political
implications of their religious lives. It
means defining themselves in a way that
distinguishes them from millions who
believe differently and it potentially puts
another club in the hands of their opponents. So be it. We live in a democracy.
Presidents are not allowed undisclosed
loyalties—to foreign governments, to
political movements, to private clubs and,
yes, to religions. It is time for the media
and the voters to ask the appropriate
questions. Now—well before the next
presidential election grants triumph to one
faith-based political vision over another.
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Why Voters Must Demand
Religious Clarity from Candidates
yy From New York Times bestselling author of The Faith
of George W. Bush and The
Faith of Barack Obama
yy Author appears regularly
on major broadcast outlets
such as Hannity, CNN, Fox
News, Dan Rather Reports,
and others
yy Faith has a profound impact
on government policy and
readers must know what
candidates believe
yy Includes profiles of some
leading 2016 presidential
candidates

F

or most of American history, the conventional wisdom was that religion was too private
a matter to ask a political candidate about. But in a political landscape in which we will
see Muslims, atheists, Mormons, Buddhists, and Christians of all stripes running for high
office, we cannot afford to avoid religious questions. It’s within American voters’ rights to
know what their candidates believe about God and religion, because those beliefs shape
policy and thus action. In both small and significant ways, a candidate’s religious views
(or lack thereof) define political leadership. And the time for skirting the question or giving
vague answers is over.
In this rousing call to action, Stephen Mansfield shows readers
• what religion will mean in the 2016 presidential race
• how the media, both left and right, get religion wrong
• the reasons the faith of candidates such as JFK, Mitt Romney, and Barack Obama
caused issues with both the electorate and even their own advisors
• how to ask the right questions to get honest answers
• what giving candidates a “religious pass” can cost the country
• how religion in American politics impacts America’s role in the world
• and more
Frustrated and confused voters across the country and on both sides of the aisle will
find here a balanced and essential guidebook to actively and intelligently participating in
America’s political system.
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Excerpt
“Sounds to me like you’re having
a problem with your clutch,” Fred
suggested.
“I thought you said that you fixed
the clutch.” Now Dusty was really
confused.
“On your T-bird, I did. But I’m
referring to your work. The clutch, as
you well know, provides the linkage
between the engine and the transmission, which ultimately provides power
to the drive shaft. When the clutch is
engaged, the power produced by the
engine is harnessed and transferred
to the drive shaft to produce motion. .
. . You literally cannot ‘get things into
gear’ when the clutch is malfunctioning. As I said, you have a clutch
problem—at work!
“The condition of the clutch determines how much discretionary effort
your people are willing to put forth. It
reflects the level of loyalty, passion, and
enthusiasm your team members bring to
the endeavor. In the final analysis, the
clutch will determine momentum and
levels of performance.” . . .
“So what do you do about it?” asked
Dusty.
“You fix it—just like I did on your
T-bird,” Fred said matter-of-factly.
Dusty wasn’t sure what had just
happened. He felt like a quarterback who
had just been blindsided in the pocket.
He had come to pick up his car and was
floored by insights about his business—
offered up by his mechanic—who had a
Harvard MBA! Dusty made a conscious
effort not to look dazed and confused as
he slowly walked to his car.

Endorsement
“Every organization has a culture. It will
either be by design or by default. Remarkable! will help leaders intentionally craft a
compelling culture where team members
are inspired to bring their best to the table
every single day.”—John Maxwell, New
York Times bestselling author; speaker;
founder of The John Maxwell Co.
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Revolutionize Workplace Culture
to Attain Uncommon Results
yy Compelling fable conveys
a powerful message that
workplace culture is the
only true differentiating
factor between average and
remarkable organizations
yy Chick-fil-A executive
and consultant-entrepreneur show leaders how
to build a culture that
engages and inspires team
members to bring the best
of who they are
yy Uses a fresh narrative
approach to introduce timeless and important business
wisdom
yy Includes unique self-assessment tool and provides
specific coaching suggestions ($50 value)

W

hen it comes to qualities such as passion, enthusiasm, energy, and creativity, the majority of the American workforce could be described as “severely lacking.” Too many
people just go through the motions, viewing work as something they have to do rather than
something they love to do. This translates into lackluster performance, lost opportunities,
and a staggering loss of profits. So how does a team leader turn a business-as-usual team
into a remarkable one?
Remarkable! is an entertaining and enlightening business parable that has the power to
turn any team around. Through the humorous and eye-opening story of Dusty, leaders will
discover how to build a culture that inspires team members to bring the best of who they
are to the table every day. Addressing the three dimensions of culture—values, beliefs, and
behaviors—Remarkable! introduces readers to the Four Maxims of Value Creation: creativity, positivity, sustainability, and responsibility. It shows leaders the most effective ways to
cultivate these qualities in their team members and how to craft a corporate culture where
people can thrive.
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Focused Biblical Scholarship to
Teach the Text Effectively
yy Innovative and concise
Bible commentary series
for pastors focuses on the
material that is most helpful
for preaching and teaching
the text
yy The best of evangelical biblical scholarship
yy Five features help pastors
teach the Bible more effectively: Big Idea, Key Themes,
Understanding the Text,
Teaching the Text, and Illustrating the Text
yy Each unit includes full-color
illustrations, maps, and
photos to illuminate the text

T

o craft informed sermons, pastors scour commentaries that often deal more with minutia
than the main point. Or they turn to devotional commentaries, which may contain exegetical weaknesses. The Teach the Text Commentary Series bridges this gap by utilizing the
best of biblical scholarship and providing the information a pastor needs to communicate
the text effectively. By concentrating each carefully selected preaching unit into six pages
of focused commentary, each volume in this series allows pastors to quickly grasp the big
idea and key themes of each passage of Scripture. Each unit of the commentary includes
the big idea and key themes of the passage; sections dedicated to understanding, teaching,
and illustrating the text; and full-color illustrations, maps, and photos.
The newest releases in this innovative commentary series are Kenneth A. Mathews’s
treatment of Joshua and J. Daniel Hays’s volume on Jeremiah and Lamentations.

Joshua
Teach the Text Commentary Series

Kenneth A. Mathews

Jeremiah and
Lamentations
Teach the Text Commentary Series

J. Daniel Hays
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Breaking through the Mystery of Revelation
yy Focuses on the essential teachings of
Revelation by exploring its major themes
yy A devotional, non-technical book with
spiritual depth for lay readers
yy Application/discussion questions for individual study or small-group settings
yy Author is trusted scholar and Revelation
expert who authored the Revelation volume
in the Teach the Text Commentary Series and coauthored The Baker Illustrated Bible Handbook

D

espite gallons of ink spilled and hours of movies made on the book of
Revelation, it remains one of the most confusing and least understood
books of Scripture. But Scott Duvall has good news for discouraged readers—you can benefit from the hope and encouragement of this mysterious
book if you grasp its main teachings.
In this thematic approach to Revelation, Duvall reveals its ten most important themes, allowing readers to focus on the vision of hope Revelation
provides. Rather than discussing different views of the end times, Duvall
points us toward the major biblical themes of God, worship, the people of
God, the Holy Spirit, our mission, the Lamb of God, judgment, perseverance, and more, allowing readers to understand and apply the message of
Revelation here and now.
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Around-the-World Tour of Women from
Our Colorful Christian Heritage
yy Offers engaging and candid narratives
of 77 notable women from the pages of
church history
yy Each chapter includes a Scripture passage
with short, related commentary and
“Questions to Think About”

C

hristianity has long been criticized as a patriarchal religion. But during
its two-thousand-year history, the faith has been influenced and passed
down by faithful women. Martyrs and nuns, mystics and scholars, writers
and reformers, preachers and missionaries, abolitionists and evangelists,
these women are examples to us of faith, perseverance, forgiveness, and
fortitude.
With gracious irreverence, Ruth Tucker offers engaging and candid
profiles of some of the most fascinating women of Christian history. From
the famous to the infamous to the obscure, women like Perpetua, Joan
of Arc, Teresa of Avila, Anne Hutchinson, Susanna Wesley, Ann Judson,
Harriet Tubman, Fanny Crosby, Hannah Whitehall Smith, Corrie ten Boom,
and Mother Teresa, along with dozens of others, come to vivid life. Perfect
for small groups, these portraits of women who changed the world in
their own significant way will spark lively discussion and inspire today’s
Christians to lives of faithful witness.
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Ruth A. Tucker
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The Case for Christ Alone
yy An urgent, unapologetic call to reclaim the
exclusive message of salvation
yy From pastor of 12,000-member First Baptist
Dallas and author of over twenty books
yy Author’s daily radio program, Pathway to
Victory, is heard on over 800 stations,
and his weekly TV program is available in 106
million US households and in 195 countries
yy Author is a Fox News contributor and a goto pastor for national media with over 2,000
guest appearances on radio and TV

A

lmost 60 percent of those in American evangelical churches believe
that many religions can lead to eternal life. But if Jesus is to be
trusted when he says that no one comes to the Father except through
him, the church is failing in its mission. And it’s not hard to guess why. An
exclusive Jesus just isn’t popular in our inclusive world.
Dr. Robert Jeffress calls on Christians to recover the exclusive claims of
the one they claim as Lord and Savior, not as a way to keep people out of
heaven but as the only way to invite them in. He tackles questions like
• Can people be saved who have never heard of Christ?
• What about those who worship God by another name?
• Do children automatically go to Heaven when they die?
True compassion for non-Christians doesn’t lie in letting them go their
way while we go ours, but in sharing the only true way with them.
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Wandering: A Discipline to Be Practiced
yy Writing is provocatively honest and transparent
yy Readers find answers for why they wander
and comfort in knowing that wandering is an
essential component of faith
yy Author is a national speaker and writer

T

hrough every turn of the biblical story, God’s people are a wandering people. When they are rescued from slavery in Egypt, God sends
them into the desert, where they wander for a generation. Jesus and his
disciples wander from town to town. In fact, some of God’s most important
truths are imparted to people with dusty feet as they travel on the road.
With his trademark thoughtful introspection, A. J. Swoboda boldly suggests that wandering is not an absence of faith but a central component
of faith. In The Dusty Ones, he leads the restless, the frustrated, and the
curious on a spiritual journey to uncover the answers to questions like
• Do I wander because I’m failing or because God has left me?
• Is the desert something I can overcome?
• Why is God sometimes “hidden” in the Bible?
• What do I do when the end seems nowhere in sight?
This compassionate and contemplative book offers hope and peace to
Christians and seekers alike as they make their way down the winding
road of faith.
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Excerpt
Would I trade the benefits for not
being harmed? Of course, without
a doubt, I’d do so in an instant.
But that is not an option, and until
redemption fully removes the harm
of living on this earth, it is best to
embrace heartache and intend to use
it for larger purposes.
It is to that end this book is
written. I have learned a lot in the
last twenty-five years. Mostly I have
learned from my clients who have
continued to ask me not only to clarify
my theory but also to go beyond the
comfort and control that my theory
has given me. I have also learned an
immense amount from fellow professional and lay therapists who continue
to lean into darkness that most fear to
name, let alone enter. . . .
Most important for me, I am clearer
about the work of evil—both human
and in the unseen realm of spirits—in
the design, delight, and devastating
consequences of sexual abuse. As
disconcerting as it may be to some to be
asked to think about the realm of foul
and dark spirits, it would be cowardly
for me to ignore that dimension.
Our world is different. We live
in a day in which sexual boundaries
are broken at will and with immense
advertising benefit in most all television
programming on our major three channels and even more so on the cable and
add-on networks available in most every
home in America. Our day is vastly more
adversarial, opportunistic, shallow, and
violent than ever before.
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Find Hope and Healing in the
Wake of Sexual Abuse
yy Completely new book provides a twenty-five-year retrospective of The Wounded
Heart (more than 400,000
sold) in light of the most upto-date research
yy Counseling and speaking
on the topic of sexual harm
and healing is Allender’s
life’s work
yy Allender’s philosophies and
techniques are biblically
based and field tested

F

irst published in 1989, Dan Allender’s The Wounded Heart has helped hundreds of
thousands of people come to terms with sexual abuse in their past. Now, more than
twenty-five years later, Allender has written a brand-new book on the subject that takes
into account recent discoveries about the lasting physical, emotional, relational, and spiritual ramifications of sexual abuse.
With great compassion Allender offers hope for victims of rape, date rape, incest,
molestation, sexting, sexual bullying, unwanted advances, pornography, and more, exposing
the raw wounds that are left behind and clearing the path toward wholeness and healing.
Never minimizing victims’ pain or offering pat spiritual answers that don’t truly address the
problem, he instead calls evil evil and lights the way to renewed joy.
Counselors, pastors, and friends of those who have suffered sexual harm will find in this
book the deep spiritual guidance they need to effectively minister to the sexually broken
around them. Victims themselves will find here a sympathetic friend to walk alongside them
on the road to healing.

Healing the Wounded Heart
Healing the Wounded Heart
Workbook
Dan B. Allender
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Excerpt
In the last couple of decades
there has been a surge of interest
in the afterlife. Historically, when
life gets hard and uncertain and
dangerous, people tend to give
more thought to life beyond this life.
When life is hard down here we tend
to wonder what’s up there. Unless
your head is buried in the sand, you
can’t possibly believe we are living in
utopian conditions. . . .
In spite of all our advances, every
day we see and hear about people
who are killed by disease, weather,
terror, accidents, crime, and natural
disaster. Every single day we are
confronted with our mortality. And so,
we wonder. We wonder what happens
to us after we die. Do we just cease to
exist? Or, somehow, do we actually live
on past the grave? . . .
Unlike math or science, there is no
empirical evidence of heaven. There is
no equation that proves its existence.
You can’t put it in a test tube or place
it under a microscope. So, how do we
know what’s true? Is there anybody we
can go to that is a reliable authority on
the topic? Or, are we just left with vague
speculation and conjecture?
Behind any discussion about heaven
is the core issue of authority. Upon what
do we place our beliefs and hopes and
declarations about heaven? As followers
of Jesus, we unashamedly anchor all of
our beliefs and hopes in the unchanging
and eternal Word of God.
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What the Bible Actually Says
about Heaven
yy Perennial top-selling author
Chip Ingram has an international multimedia ministry
yy Author’s radio show, Living
on the Edge, reaches more
than one million active
listeners each week
yy Total book sales of more
than one million copies
yy Helps believers understand
how our hope for tomorrow
can enrich our lives today

H

eaven has received a lot of attention in recent years as bestselling books and movies
have told the stories of people who claim to have been there. But what does the Bible
actually say about heaven? What difference does it make? What happens the moment after
we die? What will our relationships be like in heaven?
Chip Ingram sets aside the hype and myths and digs into the Scriptures to discover what
God actually wants us to know about the hereafter. Most importantly, Ingram shows why
our understanding of heaven matters now, in this life. Because what we believe about
heaven actually affects us today in ways we may not have imagined.
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About the Author
Chip Ingram is the senior pastor
of Venture Christian Church in Los
Gatos, California, and teaching
pastor and CEO of Living on the
Edge, an international teaching
and discipleship ministry. A pastor for over thirty years, Chip has
a unique ability to communicate
truth and challenge people to live
out their faith. Chip is author of
many books, including God: As He Longs for You to See
Him; The Invisible War; and Love, Sex, and Lasting Relationships. Chip and his wife, Theresa, have four grown
children and ten grandchildren and live in California.
Lance Witt is the founder of Replenish ministries, the
author of Replenish the book, and is often referred to
as a pastor’s pastor. Before launching Replenish, Lance
served twenty years as a senior pastor and six years
as an executive/teaching pastor at Saddleback Church.
Lance and his wife, Connie, have been two grown
children and four granddaughters.
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Excerpt
All of us get lost from time to
time. We think we know the right
direction, but we drift off the path.
We may not be sure how to get back
on track. Or maybe we know exactly
where we’re going, but we don’t like
the destination!
In this book we want to provide
the clarity you need to articulate
a vision for your life—your whole
life—and develop a plan for getting
to a better destination. It’s all about
being fully awake to the realities of
our personal and professional worlds
and using that fresh level of awareness to make better decisions and tell
better stories with our lives.
Living Forward will heighten your
sense of what’s truly possible for you
in life. If you feel out of balance, aware
that your current pace is unsustainable; if you are making great gains
professionally but don’t want to neglect
personal priorities; if you want to have
better focus to succeed financially; if
you have gone through a recent tragedy
and suddenly become aware that life
is short—if any of these are true, this
book is for you.
Living Forward will equip you to make
better decisions in every area of your
life. The good news is, we have more
control than most of us realize. Each day
is filled with thousands of opportunities
to change the story of our lives. We want
to help you make the most proactive,
intentional, and beneficial decisions
possible.
Finally, Living Forward will position you
to make the most significant contribution
possible and add the most value to those
around you.
It takes definitive action to see positive
gains. Our goal is to get you in motion so
you can experience the change you want.
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Live with Intention, Direction, and
Purpose in Every Area of Life
yy Hyatt is a New York Times
bestselling author with a
large and active following,
including 500k monthly
unique visitors to MichaelHyatt.com, 222k blog subscribers, 240k Twitter followers
yy Harkavy is the founder and
CEO of Building Champions,
Inc., and a highly sought
after executive coach who
has worked with such companies as Chick-fil-A, Pfizer,
Infineum Morgan Stanley,
and Merrill Lynch
yy Provides a proven, step-bystep guide to creating a life
plan and making it happen

E

ach of us has but one life to live on this earth. What we do with it is our choice. Are
we drifting through it as spectators, reacting to our circumstances when necessary and
wondering just how we got to this point anyway? Or are we directing it, maximizing the joy
and potential of every day, living with a purpose or mission in mind?
Too many of us are doing the former—and our lives are slipping away one day at a time.
But what if we treated life like the gift that it is? What if we lived each day as though
it were part of a bigger picture, a plan? That’s what New York Times bestselling author
Michael Hyatt and executive coach Daniel Harkavy show us how to do: to design a life with
the end in mind, determining in advance the outcomes we desire and path to get there. In
this step-by-step guide, they share proven principles that help readers create a simple but
effective life plan so that they can get from where they are now to where they really want
to be—in every area of life.

Living Forward
Michael Hyatt and Daniel Harkavy
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Available: March 1
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About the Authors
Michael Hyatt is the former
chairman and CEO of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, now part of
HarperCollins. He is a New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, and
USA Today bestselling author
who has lived by the plan
in Living Forward. Michael’s
blog is ranked by Google in
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the top one-half percent of all
blogs, with 500,000 unique visitors a month and readers in more than two hundred countries. Michael has
been married to his wife, Gail, for thirty-seven years.
They have five daughters, four sons-in-law, and eight
grandchildren. They live just outside of Nashville,
Tennessee. Learn more at MichaelHyatt.com.
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coaching business leaders to
peak levels of success, performance, profitability, and fulfillment for more than twenty-five
years. In 1996, he harnessed
his passion for coaching teams
and leaders and founded
Building Champions, where he
serves as CEO and executive coach. Over the past two decades, he and his
team of coaches have worked with thousands of
clients and organizations implementing the plan
in Living Forward. He lives just outside Portland,
Oregon, with his wife and actively serves his community as a member of nonprofit boards and a mentor
to those seeking leadership advice. He is the proud
father of four children and an avid surfer. Learn more
at BuildingChampions.com.
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EXCERPT
Some people believe religion
should be consigned to the realm
of the private, to family home
and house of worship, no exceptions. They claim “real” life happens
in laboratories and shopping malls
and boardrooms and city halls. They
are convinced that spirituality and
other fluffy, intangible stuff matter
only peripherally to “real” life.
And their views are gaining currency across Western culture.
It is becoming harder to be a
devout Christian or a devout anything.
More people than ever are skeptical
of hard lines and strong convictions,
ready and willing to settle for a
watered-down tolerance over a hardwon peace, and reflexively suspicious
of anything that smacks of piety. For
these folks, a life lived with religious
conviction is not just countercultural
and counterintuitive, it is extremism:
dangerous, damaging and—if you raise
your children to embrace the same
convictions—possibly criminal.
There is another group of believers, however, who contend that every
thought, word and deed is meant to be
weighed on the scale of faith. That faith
should be the primary lens through which
life is perceived. These folks—like us—
are convinced that faith has implications
for all of life, not just for the hour or two
or three a week when like-minded believers gather together.
Good Faith is about how to live faithfully in a pluralistic culture, in societies
that are no longer particularly friendly to
faith—and how, by being faithful, we can
serve the common good. It will help you
• Discover the most significant
cultural trends that are creating both
obstacles and opportunities
for Christians
• Know what you believe and why
it doesn’t make you a judgmental,
irrelevant, or extreme person
• Understand the heart behind opposing views and learn how to stay
friends across differences
• Respond with compassion and
confidence to the most toxic issues
of our day
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Christians Can and Must Live Out
Our Faith in Public—but How?
yy From the bestselling
authors of unChristian, a
timely message on how to
engage in difficult conversations with compassion,
clarity, and confidence
yy Grounded in extensive new
research conducted by
Barna Group that reveals
how people of faith are
increasingly alienated from
mainstream culture
yy Equips Christians to know
why their beliefs matter, to
love others unconditionally,
and to live out their convictions as fearless, winsome
ambassadors for Christ

M

any Christians today feel overwhelmed as they try to live faithfully in a culture that
seems increasingly hostile to their beliefs. Politics, marriage, sexuality, religious
freedom—with an ever-growing list of contentious issues, believers find it harder than ever
to hold on to their convictions while treating their friends, neighbors, coworkers, and even
family members who disagree with respect and compassion. This isn’t just a problem that
affects individual Christians; if left unaddressed, the growing gap between the faithful and
society’s tolerance for public faith will have lasting consequences for the church in America.
Now the bestselling authors of unChristian turn their data-driven insights toward the
thorny question of how Christians talk with people they know and love about the most toxic
issues of our day. They help today’s disciples understand what they believe and why, and
how to keep believing it without being judgmental and defensive. Readers will discover the
most significant trends that offer both obstacles and opportunities to God’s people, and how
not only to challenge culture but to create and renew it for the common good. Perhaps most
importantly, David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons invite fellow Christians to understand the
heart behind opposing views and show them how to be loving, life-giving friends despite
profound differences. This will be the go-to book for young adult and older believers who
don’t want to hide from culture but to engage and restore it.

Good Faith
David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons
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$19.99
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
David Kinnaman is the
coauthor of unChristian and
author of You Lost Me. He is
president and majority owner of
Barna Group, where he has supervised or directed interviews
with more than 500,000 individuals and overseen hundreds
of nationwide, representative
research studies. Barna Group’s
body of research is frequently quoted in major media
outlets such as USA Today, The Wall Street Journal,
CNN, and the New York Times. Kinnaman speaks
on topics including cultural and spiritual trends,
teenagers and young adults, leadership and influence,
and vocation and calling. He and his wife, Jill, live in
California with their three children.

Gabe Lyons is the coauthor
of the bestselling unChristian,
author of The Next Christians,
and the founder of Q, a learning
community that mobilizes
Christians to think well and
advance good in society. Prior
to launching Q, Gabe cofounded
Catalyst, a national gathering
of young leaders. His work
represents the perspectives of a new generation of
Christians and has been featured by CNN, the New
York Times, Fox News, and USA Today. Gabe, his
wife, Rebekah, and their three children reside in
Nashville, Tennessee.
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One Girl’s Struggle to End Human Trafficking
yy The compelling story of a high school student
who wore the same dress for 366 days to
make a statement against human trafficking
yy Author partnered with International Justice
Mission, Restore International, Compassion
International, The A21 Campaign, The Not For
Sale Campaign, and Love 146
yy Will encourage and inspire readers of all ages
to actively seek ways to make a difference

H

ow can one girl change the world? It all began with a heart for justice
and a little black dress. In 2012, sixteen-year-old Bethany Winz decided
to make a difference. To raise awareness, she determined to
• wear the same black dress every day for a year to bring attention to
the lack of choices slaves have
• come up with new ways to accessorize the dress each day
• use her blog and pictures of her outfits to raise money for agencies
helping those who were being trafficked
Her yearlong journey was one of hope, discipline, and sometimes disappointment. She celebrated some successes yet despaired at the depth of
the problem. As she found her identity tied to the things she did, Bethany
discovered that while she stood for freedom for others, she also struggled
to find her own freedom in believing that she was loved just as she was.
This moving book shows readers that their voices matter, they can make a
difference, and sometimes the smallest gestures have lasting impact.

One Dress. One Year.
Bethany Winz with
Susanna Foth Aughtmon

Vital Information
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About the Authors
Bethany Winz is a freshman
at Trevecca Nazarene University
where she is majoring in social
justice. She has volunteered
more than twelve hundred
hours in her church’s children’s
ministry since sixth grade. She
talks about social justice and
advocates for truth on her blog,
www.bethanyw.com. Bethany
splits her time between Orlando, Florida,
and Nashville, Tennessee.

“An amazing young woman who loves people the
way Jesus said he wanted us to. You’ll enjoy what
Bethany is learning about how to multiply love in the
lives of the people around her.”—Bob Goff, New
York Times bestselling author of Love Does
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Susanna Foth Aughtmon is the
author of All I Need Is Jesus and
a Good Pair of Jeans, My Bangs
Look Good and Other Lies I Tell
Myself, and I Blame Eve. She coauthored A Trip around the Sun
with New York Times bestselling
author Mark Batterson and
Richard Foth. A pastor’s wife and
mother of three, Susanna assists
her husband, Scott, in various ministries at the church
they planted in Redwood City, California, and blogs
about life’s adventures at www.tiredsupergirl.com.
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A Simple and Effective Approach to
Managing Money and Life
yy Author is a Certified Financial Planner practitioner who blogs regularly for Forbes, Time/
Money, and CNBC
yy Featured in the Wall Street Journal, the New
York Times, U.S. News & World Report, Kiplinger’s
Personal Finance, and Money magazine
yy Author makes regular TV appearances on networks such as CNBC, PBS, Fox, and ABC

W

hen it comes to money management, most of us take a handsoff approach because we’re just not confident that we have the
know-how needed. But personal finance is actually more personal than it
is finance. Tim Maurer has made a career out of distilling complex financial
concepts into understandable, doable actions. In this eminently practical
book, he shows readers how to
• better understand their values and goals in order to simplify
their money decisions
• budget major expenses intelligently
• reduce and eliminate debt
• make vital decisions on home, auto, and life insurance
• establish a world-class investment portfolio
• craft a workable retirement plan
• and more
Readers will be relieved to see that managing their money is actually
not as complicated as they thought—and that they can take control of
their financial future starting today.

Simple Money
Tim Maurer
Vital Information
Available: March 1
$12.99
978-0-8010-1886-2
trade paper
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About the Author
Tim Maurer is a speaker,
blogger, author, and financial
advisor. As director of personal
finance for the BAM Alliance, a
collective of over 140 financial
advisory firms serving over
19,000 individuals throughout
the United States, he serves as
an industry thought leader to
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the media and educator to both
consumers and financial advisors. He is a regular contributor to CNBC, Forbes, Time/Money, and Forbes.
com, and on his own website, www.timmaurer.com.
He is the coauthor with Jim Stovall of The Ultimate
Financial Plan and was recently chosen as one of only
twenty financial advisors nationwide to sit on CNBC’s
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Financial Advisor Council. He makes regular television
appearances on Power Lunch, Street Signs, On the
Money, and PBS’s Nightly Business Report and has
been heard on NPR’s The Diane Rehm Show, Morning
Edition, and Marketplace. He has been quoted in the
Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, the New
York Times, the Baltimore Sun, Kiplinger’s Personal
Finance, U.S. News & World Report, and Money magazine, among others. Tim and his wife, Andrea, are
the proud parents of two boys and live in
Mount Pleasant, South Carolina.
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Helping Kids Discover Spiritual Truths
and Develop Strong Christian Character
yy Developed specifically with
boys and girls ages 8–12 in
mind, with age- and stageappropriate features
yy New features include table
of weights and measures,
Bible promises, miracles
of Jesus, major parables of
Jesus, application index,
dictionary/concordance,
reading plans, and full-color
maps
yy General editor is respected
Christian educator and Bible
developer Dr. Larry Richards

I

n these red-letter King James Version study Bibles designed especially for them, boys and
girls can discover God’s truths and how to develop true Christian character. These Bibles
feature study notes, profiles, and devotions designed for the interests of boys and girls ages
8–12, such as
• Book Introductions. Descriptive features that highlight contents of each book of the
Bible.
• Good Morning, God. Brief devotionals tied to specific Bible passages that encourage
children to read, think, and pray about their personal lives and relationships.
• Genuine Heroes and Heroines. Biographical sketches of persons whose lives and
actions display traits boys and girls can admire and emulate.
• Men’s World and Women’s World. Details what life was like for men and women in
Bible times.
• Be All You Can Be. Challenges boys and girls to act appropriately, make right decisions, and choose worthwhile values.
• Drawings, illustrations, and maps. Supplements to assist understanding of the
Bible in proper context.
Boys and girls will be excited to jump into the study of the Bible, developing spiritual
disciplines that will serve them well in the future.

KJV Study Bible for Boys
KJV Study Bible for Girls
Vital Information
Available: March 15
KJV Study Bible for Boys

KJV Study Bible for Girls

casebound
$24.99
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casebound
$24.99
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$29.99
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Your Children Still Need You
yy Gives parents hope for passing along their
faith to their children
yy Draws on sociological research, Scripture, developmental resources, and best practices for
understanding teens and faith
yy Author leads a campus ministry that reaches
more than 32,000 students on more than 115
college campuses

I

t has long been said that once kids are in high school and college, they
are beyond the influence of their parents. This pervasive cultural myth is
not supported by research, biblical teaching, or even anecdotal accounts.
Yet because of it, many Christian parents live in silent angst about the faith
of their older and adult children, thinking they can no longer do anything to
shape their kids’ spiritual and life decisions.
Drawing on sociological research and Scripture, Dan Dupee shows
parents that it is not too late—and in fact these turbulent years of transitioning into adulthood are a time when their kids may need their guidance
the most. He shows parents how to make the most out of the opportunities
they have to offer guidance, wisdom, and spiritual support, with the goal
of seeing their children not just survive college with faith intact but enter
adulthood with a faith of their own—one that will carry them through all
that life brings their way.

It’s Not Too Late
Dan Dupee

Vital Information
Available: March 15
$15.99
978-0-8010-1860-2
trade paper
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208 pages
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ebook: $15.99
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About the Author
Dan Dupee is president of
the Coalition for Christian
Outreach, a Pittsburgh-based
campus ministry working annually with over 32,000 students
on over 115 campuses. He
brings together biblical truth,
sociological research, college
transition findings, and focus
group work with parents of
adolescents to develop principles that are fresh,
clarifying additions to a growing body of research on
teen faith development. Dan and his wife, Carol, are
the parents of four children. They live in the northern
suburbs of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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Turn the Most Frustrating Years into
the Most Fruitful
yy Combines the latest cutting-edge scientific
brain research with time-tested principles of
Scripture
yy Short, easy-to-read chapters for busy parents
include practical tips and application points
yy Focused on heart change rather than behavior
modification

A

s God allows us to understand the mystery and marvel of brain science, we have the exciting opportunity to reexamine our assumptions
about human behavior. Perhaps nowhere does this impact our lives more
profoundly than when we think about raising children—especially teenagers. Where parents often see a sweet boy or girl who has morphed into an
incomprehensible bundle of hormones and angst, what we really ought to be
seeing is an amazing young adult whose brain is under heavy construction.
And changing the way we see our teens will revolutionize our relationships
with them.
Organized by what we hear teens say—things like I’m bored, You just
don’t understand, Why are you freaking out?, I hate my life!, or Hold on . . .
I just have to send this—this book helps parents develop compassion for
their teens and discernment in parenting them as their brains are progressively remodeled. Rather than seeing the teen years as a time to simply
hold on for dear life, Dr. Jeramy and Jerusha Clark show that they can be an
amazing season of cultivating creativity, self-awareness, and passion for
the things that really matter.

Your Teenager’s Not Crazy
Dr. Jeramy and Jerusha Clark

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$15.99
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trade paper
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ebook: $15.99
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Rights: Worldwide

About the Authors
Dr. Jeramy Clark serves
as the pastor of discipleship
at Emmanuel Faith Community Church near San Diego,
California. He and Jerusha
Clark have coauthored four
books, three of which hit the
CBA bestseller’s list. Jerusha’s
own works span a wide variety
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of topics, including spiritual
growth, women’s issues, marriage, and mental
health, including the bestselling book Every Thought
Captive. The Clarks teach individually and together at
churches, retreats, schools, and conferences.
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Excerpt
Despite all our advances—and
there are many to be proud of—
millions of people are condemned
to live out their days in doctors’
offices or dying of extreme hunger;
the rest of us are confounded by the
latest nutritional advice, marketing campaigns, and calorie-dense
foods of a global food industry. Even
I, during the course of writing this
book, have felt like my brain was in a
frying pain, sautéed in a greasy mass
of conflicting, and often frightening,
information. What exactly is stopping
us from avoiding illnesses and premature death that are largely preventable
through mind and dietary changes?
How have our choices led us down
this destructive road, away from God’s
perfect plan for our lives? How have
we forgotten how to eat?
These tragic facts compel us to
question the way we think about our
food. As the stewards of God’s creation,
we are not only responsible for our own
wellbeing, spirit, soul, and body, but that
of the entire world: a world that God so
loved that he was willing to send his
one and only Son to save it.
We can change nothing, however,
until we fully comprehend what needs
to be changed. This book is therefore
divided into three parts:
•

ADMIT IT!: examining how dysfunctional our food system has become

•

QUIT IT!: exploring how our thinking affects our eating (the mindset
behind the meal) and our eating
affects our thinking (the meal behind
the mindset)

•

BEAT IT!: practical ways to change
your mind and change your plate
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Eat Smart, Think Smart
yy First Christian, neuroscientific book on healthy thinking and eating for better
mind, soul, and body
yy More than 100,000 copies of
Switch On Your Brain sold in
the first year
yy Author is an active speaker
and host of TBN’s Switch On
Your Brain program, and
is a repeat guest on Joyce
Meyer’s show and Life Today
with James Robison
yy Provides readers with a
21-day practical plan to
thinking and eating better

S

cience is beginning to understand that our thinking has a deep and complicated relationship with our eating. Our thoughts before, during, and after eating profoundly impact our
food choices, our digestive health, our brain health, and more. Yet most of us give very little
thought to our food beyond taste and basic nutritional content.
In this revolutionary book, Dr. Caroline Leaf packs an incredible amount of information
that will change readers’ eating and thinking habits for the better. Rather than getting
caught up in whether we should go raw or vegan, gluten-free or paleo, Leaf shows readers
that every individual is unique, has unique nutritional needs, and has the power to impact their own health through the right thinking. There’s no one perfect solution. Rather,
she shows us how to change the way we think about food and put ourselves on the path
towards health.
Anyone who is tired of traditional diet plans that don’t work, who struggles with emotional eating, or who simply isn’t satisfied with their level of health will find in this book the
key to discovering how they can begin developing a healthier body, brain, and spirit.

Think and Eat Yourself
Smart
Dr. Caroline Leaf

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$19.99
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hardcover
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About the Author
Dr. Caroline Leaf is the author
of Switch On Your Brain and
holds a PhD in communication
pathology from the University
of Pretoria, South Africa. Since
1981, she has researched the
science of thought as it relates
to thinking, learning, renewing
the mind, gifting, and potential.
Dr. Leaf is an international and
national conference speaker on topics relating to optimal brain performance, such as stress, toxic thoughts,
male/female brain differences, thinking and learning,
controlling our thought lives, wisdom, and how to
identify and use one’s natural gifts. She is frequently
interviewed on TV stations around the globe, has
published many books and scientific journal articles,
and has her own TV show, Switch On Your Brain. Leaf
and her husband, Mac, live with their four children
in Texas.
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Surprising Faith Stories of People Who
Influenced World History
yy From an internationally acclaimed screenwriter, film director, and author
yy Compelling collection of twelve biographies
written in an engaging narrative format
yy Tells the fuller story of people who have profoundly influenced our world by highlighting
the spiritual core that informed and guided
their life and work

W

hat do Abraham Lincoln, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Louis Pasteur,
Frederick Douglass, Florence Nightingale, and John D. Rockefeller
Sr. all have in common? They all changed the world—and they were all
Christians. Now the little-known stories of faith behind twelve influential
people of history are available in one inspiring volume.
They Were Christians reveals the faith-filled motivations behind some
of the most outstanding political, scientific, and humanitarian contributions of history. From the founding of the Red Cross to the family crisis
that drove America’s favorite president to his knees and cracked his
religious skepticism, from the supernatural call that led a beautiful English
socialite to save thousands of soldiers to the chance encounter on a train
that led to the writing of Ben-Hur, the fascinating stories of these faithful
history-makers will inspire, encourage, and entertain readers of history and
biography.

They Were Christians
Cristóbal B. Krusen

Vital Information
Available: April 19
$14.99
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trade paper
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Crist óbal B. Krusen is a
screenwriter, film director, and
author who has lived in Mexico,
Australia, and Belize, and has
traveled to more than sixty
countries. In 1988, he founded
Messenger Films, a nonprofit
film production company. He
studied English literature at
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Harvard University and also
studied film and television at NYU and the Art Center
College of Design. He most recently collaborated
with Josh McDowell in the writing of Josh’s memoir,
Undaunted, which received a starred review from
Publishers Weekly. He currently lives in St. Paul,
Minnesota.
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Let Go of Your Insecurities. Grab Hold
of God’s Promises.
yy Shows women how to remove the hindrances
blocking them from experiencing a thriving faith
yy From the former vice president of Proverbs 31
Ministries and cohost for their daily radio feature
yy Author of eighteen books with sales of more
than 600,000
yy Author is cofounder and writer for Girlfriends in
God, Inc., whose devotions reach over 500,000
women each day through Crosswalk and Bible
Gateway

O

n the outside, many women are well-put-together Christians with
trendy shoes, beautiful children, and wide, white smiles. On the inside,
those same women are little girls cowering at the edge of the playground,
hoping no one notices them, yet still wishing they could join in. They’ve
professed faith and know the right things, but they struggle to truly take
hold of the “life more abundant” that Jesus offers. Instead they settle for a
life that’s less than what God has promised them.
In this liberating book, Sharon Jaynes reveals the most common reasons
women get stuck with a mediocre, mundane faith. Then she shows women
how to break free and move forward, leaving behind the feelings of
inferiority, inadequacy, and insecurity that are holding them hostage. She
uncovers untapped sources of confidence and courage, equipping women
to move from knowing the truth to actually believing it—and living it out
boldly in a life marked by true freedom.

The Faith
You Long For
Sharon Jaynes
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Sharon Jaynes has been
encouraging and equipping
women through ministry for
over thirty years. Former vice
president of Proverbs 31 Ministries and cohost for their daily
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written articles and devotions
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on the Family, E-women, Decision, P31 Woman, Just
Between Us, Christian Financial Concepts, Crosswalk.
com, and In Touch. A frequent guest on radio and
television programs such as Revive Our Hearts with
Nancy Leigh DeMoss, Family Life Today with Dennis
Rainey, and Focus on the Family with Jim Daily,
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Changing Teens’ If Only Regrets
to What If Possibilities
yy New York Times bestselling author of
The Circle Maker and The Grave Robber joins
forces with his son Parker to bring the
message of If to teens
yy Shows teens that God is for them—all the
time, in every way possible
yy Unpacks the promises of Romans 8 for teens

T

he word If is a powerful little word. Some people are stuck in if only,
trudging through lives marked with regret. But God wants us to live
lives marked with possibilities, with the what if attitude that looks forward
to the future with confidence. Why? Because the answer to “If God is for
us, who can be against us?” is “No one.” God is always on our side, every
day, in every way.
Young people especially need to hear this life-changing message of
hope and freedom from Mark Batterson and his son Parker. With his trademark enthusiasm and contagious joy, Batterson helps teens and young
adults overcome those feelings of guilt, fear, and doubt that plague them
and embrace the truth that in Christ there is no condemnation. Unpacking
the promises of Romans 8, he shows young readers that they are more
than conquerors—right now and forever. And because of that, the possibilities for their lives are limitless.

If, student ed.
Mark Batterson and Parker Batterson
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Available: April 5
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About the Authors
Mark Batterson is the New York Times bestselling author of The Circle Maker, The Grave Robber, A
Trip around the Sun, and If. He is the lead pastor of
National Community Church, one church with seven
campuses in Washington, DC. Mark has a doctor
of ministry degree from Regent University and lives
on Capitol Hill with his wife, Lora, and their three
children. Learn more at www.markbatterson.com.
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Parker Batterson is a student at Southeastern
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Excerpt
You park and jump into the
elevator, checking social media on
your phone on the way up to your
office, only to scroll past episodes of
disgruntled Facebook venting. You try
to ignore the magazines in the lobby
of your office, but you’re pretty sure
one of the scantily clad models is the
one you saw on the news before the
breakfast you never had. You realize
she probably never eats breakfast and
wonder if that’s the secret to losing
those stubborn pounds. You race into
your office and take your seat at your
computer.
“Good morning!” says your boss,
but you certainly don’t feel good. Why
do you already need a nap? Do you
need therapy? You decide to go for a
celebrity diet instead.
Listen, you don’t need a celebrity
diet. What you need is a media diet.
The daily visual inundation from television, movies, billboards, magazines
and social media, coupled with the
constant audio pelting of talk radio,
syndicated advertisements and musical
playlists, has polluted our peace and
diluted our faith. That invisible, silent
territory where God once had our full attention is now cluttered with competing
voices, and it has become harder and
harder to hear God’s still, small voice
through it all. Romans 10:17 says, “Faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the
Word of God,” and so it stands to reason
that if we’re hearing less of God and more
of media, real faith will never “come.”
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A Reset Button for Your Body,
Mind, and Spirit
yy Great, healthy way for
readers to start fresh in
the new year
yy Author is a certified nutritional counselor
yy Promotes biblical healing
of the whole person
through prayer, Scripture,
and tried-and-true food
cleanse recipes
yy Extensive social media,
online, and publicity
campaign geared toward
maximizing cross-platform
promotion, fan engagement, and dynamic wordof-mouth marketing
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I

n our fallen world, invisible toxins like doubt, disappointment, and discouragement can
contaminate even the strongest of faiths, leaving behind symptoms that affect our entire
being—body, mind, and spirit.
Using a one-month detox structure, spiritual wellness expert and certified nutritional
counselor Laura Harris Smith uncovers 30 universal faith-toxins that affect us all. Each day
you will discover Scripture, prayers, and faith declarations to cleanse yourself spiritually
and emotionally with truth and a biblical perspective. In addition, she includes a simple,
corresponding nutritional cleanse using detoxifying foods from your own kitchen.
Prayer by prayer, thought by thought, day by day, refresh and refuel your faith and bring
healing to the whole temple—spirit, mind, and body.

The 30-Day Faith Detox
Laura Harris Smith

About the Author
Laura Harris Smith founded
Eastgate Creative Christian
Fellowship with her husband,
Chris, and is the director of
the Eastgate Creative Arts
Conservatory. There, among
other things, she mentors
young writers all over the world
in her online creative writing
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classes. An actress, playwright,
poet, and media dynamo, she was a TV host on the
Shop at Home Network and is the author of multiple
books. Laura and Chris have six children and reside
near Nashville, Tennessee.
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Beautiful Gift Edition of a Classic Text
gift
Edition

yy From David Wilkerson, bestselling author
of The Cross and the Switchblade
yy The original pocket edition has sold nearly
3 million copies
yy Arranged by category and topic for
quick reference

W

ith millions of copies in print, this book stands as a proven and
essential Bible tool for everyday use. Now available in mass market
size, this beautiful imitation leather–bound volume brings truths from God’s
Word into almost every spiritual and personal need we encounter today.
The 800 specific promises are arranged topically, making this an easyto-use resource for all who seek words of encouragement or who simply
want quick access to categorized Scriptures. Readers looking for a “pocket
companion” or meaningful gift will welcome this new edition of a beloved
classic.

The Jesus Person Promise
Book, gift ed.
David Wilkerson, comp.

Vital Information
Available: February 2
$4.99
978-0-8007-9594-8

About the compiler
David Wilkerson (1931–2011) founded Teen Challenge and World Challenge and was the founding
pastor of Times Square Church in New York City. He
authored more than thirty books, including the bestselling The Cross and the Switchblade and Knowing
God by Name. With a particular longing to encourage
pastors, he traveled around the globe. On the day of
his death, he was still ministering.
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Practical Tools for Healing Ministry
That Works
yy Author is a leader in Randy Clark’s Global
Awakening network
yy Rocha travels internationally, speaking to
thousands each year
yy Hands-on advice from the frontlines of an
effective healing ministry

W

hen Ed Rocha began his walk into the healing ministry, he discovered a sad reality: Not everyone he prayed for was healed, and not
everyone who got healed stayed healed. Armed with faith in the comprehensive work of the cross of Christ, Rocha began to seek biblical answers
for the conflicting realities. The spiritual tools he discovered will help you
• pave the way for healing through an atmosphere of faith and love
• overcome frustration and failure
• offer petitions and commands effectively
• cancel the power of demonic affliction
• and more!
If you want to see results when you pray, let this practical guide help
you connect with God’s heart and move in His supernatural power.

Be Healed and Stay
Healed
Ed Rocha
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About the Author
Ed Rocha holds a degree in
theology from the International
Bible Institute of London and is
currently pursuing his master’s
degree. After receiving a direct
impartation for healing ministry,
Ed began to speak around
the world and see dramatic
healings occur. He and his wife,
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Dani, split their time between
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where they are planting a
church under the Global Awakening network, and the
United States.
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Excerpt
Have you ever been in a situation
in which you felt someone near you,
but nobody was there? Or you suddenly felt a hand on your shoulder,
and you turned around, and nobody
was there? What was that? That is
the Kingdom of God all around you.
Someone asked C. S. Lewis once
where heaven was, and he said that
it is another dimension—that the
Kingdom of God is all around us.
The saints, those who have passed
on before us into paradise, are watching and praying. They are actively
involved in our lives. Most of us rely
on our physical senses, especially if
we are scientific or clinical thinkers: If
I can’t see it, hear it, feel it, smell it or
taste it, it doesn’t exist. But Jesus said,
“If only you had eyes to see. . . .” He
was constantly moving us away from
relying on our physical senses.
Every now and then God allows
the physical senses to encounter the
supernatural realm. He enables us to
see into the spiritual realm, and that is
when we can see or experience the holy
angels—the ones who do not appear as
humans. Sometimes angels do appear
in human form, but when we see into
the spiritual realm, we can see angels
in the supernatural. We begin to see
God’s work in progress, and that changes
everything!
I invite you to open your thinking and
perhaps even to ask God for your own divine supernatural encounter, in which you,
too, can experience more of the majesty
of His created beings.
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Leading Expert Demystifies Angels
and Their Roles in Our Lives
yy Follow-up to Angels Are for
Real, which has sold almost
100,000 copies
yy Judith MacNutt is an indemand keynote speaker
who bridges denominations
yy Author is the cofounder
of the internationally
known Christian Healing
Ministries along with her
husband, bestselling author
Francis MacNutt

A

ngels have long fascinated humanity. From books to movies and TV shows to video
games, everyone has their own opinions on who angels are and what they do. With so
much information swirling, it is important for Christians to sort out what is biblical and true
about these heavenly beings.
In this follow-up to her bestselling Angels Are for Real, author Judith MacNutt helps you
separate fact from fiction. With warmth and insight, she shows you
• the scriptural foundation for angels
• their purposes here and in heaven
• their role as protectors of children
• how they comfort, protect, and worship with us
• their role in spiritual warfare
Full of amazing encounters and inspiring stories, you will come away encouraged and
awed by God’s provision for us through angels.

Encountering Angels
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About the Author
Judith MacNutt, MA, formerly
a private practice and hospital
clinical psychologist, has for
decades joined psychotherapy
with healing prayer. In 1980 she
married Francis MacNutt and
helped to found Christian Healing Ministries, blending their
spiritual gifts in a unique and
cutting-edge healing ministry.
Judith has been a keynote speaker at conferences all
over the US and abroad, including the Azusa Street
Centennial. They have two adult children, Rachel and
David, and live in Jacksonville, Florida.
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Life-Changing Teaching on the Helper,
the Holy Spirit
yy Author is the daughter of Marilyn Hickey,
healing ministry leader and pioneer
yy Bowling cohosts Today with Marilyn and Sarah,
which airs globally on Daystar, TBN, The World
Network, and Christian Television Network
yy Bowling travels and speaks internationally,
copastors Orchard Road Community Center in
Denver, and founded Saving Moses, an international ministry dedicated to reducing infant
mortality

S

arah Bowling, daughter of healing ministry pioneer Marilyn Hickey,
learned about a personal relationship with the Holy Spirit early in life.
But she feared excesses and emotionalism, and remained skeptical until
she was a young woman, facing many unanswered questions about this
mysterious Person. With candor about her extraordinary upbringing, Bowling shares her personal journey to find answers.
Working from the Bible’s original languages, she addresses essential
characteristics of the Holy Spirit, including many qualities often overlooked. Basing her study on Jesus’ teaching during the Last Supper,
Bowling offers refreshing insights for skeptics, new believers, and mature
Christians alike. As you grow in understanding from Jesus’ own words
about the Holy Spirit, you can embrace the comfort, guidance, and power
he is ready to give you every day.

Heavenly Help
Sarah Bowling
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About the Author
Sarah Bowling is the daughter of the Rev. Wallace and
Marilyn Hickey. She joins her
mother as a Bible teacher on
their worldwide daily television
program. Educated at Oral Roberts University, the University of
Missouri, and Denver Seminary,
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tional nonprofit organizations
to provide resources for children in need. She and her
husband, Pastor Reece Bowling, copastor Orchard
Road Community Center and live near Denver with
their three children.
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Accessible, Practical Guide to Moving in
the Power of the Prophetic
yy From the author of the classic bestseller
Surprised by the Power of the Spirit
yy Deere is a renowned teacher and theologian
with a degree from Dallas Theological Seminary
yy “No one is more qualified to write on this
subject, and he has done it with brilliance.”
—R. T. Kendall
yy “Gives us an inside-track view of prophecy.
This book is long overdue.”—Mike Bickle

W

hat does prophecy in action look like? Can any believer prophesy?
This hands-on approach from one of the church’s foremost Bible
scholars unlocks the mysteries of this biblical gifting. Along with case
studies and personal illustrations, Jack Deere explores topics like
• how God speaks today
• how to discern a true prophetic word
• how to grow in the gifting
• how to avoid deception and demonic influence
• and much more
Whether you are an experienced prophetic minister or simply wondering
if God might be speaking through you, these guidelines will open your eyes
to the messages God has placed on your heart and help you speak them
with assurance.

The Power of
the Prophetic
Jack Deere
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About the Author
Jack Deere, who holds a
doctor of theology degree from
Dallas Theological Seminary,
has brought much practical
wisdom to Christians through
his teaching ministry, drawing
from his professorial and
pastoral experience. Author of
the bestselling books Surprised
by the Power of the Spirit and
Surprised by the Voice of God, he is dean of the
extension schools of Wagner Leadership Institute and
executive director of Covenant Ministries International. He and his wife, Leesa, live near Fort Worth
and have two grown children.
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New Look for a Bestselling Book
Repack

yy Book has sold over 225,000 copies
yy “I have found no better training manual on
prayer.”—C. Peter Wagner
yy “One of the most practical books on prayer
ever written—a must for every believer’s
library.”—Cindy Jacobs, cofounder, Generals
International

B

ecoming a Prayer Warrior is a complete guide to the essentials of
powerful prayer. From laying out the basic principles to inspiring
stories of world-changing prayer, international prayer leader Elizabeth
Alves gives you a fresh look at the incredible mystery of prayer and the
benefits it can bring. She equips everyone, whether you’re a beginner or a
seasoned intercessor, with clear, practical guidance about how to pray with
more power and more passion. Move beyond the idea of prayer as a ritual
or duty and learn how to truly communicate with God and experience his
power and joy as never before.

Becoming a Prayer
Warrior
Elizabeth Alves
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Available: April 5
$13.99
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About the Author
Elizabeth Alves is the founder
and president of Increase
International (formerly Intercessors International), a ministry
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Gripping True Story of War and Romance,
Hope and Miracles
yy Craig Keener is a respected scholar who’s sold
over 600,000 copies of his academic texts
yy Story takes readers on an unforgettable journey through an African civil war and God’s
miracle-working power
yy Readers will be captivated by the hope and
romance that was born—and thrived—in the
most unlikely of circumstances

W

hen the odds are impossible, love goes to work. In this thrilling
true-life story, readers follow the path of friendship that grows into
a romance that spans continents and survives devastating hardship. Craig,
a respected white scholar, was cautious after a failed marriage. Médine,
a well-educated African woman, met Craig through a campus ministry
and the two became friends. Long after they parted for their respective
worlds, Craig realized his love for her and began the arduous—and often
supernatural—journey to be reunited. Médine faced terror and disease as
a refugee in the war-torn Congo; Craig did not know most days if she was
alive or dead. Their tender story of love beating the odds inspires readers
to believe that God’s own great love for each of us will always overcome.

Impossible Love
Craig Keener and Médine Moussounga Keener

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$15.99
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Craig Keener holds a PhD
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author of many books.
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Médine Moussounga
Keener holds a PhD from
the University of Paris and is
coordinator of family formation
at Asbury. The Keeners work for
ethnic reconciliation in the US
and Africa.
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Updated and Expanded Edition of a
Landmark Text on an Urgent Topic
updated
and
expanded

yy The leading text on Christian-Jewish relations
and God’s plan for the last days
yy “Mandatory reading for understanding the
next, greatest, and last move of God’s Spirit on
planet Earth.”—Sid Roth, president, Messianic
Vision; host, It’s Supernatural!
yy “Excellent, passionate, and articulate.”
—Tommy Tenney, bestselling author

N

ow updated and expanded, this landmark text reveals God’s purposes for
his covenant people in these times—and how this revelation is impacting the church. Unlike Ruth in the Old Testament, many of us have turned
our backs on the Jewish people, the relatives of the Messiah, and we share
the collective guilt for centuries of their persecution. These pages remind us
that now, more than ever, we must confess, embrace, and intercede for the
chosen people of God, aligning our prayers with God’s plan.
Once again, Israel and her people are center stage at a crucial moment
in world history, and this book shows why the church must effect reconciliation and why our prayers are vital in this hour. If we will make the same
covenant pledge to Israel that Ruth made to Naomi, the church will never
be the same!

Your People Shall Be My
People, updated
and exp. ed.
Don Finto

Vital Information
Available: April 5
$14.99
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About the Author
Don Finto served as pastor of
Belmont Church in Nashville
for 25 years and is founder and
director of Caleb Company. He
continues to serve as a pastor
to pastors, and has become
actively involved with the resurrected community of Jewish
believers in Jesus, both in the
United States and in Israel. Don
and his wife, Martha Ann, live in Tennessee and
have three children and many grandchildren.
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EXCERPT
The title America’s Original Sin is
unsettling and perhaps provocative.
We first introduced the phrase in
our 1987 cover story for Sojourners
magazine. This language and insight
helped me understand that the
historical racism against America’s
indigenous people and African slaves
was indeed a sin and one that we
started this country with. And that
helps to explain a lot. Because if we
see the sin still lingering, we can
better understand the issues and deal
with them more deeply, honestly, and
even spiritually—and decide to try to
fix them now.
I wrote this book to talk honestly
about America’s original sin and how
it still lingers in our criminal justice
system and too many other areas of
American life. The original sin is clearly
not over and done with in a new “postracial” America. And dealing with what
lingers as a sin that can be repented of
and changed is a deeper way to solve
the problems that still remain, rather
than simply seeing them as political
issues.
So we will try to look truthfully at the
underlying racial injustices, misunderstandings, and tensions that are still with
us in America and that continue to hold us
back from being the country we can and
should be. The book also describes how a
new generation—of all races—is ready
for us to deal with America’s original sin.
We need to look at the past in a way
that helps take us forward so that we
can together cross the bridge to a newer,
better, and freer American future where our
growing diversity is experienced as a great
benefit, not as a great threat.
I hope that you will take this book as an
invitation to explore the truth of America’s
racial past, present, and hopeful future so
that we might all become freer together.
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Social Activist Offers a Personal and Prophetic Call to Overcome Racism in America
yy Wallis is the author of
many important books,
including two New York
Times bestsellers
yy Author frequently appears
on MSNBC, FOX News, Meet
the Press, NPR, and The Daily
Show, as well as in The New
York Times and The Washington Post
yy Offers the church practical
steps with which to discuss
race and work toward
justice and healing

A

merica’s problem with race has deep roots, with the country’s foundation tied to the
near extermination of one race of people and the enslavement of another. Racism is
truly our nation’s original sin.
“It’s time we right this unacceptable wrong,” says bestselling author and leading Christian
activist Jim Wallis. Fifty years ago, Wallis was driven away from his faith by a white church
that considered dealing with racism to be taboo. His participation in the civil rights movement
brought him back when he discovered a faith that commands racial justice. Yet as recent
tragedies confirm, we continue to suffer from the legacy of racism. The old patterns of white
privilege are colliding with the changing demographics of a diverse nation. The church has
been slow to respond, and Sunday morning is still the most segregated hour of the week.
In America’s Original Sin, Wallis offers a prophetic and deeply personal call to action in
overcoming the racism so ingrained in American society. He speaks candidly to Christians—
particularly white Christians—urging them to cross a new bridge toward racial justice
and healing.
Whenever divided cultures and gridlocked power structures fail to end systemic sin, faith
communities can help lead the way to grassroots change. Probing yet positive, biblically
rooted yet highly practical, this book shows people of faith how they can work together to
overcome the embedded racism in America, galvanizing a movement to cross the bridge to a
multiracial church and a new America.
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A Spirituality of Food, Farming,
and Community

A Trusted Spiritual Leader
Challenges Us to Live Authentically
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To the Table

Human Being and Becoming

Lisa Graham McMinn

David G. Benner, PhD

ith the growing farm-to-table movement and popularity of local farmers’ markets, we are becoming more conscious of where our food
originates. This spirituality of eating and food helps us reflect on current
realities and understand how eating forms our souls inwardly, upwardly, and
outwardly. The author offers practical guidance on what it means to eat alone
or in community with more intention, compassion, humility, and gratitude.
She also tells the story of food as it transitions from seed to table. Sidebars
contain gardening and food tips, recipes, and food preservation guides. Endof-chapter questions for individual and group use are included.

Vital Information

ecoming fully human is a lifelong journey. It can also be an incredible adventure. Here internationally respected depth psychologist, spiritual guide,
and personal transformation coach David Benner explores the mysteries of
human being and becoming. Drawing on insights from science, philosophy,
and forty years of experience integrating psychology and spirituality, he presents concrete steps for living in ways that move us toward wholeness. He
also draws on mysticism, the perennial wisdom tradition, interfaith dialogue,
and the contemplative Christian tradition, developing a robust spirituality that
reveals how we can align ourselves with God’s presence in the world.
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Medieval Wisdom for
Today’s Church

Intergenerational Perspectives on
the Future of the Church
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ost evangelical accounts of church history tend to leave out the medieval period. Tapping into current evangelical ancient-future interests,
church historian Chris Armstrong introduces the riches of the medieval
church, helping contemporary Christians discover authentic faith and renewal
in a forgotten era. Armstrong explores key ideas, figures, and movements
from the Middle Ages in conversation with C. S. Lewis and other thinkers,
making medieval wisdom accessible and edifying for today’s church.

ounger Christians are leaving the church in droves. Many of them—and
many older Christians who stay—are frustrated and disillusioned by the
track record of American Christianity on a number of fronts. The generations
don’t see eye to eye on many things. Here two evangelical leaders forty
years apart in age discuss some of the biggest issues challenging the state
and future of Christianity, such as marriage, homosexuality, creation care,
and politics. The authors model and cultivate an intentional, charitable, and
much-needed intergenerational dialogue. Each chapter includes sidebar
reflections from notable Christian leaders and individual and small group
study questions.
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Excerpt
Do you ever experience a gap
between what you know and what
you do? Have you ever found that
new knowledge and information don’t
seem to translate into a new way of
life? Ever had the experience of hearing an incredibly illuminating and informative sermon on a Sunday, waking
up Monday morning with new resolve
and conviction to be different, and
already failing by Tuesday night? You
are hungry for knowledge; you thirstily
drink up biblical ideas; you long to be
Christlike; and yet all of that knowledge
doesn’t seem to translate into a way of
life. It seems we can’t think our way to
holiness. Why is that? Is it because you
forgot something? Is there some other
piece of knowledge you still need to
acquire? Is it because you’re not thinking
hard enough?
What if it’s because you aren’t just
a “thinking thing”? What if the problem
here is precisely the implicit model of the
human person we’ve been working with
in this whole approach to discipleship?
What if Descartes was wrong and we’ve
been hoodwinked into seeing ourselves
as thinking things? What if we aren’t
first and foremost “thinkers”? Then the
problem isn’t just our individual resolve
or our lack of knowledge. The problem is
precisely our thinking-thing-ism.
But what’s the alternative? If we
question the primacy of thinking and
knowledge, aren’t we going to slide into
an anti-intellectualist embrace of emotion
and feelings? And isn’t that precisely
what’s wrong with contemporary culture?
We’ve embraced an “if-it-feels-good-do-it”
rationale that encourages us to “follow
our passions” and act on whatever whim
or instinct or appetite moves us. Isn’t that
precisely why Christians need to focus on
thinking—to acquire the knowledge necessary to counter the culture of impulse?
Well, how’s that working out for you?
Aren’t we right back to our problem? Has all
of your new knowledge and information and
thinking liberated you from those habits? As
anyone who has ever attended a meeting of
Alcoholics Anonymous well knows: “Your
best thinking got you here.”
To question thinking-thing-ism is not the
same as rejecting thinking. Recognizing the
limits of knowledge is not to embrace ignorance. We don’t need less than knowledge;
we need more. We need to recognize the
power of habit.
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Identifying What We Worship and
How It Shapes Our Hearts
yy James K. A. Smith is an
award-winning author and a
nationally known speaker
yy Author’s BPG titles have sold
over 75,000 copies
yy Translates the acclaimed
ideas in Desiring the
Kingdom for everyday
readers
yy Creatively uses film, literature, and music illustrations
to engage readers

Y

ou are what you love. But you might not love what you think.
In this book, award-winning author James K. A. Smith shows that who and what we
worship fundamentally shape our hearts. And while we desire to shape culture, we are not
often aware of how culture shapes us. We might not realize the ways our hearts are being
taught to love rival gods instead of the One for whom we were made. Smith helps readers
recognize the formative power of culture and the transformative possibilities of Christian
practices. He explains that worship is the “imagination station” that incubates our loves
and longings so that our cultural endeavors are indexed toward God and his kingdom. This
is why the church and worshiping in a local community of believers should be the hub and
heart of Christian formation and discipleship.
Following the publication of his influential work Desiring the Kingdom, Smith received
numerous requests from pastors and leaders for a more accessible version of that book’s
content. No mere abridgment, this new book draws on years of Smith’s popular presentations on the ideas presented in Desiring the Kingdom to offer a fresh, bottom-up rearticulation. The author creatively uses film, literature, and music illustrations to engage readers
and includes material on marriage, family, youth ministry, and faith and work. He also
suggests individual and communal practices for shaping the Christian life.
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Evangelicals and Catholics Together
on Vital Issues

F

ounded by Charles Colson and Richard John Neuhaus in 1994, Evangelicals
and Catholics Together (ECT) has fostered a fruitful conversation on the
meaning of the gospel in today’s world. Over the course of twenty years, ECT
has issued nine statements addressing contemporary topics. This one-volume
guide, the first collection of the ECT statements, explores the key accomplishments of this groundbreaking, ongoing dialogue. Introductions and notes
provide context and discuss history and future prospects. The book includes
prefaces by J. I. Packer and Cardinal Timothy Dolan, a foreword by George
Weigel, and an epilogue by R. R. Reno and Kevin Vanhoozer.

New in the Brazos Theological
Commentary on the Bible

E

xodus recounts the origins of ancient Israel, but it is also a book of religious symbols. How should it be interpreted, especially in light of modern
historical-critical study? In this addition to an acclaimed series, a respected
scholar offers a theological reading of Exodus that highlights Aquinas’s interpretations of the text. As with other volumes in the series, this commentary
is ideal for those called to ministry, serving as a rich resource for preachers,
teachers, students, and study groups.

Exodus
Brazos Theological
Commentary on the Bible

Evangelicals and Catholics
Together at Twenty

Thomas Joseph White, OP

Timothy George and Thomas G. Guarino, eds.
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Being a Witness for Christ
in the Muslim World
yy Author is a professor at Fuller who has worked
extensively with Muslims in Europe
yy Helps readers move from fear to joy in witnessing among Muslims
yy First book in a new series, Mission in Global
Community

T

his up-to-date textbook features global perspectives on current
Christian engagement with Islam, equipping readers for mission among
Muslims. Evelyne Reisacher, who has worked extensively with Muslims
in Europe, helps readers move from fear to joy as they share the gospel
with Muslims. Reisacher surveys areas where Muslims and Christians
encounter one another in the twenty-first century, highlighting innovative
models of Christian witness in everyday life. Drawing on insights from
global Christianity, this survey takes account of diverse conceptions of
Muslim-Christian relations. The book may surprise those who believe mission among Muslims is difficult, challenging, and almost impossible.
This is the first book in the Mission in Global Community series, which reframes missiological themes and studies for students around the common
theme of mission as partnership with others. Series authors draw upon
their own global experience and that of their global colleagues to illumine
present realities and chart a course into the future. Series editors are Scott
W. Sunquist and Amos Yong.
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church members in Europe, North Africa, the Middle
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Understanding and Ministering to
Different Age Groups

The Unlikely Story of the Early
Church in the Roman Empire
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Effective Generational
Ministry

The Patient Ferment
of the Early Church

Elisabeth A. Nesbit Sbanotto and Craig L. Blomberg

Alan Kreider

nderstanding generational differences is a key to effective ministry in
a multigenerational church. This book offers students and practitioners
cutting-edge research and biblical analysis of three generations—Boomers,
GenXers, and Millennials—so churches can minister more effectively within
and across generational lines. The authors, one an expert on generational
differences and the other a respected New Testament scholar, represent different generations and areas of expertise. The book explores key characteristics of each generation, provides biblical-theological analysis of generational
attributes, and offers specific suggestions for ministry.
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ow and why did the early church grow in the first four hundred years despite disincentives, harassment, and occasional persecution? In this unique
historical study, veteran scholar Alan Kreider delivers the fruit of a lifetime of
study as he tells the amazing story of the spread of Christianity in the Roman
Empire. Challenging traditional understandings, Kreider contends the church
grew because the virtue of patience was of central importance in the life and
witness of the early Christians. They wrote about patience, not evangelism,
and reflected on prayer, catechesis, and worship, yet the church grew—not by
specific strategies but by patient ferment.
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How Eschatology Affects Every
Aspect of Church Life

Interpreting Scripture in the
Context of the Church Community
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Making All Things New

A Manifesto for
Theological Interpretation

any people think eschatology refers to events occurring at the end of
history. In this book, two scholars with expertise in biblical eschatology
argue that God’s kingdom breaking into this world through Jesus Christ has
inaugurated a new creation, a reality that should shape pastoral leadership
and be reflected in the life and ministry of the church. Brief and accessibly
written, this book articulates the practical implications of G. K. Beale’s New
Testament Biblical Theology and features an introductory chapter by Beale.
Each chapter concludes with practical suggestions and a list of books for
further study.

ecent decades have witnessed a renaissance of theological interpretation.
Craig Bartholomew, coauthor of the bestselling The Drama of Scripture,
and Heath Thomas bring together a team of specialists to articulate a
multifaceted vision for returning rigorous biblical interpretation to the context
of the church. Developed by the internationally recognized Scripture and
Hermeneutics Seminar, this book is designed to bring clarity and unity to
the enterprise of theological interpretation. It positively integrates multiple
approaches to interpreting the Bible, combining academic rigor with pastoral
sensitivity for professors, students, and church leaders.

Benjamin L. Gladd and Matthew S. Harmon
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How Our Reading of Paul Shapes Our View
of the Christian Life
yy McKnight is a world-renowned scholar, writer,
and speaker
yy Makes a fresh contribution to the new perspective on Paul conversation
yy Includes contributions from leading New
Testament scholars such as James D. G. Dunn,
N. T. Wright, and Bruce Longenecker

T

he “new perspective” on Paul, an approach that seeks to reinterpret
the apostle Paul and his letters against the backdrop of first-century
Judaism, has been criticized by some as not having value for ordinary
Christians living ordinary lives. In this volume, world-renowned scholars
explore the implications of the new perspective on Paul for the Christian
life and church. James D. G. Dunn, N. T. Wright, Bruce Longenecker, Scot
McKnight, and other leading New Testament scholars offer a response to
this question: How does the apostle Paul understand the Christian life? The
book makes a fresh contribution to the new perspective on Paul conversation and offers important new insights into the orientation of the Christian
life.

The Apostle Paul and the
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Joseph B. Modica (PhD, Drew University) is
university chaplain and associate professor of
biblical studies at Eastern University in St. David’s,
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of Jesus Is Lord, Caesar Is Not: Evaluating Empire in
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Reframing the Evangelical
Gender Debate

Updated Edition of a Bestselling
Missions Textbook
3rd
edition
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egarding gender relations, the evangelical world is divided between
complementarians and egalitarians. While both perspectives have much to
contribute, the discussion has reached a stalemate. Michelle Lee-Barnewall
critiques both sides of the debate, challenging the standard premises and
arguments and offering new insight into a perennially divisive issue in the
church. She brings fresh biblical exegesis to bear on our cultural situation,
presenting an alternative way to move the discussion forward based on a
corporate perspective and on kingdom values. The book includes a foreword
by Craig L. Blomberg and an afterword by Lynn H. Cohick.

ith more than 125,000 copies in print, this model for effective personal
relationships in a multicultural and multiethnic world has proven successful for many. On the occasion of its thirtieth anniversary, this contemporary classic has been thoroughly updated to reflect Sherwood Lingenfelter’s
mature thinking on the topic and to communicate with modern readers,
helping them minister more effectively to people of different cultural and
social backgrounds. It is accessible, practical, and applicable to many ministry
situations.

Ministering Cross-Culturally,
3rd ed.

Neither Complementarian
nor Egalitarian

Sherwood G. Lingenfelter
and Marvin K. Mayers
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Leading Scholar Offers a New Understanding
of the Gospels and Their Development
yy Watson is widely regarded as one of the foremost New Testament scholars of our time
yy Focuses on reading the Gospels alongside one
another rather than in isolation
yy Offers a challenging alternative to prevailing
assumptions about the creation of the Gospels

T

his groundbreaking approach to the study of the fourfold Gospel offers
a challenging alternative to prevailing assumptions about the creation
of the Gospels and the person of Jesus. How and why does it matter that
we have these four Gospels? Why were they placed alongside one another
as four parallel yet diverse retellings of the same story?
Francis Watson, widely regarded as one of the foremost New Testament
scholars of our time, explains that the four Gospels were chosen to give
a portrait of Jesus. He explores the significance of the canonical Gospel’s
plural form for those who constructed it and for later Christian communities, showing that in its plurality it bears definitive witness to what God
has done in Jesus Christ. Watson focuses on reading the Gospels alongside one another rather than in isolation and explains that the fourfold
Gospel is greater than, and other than, the sum of its individual parts.
Interweaving historical, exegetical, and theological perspectives, this book
is accessibly written for students and pastors but is also of interest to
professors and scholars.

The Fourfold Gospel
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at the University of Aberdeen and at King’s College
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Tracing Old Testament Themes in
the Gospels and Epistles

New in the Catholic Commentary on
Sacred Scripture
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Sacred Tradition in the
New Testament

Hebrews

Stanley E. Porter

Mary Healy

eading biblical scholar Stanley Porter critiques the state of research
regarding the New Testament’s use of the Old Testament and sacred traditions. He provides needed orientation for readers interested in New Testament references to themes such as “son of man” and “suffering servant” as
well as the faith of Abraham and the Passover. Porter explains that examining
scriptural traditions is fundamental to understanding central ideas in the New
Testament regarding Jesus. He sheds light on major themes in New Testament Christology and soteriology, offering fresh, constructive proposals.

Vital Information

ell-respected New Testament scholar and popular speaker Mary Healy
unpacks the letter to the Hebrews, making its difficult and puzzling
passages accessible to pastoral ministers, lay readers, and students. Her
commentary shows how Hebrews reveals the meaning of Christ’s death in
light of the Old Testament figures, rites, and sacrifices that foreshadowed it.
Healy explains that Hebrews, when fully understood, transforms our understanding of who God is, what he has done for us, and how we are to live as
Christians today.
Catholic Commentary on
Sacred Scripture
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Stanley E. Porter (PhD, University of Sheffield) is president, dean, professor of New
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We Got the New Testament and Linguistic
Analysis of the Greek New Testament.
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coeditor.
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A Biblical, Historical, and Theological
Introduction to the Church
yy Author is a renowned theologian and
prolific author
yy A robust doctrine of the church for
evangelical readers
yy Discusses the church as a living reality,
offering practical ways churches and
individuals can cooperate and live together

R

enowned evangelical theologian Gerald Bray provides a clear and
coherent account of the church in biblical, historical, and theological
perspective. He tells the story of the church in its many manifestations
through time, starting with its appearance in the New Testament, moving
through centuries of persecution and triumph, and discussing how and why
the ancient church broke up at the Reformation. Along the way, Bray looks
at the four classic marks of the church—its oneness, holiness, catholicity, and apostolicity—and illustrates how each of these marks has been
understood by different Christian traditions. The book concludes with a
look at the ecumenical climate of today and suggests ways that the four
characteristics of the church can and should be manifested in our present
global context.
This accessible introduction to the church from an evangelical perspective explores ecclesiology through the lenses of church history and doctrine
to reveal what it means for us today. Bray discusses the church as a living
reality, offering practical ways churches and individuals can cooperate and
live together.
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and director of research at
Latimer Trust, Oak Hill College,
London. A prolific author,
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The Apostle Paul and His Critics
through the Centuries

The Missing Piece of the Evangelical
Justice Movement
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Paul as a Problem in
History and Culture

Advocating for Justice

s one of the most significant figures in the history of Western civilization,
the apostle Paul has influenced and inspired countless individuals and
institutions. But for some, he holds a controversial place in Christianity. This
engaging book explores why many people have been wary of Paul and what
their criticisms reveal about the church and the broader culture. Patrick Gray
brings intellectual and cultural history into conversation with study of the
New Testament, providing a balanced account and assessment of widespread
antipathy to Paul and exploring what the controversy tells us about ourselves.

Stephen Offutt, F. David Bronkema,
Krisanne Vaillancourt Murphy, Robb Davis,
and Gregg Okesson

Patrick Gray
Vital Information

hristians are increasingly interested in justice issues. Relief and development work are important, but beyond that is a need for advocacy. This
book shows how transforming systems and structures results in lasting
change, providing theological rationale and strategies of action for evangelicals passionate about justice. Each of the authors contributes both academic
expertise and extensive practical experience to help readers debate, discuss,
and discern more fully the call to evangelical advocacy. They also guide
readers into prayerful, faithful, and wise processes of advocacy, especially in
relation to addressing poverty.
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A Historical Survey of Proofs of
God’s Existence
yy Author is widely acknowledged as a leading
Christian theologian
yy Presents a thoroughgoing critical survey of
the proofs of God’s existence
yy Shows the relevance of the classical arguments to contemporary debates and challenges to Christianity

L

eading theologian Matthew Levering presents a thoroughgoing critical survey of the proofs of God’s existence for readers interested in
traditional Christian responses to the problem of atheism. Beginning
with Tertullian and ending with Karl Barth, Levering covers twenty-one
theologians and philosophers from the early church to the modern period,
examining how they answered the critics of their day. He also shows
the relevance of the classical arguments to contemporary debates and
challenges to Christianity. In addition to students, this book will appeal to
readers of apologetics.
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Leading Theologians Introduce
Christian Doctrine

Updated Edition of a Trusted
Introduction to Christology
2nd
edition
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Christian Dogmatics

Christology, 2nd ed.

Michael Allen and Scott R. Swain, eds.

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen

his one-volume introduction to systematic theology draws deeply on the
catholic and Reformed heritage to present the major doctrines of the
Christian faith, displaying the power of theological retrieval for the church’s
renewal. Leading Reformed theologians, such as Kevin Vanhoozer, John
Webster, Michael Horton, and Oliver Crisp, offer the “state of the question”
on standard theological topics and engage in both exegetical and historical
retrieval for the sake of theological analysis. The book represents the exciting
new theological trajectory of Reformed catholicity.

Vital Information

n this revised introduction, an internationally respected scholar explores
biblical, historical, and contemporary developments in Christology. The book
focuses on the global and contextual diversity of contemporary theology,
including views of Christ found in the Global South and North and in the
Abrahamic and Asian faith traditions. It is ideal for readers who desire to
know how the global Christian community understands the person and work
of Jesus Christ. This new edition accounts for the significant developments in
theology over the past decade.
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Michael Allen (PhD, Wheaton College) is
associate professor of systematic and historical theology at Reformed Theological Seminary in Orlando, Florida. Scott R. Swain
(PhD, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) is
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An Accessible Introduction
to Theology

A Student’s Guide
to the Pentateuch

Now in
Paper

2nd
edition

B

eginning theology students are often bewildered by the maze of beliefs
represented in Christian history and tradition. This book explores the
whole Christian tradition in a simple and straightforward way. Don Thorsen
begins with introductory chapters on theology, revelation, and authority. He
then addresses biblical teaching and Christian tradition related to such topics
as God, creation, sin, Jesus Christ, salvation, and eschatology. Chapters conclude with helpful questions for further reflection and discussion. This is an
excellent introduction to Christian theology for classroom or individual use.

An Exploration
of Christian Theology

his introduction to the first five books of the Old Testament moves chapter
by chapter through the Pentateuch, examining the content, structure, and
theology. The author surveys each major thematic unit of the Pentateuch and
offers useful commentary on overarching themes and connections between
Old Testament texts. Now in paper.
“An essential tool for introducing students and all interested readers to the
fascinating world of the Pentateuch.”—Richard S. Hess, Denver Seminary

Handbook on
the Pentateuch, 2nd ed.
Victor P. Hamilton

Don Thorsen
Vital Information
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